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Starving

Cures Others
will cure you.

to

Death.

Halifax, N. S., May 4—Information
from the northern coast of Newfoundland depicts the wretched condition of
affairs there. Owing to the
ravages of
the grippe last year, the inhabitants were
unable to gather the usual catch of fish.
Just before navigation closed, the
government sent the people of Flower Cove
60 barrels of flour to save them from
perishing during the winter.
For five
months they were cut off from the outside world by ice.
Early in February
the people watched with horror the consumption of the last handful of flour.
Whole families had not a crust of
bread,
and there was not a barrel of flour on the
whole coast between Bonne Bay and Sfc
Anthony. Some of the people had perished from stavation at the date of the
last advices, March 26, when a terrible
condition of affairs existed.

MRS. HELEN E. SELDEN.

Read
Ladies,
DEATH

ing

Half

a

Million.

BAFFLED! !
A Wonderful Escape!
Lyxn, Mass., Aug. 4,1891.

Gentlemen:—I have been

Washington, May 4.—Senator Chandler from the committee on appropriations today reported an amendment to
the naval appropriation bill appropriating
$100,000 toward the construction of a dry
dock at Portsmouth, N. H. The limit of
cost was placed at $500,000.
SPECIAL

This!

AND DISEASE

A DRY DOCK FOR KITTERY.
Senator Chandler’s Provision Appropriat-

NOTICES

FIRE INSURANCE.
DOW & PINKHAM,

an invalid for
At first Kidneyyears.
Trouble caused such a weakness in my
back that I was ^p ij ■“ unable
to
do my work I nE, standing
up. I rapidly run down until disease peculiar to my sex fastened upon me, and
over seven

LIFE BECAME A TORTURE,

such as only those afflicted as I was can
know. .Compelled to sit or lie dowu
all the time—to stand upon my feet for
twenty minutes at a time was a torture unspeakable. The Terrible

DRAGGING DOWN SENSATION

would send such a feeling to my brain that
I would be
If I atlfX almost INSANE. My IVI HI U nervous system weakened until the SLIGHTEST
NOISE would nearly

DRIVE ME WILD.

Employer’a Liability Insurances

A Nervous Headache waB my
constant visitant.
I tried the various
Compounds TU AT and Prescriptions so much I ITMI
advertised,
but obtained no relief. My Physician at

Accident Insurance,
Elevator Inspection and Insurance,
Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance,

I COULD NEVER GET WELL.
Last March I got a bottle of DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA. I thought the first

35

Exchange

Street.

-ALSO-

Life

Insurance,
Marine Insurance,

Elate Glass Insurance,
—AND—
Surety Bonds Issued for Fersons in Banka
or

other Positions of Trust who

Required

to

are

Give Security.

—AGENTS FOB—

Liverpool & London & Globe.
Insurance Company of North America.
Northern Assurance of EnglandL
Niagara Fire of New York.
Queen Insurance Co. of England
Hew Hampshire Fire.
Phoenix of London.
Insurance Go. of State of Pennsylvania,
Norwich Union of England.
Reliance of Philadelphia.
Fidelity & Casualty Co. of N. Y.
National Life of Vermont
Boston Marine.

lfliat. t/ild

mo

bottle help Alintc ed me a
little. Ihave
RbOnsed nine
bottles of SARSAPARILLA and four
bottles of DANA’S LITER & KIDNEY
PILLS, and find myself able to
do all the hard work in a family of four.
I Am NEARLY WELL.
Can stand upon my feet and

work all day

without suffering. God alone knows how grateful I
am. I wish all suffering as I was knew
of your Great Remedy.
Yours

Sana

truly,

MRS. HELEN E. SELDEN.
Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast. Maine.

ST.

PAUlTTs

H.N. PINKHAM,

febll

sneodtf

Garments Cleansed
-Kjn,-

-AND-

PRESSED READY FOR WEAR,
No. 13 Preble Street.

Foster’s ForesFCily Dye House

;

the

Cooler With

Moisture

To-

morrow.

slightly cooler; generally northerly
winds.
For Friday; cooler; probably
rain before night.
Report.
Portland, Me, May 4,1892.

Local Weather

8 a. si.

8 p. si.

Barometer. 30.031 29.857
Thermometer.43.0
46.0
46.
DewPoint.41.

Humidity.
Wind.

92

100

S

SW

Velocity.10

8

..

Weather Observations.

Buy a bottle, read the rules, and try for a
prize. This medicine is performing wonderful cures eve ywhere. See our books
for testimonials
Druggists. $1 a bottle.
—
——

’TWILL

BUY IT !——
TRY IT! ——
DO

YOU

HIDDEN MEDICINE CO.,
BiarlA

GOOD!

N e wbiiryport. Mass.
lstplcMy

Guilty

the Contest.
THE LEWISTONS FAILED TO FIND

UNINSTRUCTED.

First

England leagners Made Their
Appearance Yesterday—Portlands
Pawtuckets 18 to 8—Woonsockets,

Beat

ells, 8; Brocktons, 7; Salems, 6—Yester-

Boston, Mass., May 4.—Adjutant GenCHANGES INTHECHUCH.
Sprague of Maine was in Boston toto
consult
with
Colonel
Batchelder Some of the Things Becommended to the
day
Methodist Conference,
regarding the details of the dedication of
the “High Water Mark” monument at
Omaha, Neb., May 4.—The report of
Gettysburg June 2. The President and
members of His cabinet have accepted the committee on constitution submitted
invitations to be present.
Colonel at the M. E. Quadrennial Conference
Batchelder is sending invitations to the here, was read by Dr, T. B. Neeley of
governors of the 18 states that contribu- Philadelphia. Among other things reted to mark that field, to their staffs, to
tut) tUTilllgcuiningc
leading state officers and to persons of ment of the discipline.
No material
distinction.
General Sprague reports change was recommended in the rules or
that a large excursion will go from wording of the discipline, but the comMaine, with sleeping cars and regular mittee thought the book could be arcoaches. The party will include Govto much better advantage.
ranged
ernor Burleigh and a full representation
The report also suggested that the
of his council and his staff, prominent date for opening the general conference
state officers and distinguished citizens be fixed on the first
Wednesday in May
with ladies, military men and veterans every four years, instead of the first
day
from all parts of the state.
Colonel of May.

eral

vumiucuu&u

Batchelder has secured half fare rates on
all trunk lines east of the Ohio river for
all who desire to go.

nao oi

ill

It also recommended that the ministerial and lay delegates vote
together in
the general conference on all questions
those
intended to make a change
except
in the organic law of the chureh.
At
the
ministerial
present
delegation vote

Effects of

the Quarrymen’s
Bhode Island.

Strike in

Knox

That the members of this association shall
stop all work in their departments with all employes on the evening of May 14th next, provided they do not make agreements, in all localities, which shall terminate January 1,1893.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, May 4, taken at
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, Die observations for each station being given in
this order: Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 70°, W, cloudless; New York,
74°,SW, party clondy; Philadelpliia, 70°,
SW, cloudless; Washington, 76°, S, part-

[Special

when Daniel A. Packard and Miss Isabelle Candage were united in marriage.
The contracting parties are young and
popular. They were the recipients of
The ceremony was permany gifts.
formed by Rev. C. S. Cummings, pastor
of the Methodist church.

day

on

Bates

league Diamonds—

National

Beats Bowdoin.

Skowhegan.
Charles

Murphy’s clothing store this morning
early and was well under way. when the
was

sounded at 4.30.

partment got eight

streams

The fire deon

quickly

and subdued the flames in thirty minutes. The estimated loss on*
Murphy’s

buildings is $3,000; on Frederick Hay’s
building $500; stock in Murphy’s $2,500;
ly clondy; Albany, 56°, W, cloudless; Folsom & Oak $1,500; George D. Arnold
Buffalo, 50°, NW, partly cloudy; Detroit, $300; Hay’s stock $200. The buildings
55°, NE, partly cloudy; Chicaco, 44°, were insured, also the stocks
except MurNE, cloudy; St. Paul, 54°, E, cloudy;
St. Vincent, 42°, N, cloudy; Huron, So. phy’s.
A Blow to
Wayne,
Dak., 42°, NE, rain; Bismarck, 40°,
WiNTHitop, May 4.—The burning of
E, cloudy; Jacksonville, 72°, SE, cloudless.
t the Wayne woolen mill this week was

the

Press.]
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Annis, rf.
Kirmess, 3b.
Morton, lb.
Clymer, 2b.

TB. PO.

A.

E.

2
5
(i
5
ss.
6
Burns,
O’Brien, of. 3
Platt, rf,. 4
Lachance, c. E
Koblenz, p. 5
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0
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Totals.41
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PAWTUCKETS.
AB.

R.

B.

PO.

TB.

_

2
I
l
l
1
o
0
o
3
2
5
3
1114
1113
0
2
2
7
O
O
0
2
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Hamile.lf.
Coughton, rf.
O’Donnell, cf.

5
5
4
5
Keen, 3b
Mather, 2b. 4
Cronin, lb. 4
Duggan, ss. 3
Quinlin. c. 3
Lynch, p. 3
Clare, p. 1
....

Totals.37

8

7

10

24

Innings.1 23456789
Portlands.O 3 1 0 O 6 2 6 x—18
Pawtuckets.3 0200030 0—8
Umpire—Rollins. Time, 2.20. Earned runs—
Portlands, 5; Pawtuckets. 3. Two base hits—
Home runs—
Clymer, Lachance, Koblenz.
O’Donnell, O’Brien, Koblenz. Sacrifice hits—
Duggan. Morton. Koblenz. Stolen bases—Hamile, Mather, Cronin, Annis, Burns, O’Brien,Platt,
Lachance.
First base on balls by Koblenz—

O’Donnell, Mather, Duggan, Quinlan; by Lynch
—Annis, 2, Clymer, O’Brien, 2, Platt; by Clare
—Annis. 2, O’Brien.
First base on errors—
Portlands. 4; Pawtuckets, 2. Hit by pitched
ball—Kirmes. Passed balls—Quinlan, 4. Struck
out by Koblenz—Coughton, Mather, Quinlan,
Clare, Lynch; by Clare—Kirmes; by Lynch—
Kirmes, Clymer.

1
O
0
O
3
O
O

2

1

6

0

16

*26

18

5

BOWDOINS.
ab. r. 1b. tb. po. a.
2
2
Allen, e. 5
2
4
2
3
2
lb.
i
i
Savage,
9
O
Fairbanks. 3b. 4
1
0
0
2
2
1
Hinkley, If. 4 1
1
1
2
1
2
Hutchinson,2b. 5
5
6
2
2
3
3
Bownes, rf. 5
1
o
1
ss. 4
2
2
2
1

e.
1
0
2
0
3

A Prominent Member of the Penobscot

1
Sykes,
Chapman, cf. 6023310

Chief Justice Did All That the Statute
Allowed.

Pulsifer,

Campbell, rf.3
Emery, c........ 2
Mildram, p. & cf... 6

French, p.
Jones, p.

1
4

3
222131

0
0

o
1

0
1

0
0

1
3

ners.

Sept. 7, Wednesday—“Clams” at Spurwink.
Sept. 28, Wednesday—Pride’s Bridge.
Oct. 6, Thursday—Cash’s and Bradley’s Cor-

ners.

Qct. 31, Monday.
Nov. 2, Wednesday—Ocean House.
Thanksgiving Day—Annual five-mile Race.
A. R. Farrington is captain and L. P. Huston,
lieutenant.
Portland Football Association.
A meeting of the Portland Football

Association

was

held last

evening

Plans

were

at the
talked

regarding the game.

The associaused.
Probably very
few games will be played this
summer,
but practice will be indulged in so as to
be prepared for the fall.
Now Young Tadics, Speak Up!
To the Editor of the Press:
Will the person or persons who issued
the challenge in yesterday’s Press will
over

tion ball will be

Sweeney, rf.
Flack, cf.
O’Brien, lb.

5
4
6
Coakley, 2b. 4
Ladd, If.. 0
ss. 6
Hariington, 3b. ...0
Burrill, c. 0
4
Feen, p..

2
2
2
5
3
2
0
0
1

Totals.47

17

Quimby,

B.

A.

E.

2
1
8
4
3
1
4
3
1

0
O
0
2
1
1
4
1
3

27

12

2
1
0
o
0
o
0
1
O
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2
1
1
3
2
3
1..
3
o
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..

..

..

..
..
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—

LEWISTON'S.
AB.

McCormick, 3b.... 5
Keay, cf.4
Cook, If. 4
Cotter, 2b. 5
Lezott, lb. 4
Hickey, ss. 5
Murphy, rf. 4
Donahue, c. 5
Welch,p. 4

R.

B.

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
0

4
1
1
2
1
2
1
1

1

TB. TO.
3
o
4
3
8
0
o
7
2

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

A.

E.

1
0
0
O
0
3
0
0
4

1
0
O
1
O
1
1
0
0

9 14
Totals. 39
8
27
4
Innings.1 23450789
Woonsockets ....5 0 1 0 2 3 4 2 0—17
Lewintons.0 4 0 1 0 0 2 2 0— 9
Umpire—Conley. Time, 2.20. Earned runs—
Woonsockets. 3; Lewistons, 3. Two base hits
—Conkley, Ladd, Burrill. Three base hits—
..

with Brockton.
Attendance 750.
The score:
Brocktons,.1 0000240 x— 7
was

Salems.I

0

1

0

0

0

1

2

1—6

Base hits—Brocktons, 12; Salems, 7. Errors
—Brocktons, 6; Salems, 2. Batteries—Doe and
Cotter Killeen and Moore.

The National League.
and chose William N. Case chairman and
William L. Blackington secretary and
The following were the results of
treasurer.
The time and place of the
yesterday’s National League games:
county convention will be named at a
AT PITTSBURG.
meeting held later. It was decided, in Pittsburg.001 00400 0— 5
view of the efforts of the opposition, to
20020430 0—11
Philadelphia
push the canvass with all possible enerBase hits—Pittsburg, 12; Philadelphia, 13.
gy. The new secret society, the Knights Errors—Pittsburg, 2; Philadelphia, 3. Batof Reciprocity, a lodge of which will be teries— Ehret, Camp and Earle, Weyhing and
organized in every city and large town Clements.
AT CHICAGO.
in the state, is expected to lend valuable
3 000010 2—6
assistance. The Knox county committee Chicago.0
Baltimore. 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 0—4
is now composed of the following memBase hits—Chicago. 10; Baltimores, 11. |Erbers:
W. W. Case of Rockland, chair- rors-Chicago, 5; Baltimores, 3. Batteries—Luman; W. L. Blackington of Rockland, by and Schnver, McMahon andBoblnsou.
AT LOUISVILLE.
secretary and treasurer; J. s. Foster of
x— 4
Rockport, F. A. D. Singhi of Camden, B. Boston.. .0 00000310
0 0 0 0 1 0 0— 3
Webb Counoe of Thomaston, Fred P. Louisville.2
Base hits—Louisvilles, 5; Boston. 9. ErWalls of Vinalhaven, N. B. Eastman of
3; Boston, 3. Batteries—
Warren, Marcellus Metcalf of Hope and rors—Loulsvilles,
Jones and Grim, Nichols and Kelly.
C. E. Cook of Friendship.
All of the
AT CINCINNATI.
above were present at today’s meeting,
Brooklyn. 00000001 3— 4
except Mr. Cook of Friendship, Frank B. Cincinnati.00100000
1— 2
Miller of Cushing acting as his proxy.
Base hits—Cincinnatis, 3; Brooklyn, 7. Errors—Clncinnatis, 3; Brooklyn, 3. Batteries—
The Third Party.
Mullane and Murphy, Stein and Kinslow.
Bangor, May 4.—A preliminary meetAT CLEVELAND.
the
to
ing of welcome
delegates to the Washington..... 00.030000 0— 3
State
Convention to be held Cleveland. 01000000 0— 1
Prohibitory
in this city tomorrow, met at City Hall
Base hits—Cleveland, 4; Washington, 7. Erand
were made
addresses
tonight,
by del- rors—Cleveland, 0; Washington, 1. Batteries—
egates from various parts of the state, Dauies and Doyle, Kllroy and McGuire.
AT ST. LOUIS.
interspersed with music by a quartette.
St. Louis. 00030101 0-5
The convention assembles at
Hali
City
tomonow, at 10 a. m. It :s understood New York. 00000030 0— 3
Base liits-St, Louis, 0; New York, 4. Errors
Timothy B. Hussey of Berwick will be —St.
Lonis, 3: New York, 4. Battmes-tUlcanominated for governor,
Susie aud Boy lei
son and

Buckley,

the

Charges

Are

Entirely

[Special to the Press.]

Bangor, May 4.—The censuring of
Judge Peters by the Grand Lodge of
Good Templars here has caused a
great
deal of talk in regard to a matter which
is not generally understood. The matter
has been prominently brought before the
public in the past two days by the publication last evening of a statement made
by one of the committee on resolutions
—

v,vv'*

recent

state

m_i

convention

mi

*vunMwio,

xuc

of the

..

uumixiiLLee

cun-

sisted of ex-Senator H. F. Daggett of
Milo, Rev. F. H. Morgan, the bright
young pastor of the Methodist church at
Orono, and Mrs. Hodgdon, a prominent
lady temperance worker of Lewiston.
The statement in behalf of the committee follows:
The Committee's Statement.
The facts are as follows: At the term of the
referred to, something like 230 liquor indictments were found by the grand jury against
the I enobscot county riunsellers.
In addition, there were a
large number of appealed cases, some 25 or more from Oldtown,
Oroud. Lincoln and other
towns, the
adjoining
result of a vigorous crusade by the
temperance
people of those towns. The defendants in
these appealed cases were also included in the
indictments above mentioned, which were
found under the Nuisance Act.
These cases, Judge Peters would not allow
to come to trial, and we have
singular spectacles of criminals under bail who should either
c°me before the county
attorney for trial, or deraiilt; failing to do either, and instead, after a
quiet conversation with the Honorable Justice,
settling their cases by payment of a nominal
court

fine.

This fine was assessed by the judge, accordsize of the business

ing to the

carried on by
kindly mention the names of the party each. Now as to the cases indicted
under the
challenged, also the challenging party, Nuisance Act no question is or has been raised
as
to Ins power to let the criminals off with a
as the young lady riders have failed to
materialize and arrangements can not be simple fine. Although the friends of the prohibitory law might be inclined to criticise the

Samuel Dexter Carleton.
TB. PO,

OF

False—Bumsellers Not Allowed to Settle in Violation of law—Instead, the

n

Aug. 3, Wednesday-Coasting Contest, Cape.
Aug. 8, Monday—Spurwink.
Sept. 1, Thursday—Allen’s and Bradley’s Cor-

Says

Bar

of the

Hill.

OUT

THE RECENT SENSATION.

O
0

July 11, Monday-F-Climbing Contest, Smelt

Y. M. C. A. rooms.

THE BOTTOM KNOCKED

6

June 9, Thursday—Westbrook.
June 29, Wednesday—“Strawberries.”
July 7, Thursday—Two Tights.

WOONSOCKETS.
R.

Justice Peters,

2
1
0
2
3
0

made without their address.
An Interested Party.
Sporting Notes.
An accident that almost proved fatal
occurred on Sebago Lake. Three fisherWOONSOCKET’S STICK WORK.
men from Portland, named
Hanson, MarIt Beat the Lewistons to the Tune of' 17 tin and Holden, were in a small,
cranky
to 9.
boat, when one of them got a strike. In
his excitement he jumped to his feet, the
[Special to the Press.]
others jumped also and over went the
Woonsocket, E. I., May 4.—The local boat. Other boats near by came to their
Hew England league team won the open- aid and managed to rescus them after
ing championship game today by super- much peril/ A doctor was necessary
After being resior stick work at opportune moments they were so chilled.
cued the first thing Hanson said was:
and all round team play. Both pitchers
"Wnere is ttiat hshr’
were hit freely and gave
many costly
OBITUARY.
bases on balls.
The attendance was 600.
The score:
AB.

of Chief

3
4
2
12
a
1
o

score:

PORTLANDS.
AB. R. Ii.

Lawyer’s Reply in Behalf

E.

Totals.40 10 14 18 24 lS ~7
[Special to the Press.]
Boston, May 4.—Portland beat out
♦Chapman hit by batted ball.
Pawtucket today very easily, the result
Pine Tree Wheelmen.
being due to the heavy batting of the Portlands and the poor fielding of the PawThe Pine Tree Wheelmen announce
tuckets.
Lynch was knocked out of the the following club runs, leaving their
box in the sixth inning and Clare substi- rooms at 7.30 p. m.
May 4, Wednesday—Deering.
tuted.
The attendance was 400.
The
May 11, Wednesday—Pond Cove.
.Tima A fiafiiprlav_T iwonio end

—

Skowhegan, May 4.—Fire broke out

alarm

to

Rockland, May 4.—The Republican
county committee met in this city today,

Rockland, May 4.—The residence of
Capt. H. E. Candage, Claremont street,
was the scene of a happy affair
tonight,

in the rear of the extension of

for

Victory.

Packard—Candage.
[Special to the Press.]

Fire Loss in

County Republicans Preparing

r.

Totals.35
All the New

TO THE GOOD TEMPLARS.
A

bates.

_at.

Hoffman, 2b.
Wilson, p. & cf.
Putnam, If.
Pennell, lb.
Wakefield, 3b.

17; lewistons, 9; Mancliesters, 3; low-

DELEGATES

tion:

Fair Today;

Weather.Cloudy Foggy

BETTER THAN COLD

was

the shore front of the Perrin Preeman
farm on Penobscot bay, about two miles
He will erect a
from Camden village.
summer residence.

_

Time in 20 Years.

Mean daily ther... 46.0|Max. vel. wind. .16 SW
Maximum ther... 60.0 Total precip.17
Minimum ther
.42.0|

A splendid all round medicine which is

score:

VICTORY AT WOONSOCKET.

against free coinage.

Fair:

Prizes will be given to the story-writers of
Maine within the next 60 days, as follows:
Best story, $50 in Gold; second best,
$25 in Gold; third best, $15 in
Gold; fourth best $10 in Gold. This
is done to attract attention to

Portland’s New Team Starts Well in

on

BUSINESS DEPRESSED.

Boston, May 4.—Local forecast of the
weather
for Maine
for
Thursday:

$1DO IN GOLD

Bates, 15; Bowdoins, 14.J
[Special to the Press.]
Brunswick, May 4.—Bowdoin met
Bates on the delta this afternoon and
was defeated by a score of 15 to 10.
The

In Camden.

4.—The jury in the Tena California
Republicans Declare for Fre
Davis trial retired at 3.45 p. m., and was
Silver and No Chinese.
out three hours and 35 minutes.
It returned a verdict in the first degree
Stockton, Cal., May 5.—The Republiagainst James A. Trefethen, charged can state convention today adopted a
with killing Deltena J. Davis, December
platform which indorses President Har23d last.
A verdict of not guilty was re- rison’s administration; demands the
pasturned against his brother-fn-law, W. H.
sage of such laws as jvill provide for the
with
Smith, charged
being an accessory free and unlimited coinage of the silver
to the crime. Ex-Governor
Long imme- product of the mines of the United
diately anuounced his intention of filing States as soon as the same can be done
exceptions in the case of Trefethen and without injury to the business interests
was given until May 20th in which to do
of the nation; urges Congress to take acso.
If these exceptions are not sustained tion to insure the early completion of the
and secure its control
Trefethen will be sentenced at the June Nicaragua canal,
by the United States government; and
term of the Supreme Court.
Otherwise demands such legislation as shall utterly
the case will go over until November.
prohibit all Chinese immigration to the
It praises Secretary
The verdict caused surprise to the pub- United States.
lic and to the attorneys interested. Not- Blaine’s conduct of the foreign policy,
and
as being
of
him
speaks
among the
withstanding the strength of the circumThe
stantial evidence offered by the govern- very foremost of living statesmen.
evoked
tlie
piatlorm
enthusiasm
greatest
ment and the able argument of the attorA resolution was adopted in favor of
ney general, it was generally felt that the
to the fullest extent, the
principal fact of the actual commission carrying out,
of the murder had not been made out. principles of civil service reform. M.
The first formal ballot on the count DeYoung, E. F. Spence, N. D. Rideout
and United States Senator Felton were
charging Trefetnen with murder in the elected
first degree, stood 11 to one for convicdelegates at large to the convention.
They are uninstructed.
tion and the second was unanimous for
conviction. Smith was only considered
on the charge of being an
And His Name Is Blaine.
accessory the
first ballot standing 10 to 2 in favor of
Spbingeield,
111., May 4.—In tho Reacquittal and the second beimr unanipublican convention today, when the
mous.
chairman predicted that the candidate
nominated at Minneapolis would be electALMY WILL HANG.
ed, there were loud cries “and his name
The Coart Still Thinks Him Guilty in the
is Blaine, Blaine, Blaine.”
“It is so
written in the book of fate,” said the
First Degree.
chairman.
The delegates interpreted
Plymouth, 1ST. H., May 4.—In the Al- this as meaning the endorsement of
my case today evidence was introduced Blaine’s nomination and again that popin support of the petition for a new trial ular leader was loudly cheered.
Committees were selected and the copand Hon. Alvin Burleigh argued for the
vention adjourned until tomorrow.
prisoner. The court denied the petition
In Other States.
for a new trial and reimposed the senThe
Democratic
conventions in Michitence of death, the penalty to be inflicted
and
Wisconsin yesterday ingan
at Concord, on the third
Tuesday of structed the delegates elected for Cleveland.
May, 1893.
Harrison delegates wore chosen bv the
THE HIGH WATER MARK.
Republican conventions in Maryland and
Tennessee.
The Maryland resolutions
Adjutant General Sprague Making Ar- indorse the administration, reciprocity
and the McKinley bill and protests
rangements for the Gettysburg Trip.

WITH US.

Sweeping Republican Victory for

eodtf

nov29

the Davis Case the Verdict

PRICE THREE CENTS.

POUNDED OUT A VICTORY.

first, and the lay delegates follow. This
plan has become quite unpopular among
the lay delegates, and the recommendation of the committee on this point will
Pbovidence, E. I., May 4.—The strike
St. Paul, Minn., May 4.—Yesterday’s
Quimby. Double play—Qiftimby and Coakley.
probably meet with approval.
the
workers
of
among
granite
Manchester, 3; Lowells, 2.
The report also recommended that no
election resulted in a majority of 3793
Westerly
still continues, and the prospects of an annual conference shall be
for Wright, Rep., over Smith, Dem., the
organized
Manchestep., H. H., May 4.—The
The paving with less than 30 travelling ministers, home team began the season today with
early settlement are slim.
present mayor.
and that the concurrent vote of three- a victory.
Both teams put up a fine
cutters struck May 1; not a piece of stone
candidate
for
fourths of the delegates of all the annual
McCarthy, Rep.,
i he attendance was 700.
compThe
game.
has been quarried in the month and not conferences shall be
sufficient to author- score:
troller, runs ahead of Wright, and Miller a drill has worked within that
time. The ize the general conference to make
for treasurer is nearly even with him. strike is
Manchesters... .0
01 2—3
having a depressing influence changes in the organic law of the church. Lowells.0 00000
0000002 0—2
Of the assembly, all the nine new mem
on business.
Colonel John Ray submitted a minorBase hits—Manchesters, 4; Lowells. 4. Erbers are Republicans, and eight of the 11
The Employers Will Fight.
ity report, differing in some respects rors—Manchesters, 4; Lowells. 7. Batteries—
aldermen of that party. This is the first
from the majority report upon a few Morse and Mackey, Budderham and Guinasso.
4.—The
executive
Boston,
May
comnninte
time in 20 years that the Republicans
Brocktons, 7; Salems, 6.
mittee of the Granite Manufacturers’ Ashave carried the city.
sociation of New England today unaniCAMPAIGN WILL BE VIGOROUS.
Salem, Slay 4—The Salems were beaten today in an exciting contest.
Luck
mously adopted the, following resoluTHE WEATHER.
A

First

STERLING DOW.

Summer

Home

Boston, May

AS IN RUSSIA.
Newfoundland

A

Justice Promptly Dispose of the Effort
in Behalf of Almy.

Debility.

Page 8.
Brief Jottings.
Personal mention.
The liquor agency.
Reception to Rev. Mr. Lindsay.
Geo. W. Jackson wanted by people who had his
checks.

In

Brunswick, May 4.—The contract for
building Brunswick’s thirty-five thousand dollar school house has been awarded to T. M. Given of Brunswick. Work
will begin at once.

in the First Degree as to Trefethen, Not
Guilty as to Smith—New Hampshire

is the
standard specific
for Scrofula, Catarrh
Rheumatism, and

Page 6.

aSKS&u'Mift

Camden, May 4.—Jonathan Evans of
Philadelphia, has purchased thirty acres

Sarsaparilla

Wit and Wisdom.

People

cause

TO BE HANGED.

AYER’S

5.

The mill

formerly

of the fire is unknown,
Brunswick’s Fine School Buiifl]^

Jury Find James Trefethen the
Guilty Man.

4.

District convention.
Deaths and marriages.
Music and drama.

that village.

operated by the Johnsons
and employed a goodly number of hands.

FRANK C. ALMY AGAIN SENTENCED

strength,

Editorials.
State topics of interest.

Page

severe blow to
was

and restoring the
health and

f
Maine towns.
The Good Templars and Gov. Dingley.

5, 1892.

It has been recently lying idle owing to a
The
complication of circumstances.

medicines for
purifying the blood

Page 2.
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MORNING'S NEWS.

Reception at Yaughan

DAILY

[Special to the Press.1

Rocklaxd, May 4.—Samuel Dexter
Carleton, President of the Camden Savings bank and one of the country’s leading ship-builders died at his 'home in
Rockport early this morning aged about

75 years.

Mr. Carleton

representative

was

men of eastern
in business and social circles

one

of the

Maine, and

alike commanded the deepest respect of all who
knew him. He was the senior member
of the firm of Carleton, Norwood & Co.,
which owns an extensive vessel fleet and
which has constructed several of the
largest and finest wooden vessels afloat.
Notably among these are the ship Frederick Billings which, at the time of her
launching several years ago, was the
largest wooden vessel afloat, the S. D.
Carleton, which is now engaged in an
ocean race between New York and San
Francisco, the William H. Maxey and the
P. J. Carleton.
This firm is now completing a large brick and granite block in

Rockport.

Mr. Carleton’s first thoughts were ever
for his native town and nowhere else is
the result of his perseverance and industry more apparent. Aside from shipbuilding he was an extensive lime burner, operating quarries and kilns and from
these combined sources he had amassed
a very comfortable fortune.
He was a
Democrat but aside from local matters
never took an active part in politics.
His brother, Hon. P. J. Carleton, is a

inadequate fines imposed they do not question
the legal discretion of the judge. But
they do
believe that the plain intent of the law has been

ignored, and that criminals have been permitted
to escape the penalty which he
might, had he
been disposed, have imposed upon them.
-A vigorous Rejoinder.

Judge Peters

position

was

perfectly right in his

tfie liquor cases.
statement of the facts
gives the position of Chief Justice
Peters and does not leave the Good Templars’ committee a leg to stand upon.
The statement which follows was
pre
pared by one of the prominent members
of the Penobscot
bar:
county
The Good Templars have censured Judge Pe-.
ters for his action in the liquor cases.
Their
The

in

regard

to

following

justificationifor such unprecedented action is
principally in the following paragraph:
“These cases Judge Peters would not allow
to come to trial and we have the
singular spectacles of criminals under bail, who should either come before the
county attorney for trial or
default, failing to do either and instead, after a
quiet conversation with the Honorable Justice,
settling their cases by the payment of nominal
lines.”

The only case on the entire docket of the
tenn m which the Chief Justice had the
right to
sentence a man for violation of the liquor law,
and the only case in which the
county attorney
moved for sentence, or could move for
sentence,
was immediately disposed of by the
presiding
justice by both fine and imprisonment, in accord with the letter and provision of the statute, and the man was immediately incarcerated
m jail, and I presume is there
now, serving out
his sentence. That this statement is unquestionably true, the February criminal docket will
disclose and the county attorney will verify.
There was not another case disposed of on the
docket under which the Chief Jnstice, or any
other judge,could have imposed sentence and as
to these case Judge Peters would not allow to
come to trial,” it is entirely false and without
foundation. The county attorney will state that
in no instance did the
presiding justice ever refuse to allow him to try any case
pending on the
docket at the last criminal court. The
only case
it was in the power of the
county attorney to
try or the presiding justice to pronounce sentence iu, was tried and a sentence of fine and
imprisonment pronounced by the court; and in
that case the defendant’s counsel, if he had not
wished to go to trial, could have demurred and
sent the case up to the June law term of court.
It would have come back at the next August
term for sentence and then the defendant could
have let his bail be defaulted and thus avoided
the penalties of the law by
allowing his bail to
pay in a certain sum of money, which would be
in accordance with the bail bond
given, and
every case that was settled at the last term of
court, as a matter of law, could have been disposed of in the same way, regardless of the efforts of the county attorney or the vigilance of
any justice of the court who might be presiding.

The deceased
prominent Democrat.
“The Robber of the Rhine”
leaves three children, Mrs. Wm. H. Luce,
wife of the collector of customs, Mrs. H.
New York, May 4.—C. Hayden Coffin,
A. Talpey, of Boston,and William Dexter the
young baritone, arrived from EngCarleton, of Rockport.
land,
having taken passage under the
Obituary Notes.
name of Charles Carter.
His incognito
Charles Jenkins Bice, a native of New
Gloucester, Me., died in Winchendon, was assumed owing to the late scandal
He was a prominent in London, the Randcgger divorce
Mass., Tuesday.
case,
citizen, and had held many town and in which he was mixed up. Coffin will
state offices.
Warren R. Knight, for many years an
engineer on the Boston & Maine, died in

Boston, Tuesday.
Pittston, Me.

He

was a

native of

Reception at Vaughan Street Church.

There

wras a minister’s
reception at
Vaughan Street Independent Methodist
church last evening, tendered to the pastor of the church, Rev. C. Everett Beau.
A supper was served in the vestry diningroom at seven o’clock, at which were
present the trustees of the church, many
city clergymen and invited guests. Rev.
Mr. Bean and wife occupied the head of

table.

Mrs. J. P. Wescott had
of the supper arrangements and
the tables were tastefully set. The supper
was a success.
Rev. Mr. Luce of Chestnut street church made a few remarks
after the supper appropriately referring
to a large notice displayed in the diningroom: “Welcome to our Pastor.”
“Feed
After the supper an admy Lambs.”
journment was made to the church auditorium where words of welcome were
addressed to Rev. Mr. Bean and his wife
by the President of Trustees, Mr. J. P.
Wescott. Mr. Bean responded in a happy manner. Remarks were then made
by Rev, Mr. Wilson, Rev. Mr. Cate, Rev.
L. F. Bean, of Cape Elizabeth, and Rev.
Mr. Watson, of Woodfords.
The remarks were interspersed with vocal and
instrumental music, Miss Annie Wescott, vocalist, Mr. Haskell, claronetist
and an orchestra led by Mr, Rodgers’:
3
Mr. Bain, organist.
the

appear in Barrymore’s opera, “The Robber of the Rhine” at the Fifth Avenue
Theatre.
Hayden Coffin is a native of Portland,
Me., but he has been for sixteen years in
London, where he went on the lyric stage
and made his reputation as one of the
best baritones in England.

charge

«

Absolutely
A cream

of tartar

Pure.

baking powder. Highest o

all in leavening strength_Latest United States
Government Food Report.
Royal Parlhg Powoek Co., 106 Wall St- N.Y

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE LOYAL LEGION.

The weather today
ie likely to he

Annual Meeting and Election of Officers
in This City East Evening.

fair.

Portland, Mays,

TITH

the

The itnnjtal meeting of the Military
Order of the Loyal Legion of the United
States was held at the Falmouth Hotel
last evening. In the absence of General
Hyde, General George L, Beal of Augusta, Senior Vice Commander, presided.
The following members were present:
General George L. Beal, Augusta.
General Selden Connor, Portland.
General Charles Hamlin, Bangor.
Major S. Clifford Belcher, Farmington.
Major William Henry Green, Portland.
Captain George Edwin Brown, Portland.
Lieutenant William Edward Dennison, Port-

ap-

vacation and the
outing; that will

summer

suggest repairs and improvements

to be made in

the

at the beach

or

cottage

the islands

Captain Alfred L. Turner, Portland.
Captain Hebron Mayhew, Westbrook.
Captain W. W. Whitmarsh. Norway.
Captain Thomas P. Beals, Portland.
Surgeon Seth Chase Gordon. Portland.
Lieutenant George Foster French, Portland.
Lieutenant Samuel L. n tiler. Waldoboro.
Colonel William H. Fogler, Roekland.
Lieutenant Nelson Howard, Lewiston.
Samuel H. Allen, Thomaston.
Acting Ensign E. A. Butler. Rockland.
Captain J. C. Rundlett, Portland.
Colonel Henry G. Staples, Augusta.
Fust Lieutenant Charles J. House, Augusta.
Captain B. ,r. Hill, Auburn.
Captain C. W. Ford, Portland.
E- B.
allet. Jr., Freeport.
Lieutenant Heury B. Cleaves, Portland.
Edward Peering Noyes, Portland.
Major David E. Parsons, Oakland.
Caytain John N. Hubbard, East Douglass,

iains or wherever you

haplucky enough to

pen to be
have a “resort,” and it is
not unlikely that the sub-

ject of Window Shades
and kindred things may

up for consideration.
Better be a bit too early

come

placing

Dr. George H. Brickett, Augusta.
Major H. S. uelcher, Portland.
First Lieutenant and Adjutant Charles W.
Roberts, Portland.
Lieutenant Colonel Frederic Robie, Gorham.
Surgeon F. M. Eveleth Waldoboro.
Commander Frank Wildes, U. S. N„ Port-

orders for this sort of
stuff, because it is easier

get what you

to

the

want at

of the

sea-

son than later when

the

“rush” is on—not that

we

beginning

will not be

land.

Lieutenant J. H. Kniglit, Portland.
Paymaster W. H. Andersou, U. S. N-, Portland.
Assistant Surgeon A. vitchell. Brunswick.
First Lieutenant and Adjutant Edward M.
Rand, Portland.
Captain Thomas J. Little, Portland.
Colonel
Moore. Portland.
Lieutenant Colonel D. J. Salford, Augusta.
H. T. Blanchard, 1st Maine Cavalry, Augusta
B. F. Harris, 6tli Infantry, Augusta.
Lieutenant Charles O. Hunt, 5th Maine Bat-

glad of
your order—butyou know
when everybody wants atjust

as

it means
more or less unavoidable
delay, and delay then
tention

means

at once

l.PJ’V Pnr Hariri

Major Sidney W. Thaxter, 1st Maine Cavalry,
Portland.
Lieutenant Elton W. Ware, 9th Maine volunteers, Bangor.
Captain and Brevet 'ajor William L. Clayton,
1st assachusetts Battery. Bangor.
Brevet ■ ajor Henry S. Burrage, 36th Massa-

disappointment and

annoyance.

chusetts volunteers, Portland.
H. A- Pliilbrook, Boston, chaplain 8th Maine,
Quincy, Mass.
Charles R. Littlefield, Major and brevet Lieutenant Colonel Paymaster U,
A., Keimebunk.
Colonel M. F. Wentworth, Kittery.

Good plan to select
what you want and have it
delivered when the house
is ready—this month or
next.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

ASSIGNEES’ SALE
—

OF

(iisiaufirrom
TraTITH valuable water power

at

Konnebunk,

Maine, on tbe Mousam Kiver, being tlie
following Beal Estate of the "DAV7S SHOP
CO.”, which will be sold on the yietUu.,, Wen.
nesday, May 18th,at 1 o’clock in the afternoon
as follows:—
1st. The large four story Mill, 35x160 ft.,
with two lame ells, 75x50 ft. each, brick boiler
house, 25x36ft.and the paroel of land 185x
85 feet, comer of Main and Storer streets.
This Mill is run by water-power, considered to
be one of the best in New England. The Mill
has a 120 horse-power water-wheel, and the
water-power has never yet been known to fail.
The building is thoroughly equipped with the
Walworth Sprinkler System, making a low insurance rate. This factory has a capacity for
so cases per day, if used for shoe manufacturtt

The annual reports of the recorder,
treasurer, chancellor and registrar were
presented. The eommandery has now
127 members. During the year two have
died, Brig. Gen. George Thom and Hon.
Hannibal Hamlin. The library of the
eommandery contains upward of seven
hundred books and pamphlets.
The following were elected officers for
the ensuing year:
Commander—Brvt. Brig. Gen. Thomas W.
Hyde. U. S. V.
Senior Vice Commander—Brvt. Maj. Gen.
George L. Beal, U. S. V.
Junior Vice Commander—Brvt. Gen. George
Varney, U. S. V.
Maj. Henry S. Burrage, TJ. S.

^Recorder—Brvt.

Registrar—Brvt. Maj. Holman S. Melcher, U.
8. V.
Treasurer—Captain Thomas J. Little, U. 8. V.
Chancellor—First Lieut. Charles w. Roberts,
U. 8. V.
John Smith Sewall, U. S.

^Chaplain-Chaplain

Council—Assistant Surgeon Alfred Mitchell,
U. S. V.; Major David E. Parsons. U. S. V.:
Captain Charles E. Nash, U. S. V., Major Chas.
Walker, U. S. V.; Captain Charles W. Ford, U.
S. V.

mg.

2nd. The Estate on Water street, consisting
of a lot of land 75x about H5ft„ large dwelling
house, known as tbe “Kennebunk HonSe”. containing 16 rooms, and two other small buildings.
3rd. The Estate comer of High and Pleasant
streets, consisting of a large parcel of land, a
building 26x28ft., occupied for retail stores and
a two story and basement tenement
house,
31x24 ft. at present rented to good advantage.
These properties will be sold to the highest
bidder without reservation, and the sale deserves the attention of all manufacturing concerns desiring a country plant having available
cheap labor and unfailing water-power. Further particulars may be had by applying to
BENJ. F. SPINNEY I
Assignees,
MUSES WILLIAMS i 89 State St., Boston.
Boardman & Ingalls or
Baker, Marsbman & Baker,
Lynn. Mass.
m
d9t

The
dented

following

new

members

were

!

FOB THE FIRST CLASS.
Charles Smith Larrabee—Second lieutenant,
unattached, 19th Maine Volunteer Infantry,
July 18, 1862; Captain Co. K., August 1,1862;
honorably discharged on account of disability,
March 1.1863. Served in the Army of the Potomac. Bath, Maine. Recommended by companions Spaulding, Connor and Hill.
Edwin Ruthven Wingate—Private Co. G., 13th
Maine Volunteer Infantry. October 13, 1861;
Sergeant, December 81,1861; Captain, Co. H.,
77 u. S, C. X., March 3,1864. Mustered out on
account of disability < 'ctober 7,1865. Served in
Department of the Gulf. Standish, Maine. Recommeuded by Companions Brown (G. E.),
Green and Little.
Charles Veazie Lord—Quartermaster Second
Maine Volunteer Infantry, May 2, 1862. Mustered out September 19,1861. Served in Virginia. Bangor, Maine. Recommended by Companions Ware, Fairbanks and Farnbam.
Mark Fernald Wentworth—Lieut. Col. 27th
Maine Volunteer Infantry, September 30,1862.
Colonel, February 11,1863 ; Mustered out by
reason of expiration of service July 17, 1863;
Colonel 32d Maine Volueteer Infantry, May 6,
1864; resigned October 18,1864 on account of
wounds received at the “Mine” before Petersburg, July 30,1864; Brevet Brigadier General
March 13, 1865.
Served in the defenses of
Washington and in the Army of the Potomac.
Maine.
Recommended by Companions
Klttery,
Allen, Cleaves and Connor.
FOB THE SECOND CLASS.

Harry Rust Virgin—Eldest son of Companion
Colonel William Wirt Virgin. Portland, Maine.
Recommended by Companions Brown (J. M.)
Fessenden and Virgin.
Charles Livermore Nash—Eldest son of Companion Captain Charles E. Nash.
Augusta,
Maine. Recommended by Companions Lapham
Brickett, (G. E.) and Blanchard (H. F.)
After the dinner Paymaster William H.
Anderson of Portland read a very interesting paper entitled “Incidents of the

Mr. JOHN RAY, Watsrville, Me.

ANOTHER

A WORD TO THE SUFFERING FROM
A RELIABLE FARMER.

And Still Again.

Jt is reported that the air was blue that
the Young Men’s Democratic Club inhaled yesterday morning when they read
the nominations in the fire department
made by the engineers and confirmed by
the committee.'
They had demanded
broad and had received only half a loaf;
or, in other words, their demand that the
entire force of
Republican employes

I have suffered with Dyspepsia for the
last fifteen years and at times thought. I
would die. Last winter I was having one
of my bad spells, and had called in two
doctors without receiving any relief.
My wife wanted to have a third one, and
asked me whom she should send for; I told
her to send for a bottleof Groder’g Botanic
Dyspepsia Syrup, which she did, and in
less than an hour after using it X was
relieved. I continued to take it until I
was completely cured.
Today I am a well
man, free from any stomach trouble.
My greatest trouble was distress after
eating, sour stomach, severe headaches, and
choking spells. I suffered everything but
death. I consider Groder’s
Syrup one of
the best blood medicines ever made.
John Ray,
Waterville, Me.

THE

MEDICINE^

On and after October 1,1891, wo give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Read guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularof the Appetite,
ity
Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Cwnvtipation. And why Will it cure? 3$eOanse it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is
compounded from the
pu est roots and herbs, iree from Alcohol
cr Morphia.
It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it Is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

THE GRODER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY,
WATEKVILLE, MAINE.

should be removed had been very unsatIt is now reported
that another letter has been forwarded
by the club to the chief members of the
Board requestingan interview.
The “by’s” evidently feel their oats.
At the meeting the other evening after
City Treasurer Walker’s answer had
been received declining to turn out the
clerks, an excited member rose and
shouted:
“Mr. President! We don’t
want no such Democrats in the club. I
move he be fired.”

isfactorily answered.

j

Montgomery's Dance.
The last chance to enjoy a good dance
this season will be afforded at Foresters’
hall next Tuesday evening by the Montgomery Guards. Get your tickets now.
The Yacht Club*

At the meeting of the Yacht Club last
evening it was voted to publish the annual club list.
Preparations were made
for the annual cruise, and resolutions of
regret and condolence were offered on
the death of Geo. D. Rolfe.

■i'

GRAND HIGH PRIESTS.
Fifth District—Almon C. Waite, Portland.
Sixth District—Winfield S. Hinckley, Thomas-

DISTRICT DEPUTY

ton.

Seventh District—Harrison Piper, Lincoln.
Grand Chaplains—Kev. David V. Gwilym.
Lewiston; Rev. James Vincent, Calais; Rev. C.
S. Leffingwell, Bar Harbor.
Grand Captain Host—Albro E. Chase, Port

land.
Grand Prin. Sojourner—Algernon M. Koak,
Auburn.
Grand R. A. Captain—Leander M. Kenniston,

President—Marnnis

K

BEST

IN

IN
Representing

WORLD.

is the

only Refrigerator that can be kept
H ab-

Seymour.

A charter was

granted

to

Jephthap

Council at Farmington and the dispensation was continued until constituted under its charter.
At 4.45 the Grand Council closed.
The Grand Lodge met at 2 p. m. Only
routine business was transacted, and at
4 o’clock it called off until 9 a. m. ThursA_

"‘V

In the evening Ancient Landmark
Lodge of Portland worked the third degree before the fraternity, but the Grand
Lodge was not opened.
Maine Council of Deliberation of the
Scottish Kite met at 4 p. m., and the following officers were elected:
Commander-in-chief—Marquis F. King, Portland.
First Lieutenant Commander—Charles I. Col-

lainore, Bangor.

Second Lieutenant Commander—Fessenden
Day, Lewiston.
Grand M. State & G. 0.—George E. Raymond,
Portland.
Grand Prior—Herbert Harris, East Maehias.
Grand Chancellor—Algernon M. Roak, Auburn.
Grand Treasurer—William 0. Fox, Portland.
Grand Secretary—John S. Russell. Portland.
Grand E. & Architect—William Z. Clayton,
L

Bangor.

Grand Hospitaler—Morris E. Bragg, Bangor.
Grand Master of Ceremonies—Frank E. Sleeper. Sabatis.
Grand Standard Bearer—Thomas P. Shaw,
Portland.
Grand Captain of Guards-Charies E. Libby,
Auburn.
Grand Sentinel—Warren O. Carney, Portland.
The

Oakdale Fair.

listen to the entertainment whieh

following points.

1— Cleanliness.
2— Free circulation.
3— Economy in the use of ice.
4— Condensation and dry air.
5— Low average temperature.
6— Freedom from damage
by use of ice picks.
/-Freedom from condensation on the inner wall
8- Proper location of the drip pipe.
9- Life.

to

BARGAIN.

SECOND

BARGAIN.

We have just purchased an entire lot. consisting of 150 pieces
of Endymion Cloth, a very fine Printed Cottou Dress Fabric, in a
great variety of beautitul styles, equal In value to the Brandenburg
Cloth that sells for 3$ cents. Some of the lot are subject to slight
manufacturers’ imperfections and we purchased the lot at our
own price.
We shall offer them at only

12 l-2c. Per Yard.

REiOVEABLE PATENT GALVANIZED ICE COMPARTMENT.

J.R. LIBBY,
Street.

Congress

apr30

dtf

HEADQUARTERS
v--FORBy use of this improved ice compartment, we are able
challenge comparison as to cleanliness with any Refrigerator made. We sold last season 126 of these Refrigerators, every one giving perfect satisfaction, which
we consider substantial
proof of their superiority.
to

WALTER COREY iOMPANY,
Street.
28

Stvlish Foot Wear.
LADIES’ STYLISH SEASONABLE SHOES.
SPECIALTIES
Ladies’ Dongola Button,
6*

eodtf

“

■

m

Boyd’s Fine If. V. Boots,
Dongola Side Lace,

“

YOUNG

a

$1.50

...
m

m

MAN,

2,00

also

'foe and Common Sense,
Opera
“
“
“
“
“

“

Free

mv3__

3.00

...

5.00
3.00

hold fast to your Money until you examine
our SPRINC STYLES.

Men’s $3.00 Shoes vs. all other $3.00 Shoes; Men’s Russett and
Russia Calf Bluches; Men’s Bals, all widths, styles and sizes; Men’s
P. L. Bals & Congress, $0.00; Meu’s $2.00 Shoes in many styles.

W. L. W. & CO.

We offer as a special inducement during the House
Season the new article of unsurpassed merit,

Cleaning

MOTHERS,

KIRKOLINE,

put up in 41b. packages. Marvelous in its operations,
Superior to
all other Soap Powders; price 25c. package.

take your Children to Sign of Cold Boot and
have their feet properly fitted.

BROWN,

Union Station,

944 CONGRESS ST. 461
apr21

CONOR ESS

STREET.

ALSO,

/

4,000

lbs. White Cloud

This Soap has special
merits,
equally good for laundry and toilet.

LARCE
SMALL

SOMETHING

Soap.

being white iu

CAKES,
CAKES,

NEW

Si
color and

7 cts

40,9)
IN

THE

CEKEAL

THE HEALTH FOOD COMPANY.
LINE.

ROASTED OATS.
Iu the process of roasting all the germs of insect life and
other
impurities are effectually destroyed, leaving the food pure and
healthful. Price 15c. per package.

W. L. WILSON & CO.
THE

ivi.

follows:
Piano solo.Mr. Chas. H. Toby
Reading.....Miss Lottie Bruce
Whistling solo.Miss Freda Morrill
Piano solo.■.Mr. Chas. H. Toby
Whistling solo.Miss Freda Morrill
The fair is free to all afternoons and

The
everybody is invited to attend.
articles displayed for sale are meeting
with ready purchasers, and the prospects
of tiie fair are very bright.
A donation

Loss

Per Yard.

50c.

in the

Deputy Grand Master—Algernon M. Eoak,

Master

Dollars'

Importer.

FIRST

gan.

installed by Grand

of

newest and most popular shades of Fans, Modes, Browns, and
Grays. One of the most desirable fabrics in the market.
Actual
value and regular 75 cents, but we have just purchased the entire
lot at a great discount and shall offer them at the low price of

solutely pure and clean for all time.
Superior by reason of its improved construction

Master of Ceremonies—Horace H. Burbank,
Saco.
Conductor—Fessenden I. Day, Lewiston.
Chaplain—Elbridge G. Heath, Auburn.
Steward—Albert M. Penley, Auburn.
Warden—James M. No veils, Bucksport.
Ten High Priests were received into

were

Hundreds
the

AND WHY?
Because it

Treasurer—Levi A. Gray, Portland.
Hecorder—Stephen Berry. Portland.

These officers

■

2,200 yards of French Vigonreux Suiting, AH Wool, in 18 of the

roruana.

Auburn.
Grand p. C. of Work- Orestes E. Crowell,
Oakland.
Grand Treasurer—Leander W. Fobes, Portland.
Grand Eecorder—Stephen Berry, Portland.
Grand Chaplain—William J. Burnham, Lewiston.
Grand Master of Ceremonies—James M. Larrabee, Gardiner.
Grand Captain of Guards—Webster Hazlewood, Waldoboro.
Grand Conductor—Hugh E. Chaplin. Bangor.
Grand Steward—Oliver A. Cobb. Westbrook.
crand Sentinel—Willard C. G. Carney, Portland.

■**»

JUST RECEIVED.

WORLD

Finer.

the Order.
The Council closed at 12.40.
The Grand Council of Royal and Select
Masters met at 2 o’clock, Grand Master
Pennison E. Seymour of Calais presiding. Fourteen of the 15 chartered Councils were represented, and eight of the 10
Past Grand Masters were present.
The address of Grand Master Seymour
showed an active and prosperous year.
There are 16 Councils, 1592 members
and 264 candidates.
These officers were elected:
Grand Master—William E. G. Estes, Skowbe-

BEST

THE

Norway.

Saco.
Junior Vice

THE

THE

Grand Master Third Vail—Howard D. Smith,

closed.
The Order of High Priesthood met at
11 a. m., Josiah H. Drummond of Portland presiding. The following officers
were elected:
President—Josiah H. Drummond. Portland.
Senior Vice President—Edward P. Burnham,

THE

v'-v; r-.

Camden.

Grand Master Second Vail—Charles W. Clifford. Bath.
Grand Master First Yail-Charles E. Denning,
Mechanic Falls.
Grand Stewards—George A. Callahan, Lewiston; Daniel W. Maxfleld, Bangor; William N.
Howe, Portland.
Grand Lecturer—Frank E. Sleeper, Sabatis.
Grand Sentinel—Warren O. Carney, Portland.
At 11 o’clock
the Grand Chapter

miscellaneous.

WALTER GOREY SOMPANY

yesterday morning. Dispensations were
granted for a new chapter at Mechanic
Falls to be called St. Andrews Chapter,
and for a new chapter at Waterville.
Petitioners for a new chapter at Kockport were granted leave to withdraw.
The grand officers were installed by
Past General Grand High Priest Josiah
H. Drummond, the following appointments being made:

Blockade.”
The second day of the fair at the new
The library of the commandery during hall in
Oakdale, on account of the
the past quarter received valuable gifts
weather, was not attended by so large a
from Hon. J. M. Addeman of Provi- crowd as on
Tuesday,, but still a goodly
dence, K. I., Mr. John S. Pierson of New number was present in the afternoon.
Vnrtr nnrl rtfh Are
In the evening the hall was filled to

LIFE SAVED

Qnooeif's Syw

TO PROVE

Different Bodies yesterday.

the

The Grand Chapter met at 9 o’clock

land.

or the moun-

than too late in

proceedings in

1892.

proach of
June you’ll
naturally begin to think
about

miscellaneous.

THE MASONIC MEETINGS.

GEOCEBS,

-----

MRS.

LINCOLN

In her well known cook-book on page 42, endorses and mentions at length Peeled Wheat Flour, just one of these admirable
preparations—we make the following extract from the same:

street^
^

ago, a number of Physicians in New Fork City formed a
small company to prepare scientifically under the finest expert medical supervision special food articles and in answer
to a long felt want to place on the market within the reach of the
dyspeptic, diabetic and the ailing in general, perfectly adapted
food preparations of undoubted reliability, they established tneir
head quarters on 5th Ave. New Fork.
The project proved a decided success—they now have
regularly
established agencies all over the world, we are their agent here.
All of their products, 52 in number, always iu stock at the Millett
Store and a descriptive pamphlet
explaining iu detail the different
articles may be had for the asking.

YEARS

... ......

.......

» .......

into flour and one which is

.....

.n un

ivuuvo oi

convening wneat

endorsed by leading Scientists and
Physicians, has been recently introduced by the Health Food Corn*
l>any of New York. Bread made with this flour has been found,
after repeated trials, to be sweet and agreeable to the taste, light
and spongy iu texture, with none of the objectionable features of
graham bread and answering fully all the demands of perfect
nutrition.”
This flour is by analysis, twice as rich in the essential elements
»f the wheat Kernel as the best “Entire Wheat” flour and nearly
three times more so than common white flour.

---

of cash from Rollins & Adams has been

received, a combination step-ladder, and
a quantity of Stimson's Floral Cream.

ERflSTUS WIMflW

Take electric cars at head of Preble
street, and stop at Pitt street in Leering
Tonight the entertainment will he as
follows:
Piano solo.Miss Junie Childs
Selection... Imperial Mandolin and Guitar Club
Vocal solo.Mr. W. P. Goss
Violin solo—..Mr. Snow
Reading..Mrs. Lillian Holly Perkins
Vocal solo.Mr.
W. P. Goss
Selection
Imperial Mandolin and Guitar Club
Entertainment commences at St o’clock.
..

Cumberland Loan Association,
The annual meeting of the shareholders of the Cumberland Loan and Building Association was held yesterday afternoon at their offices No. 31$ Exchange
street, and elected the following board of
directors and auditors for the ensuing
year:
Directors—Geo. S. Hunt, Thomas P. Shaw,
John 111, Adams, Frederick Jones, Samuel Rolfe
Nathan Cleaves. James F. Hawkes, Enoch W,
Hunt, Edward C. Reynolds, A, T. Laughlln.
John N. Lord, R. A. McClutchv, Fred H. C'obl),
Kimball Eastman, Arthur K. Hunt.
E. Chase, Edwin L. Coding,
».A!,.<ii,tor3~Albro
M. M. Duroy, Jr.

I

In an article entitled the Fioui-of the Future iu the February
forth American review says:
“The demand has been made for white bread: fashion calls for
t: the itlilier has complied,
iileclianica! skill lias come to the
issistauce and every part of the wheat which would tend to darken
he flour is beiug removed with a precision and thoroughness
vhich are simply wonderful.
But does this tend to make the
tread better! Does it give the working man a
greater return for
lis hard earned loaf than did the old fashioned dark bread!
The
imwer to the
foregoing qneitioas is decidedly in the uegative.
tv hat we need is the reversal of the
opinion which demands a
1 vhue
starchy flour.

! IRESQflKED
!
,
i

l
l
I

I

■

HEALTH FOOD BREAD at the M1LLETT STORE afternoons
2 o’clock,
fl LARGE BROWN LOAF 10c.

after

cjo. cTshaw a CO.
apr3°

eodat

'--

I

miscellaneous.

MAINE TOWNS.
Items

Interest

of

Gathered by

Symptoms.

\

—

Bilious attacks

panied by constipation,
colic, vomiting of bile,,

ana

Manson G. Larrabee,

makes merry, has its origin
in the unpleasant results

246 Middle Street.

4...

*'

Pure

V

The farmers are very busy sowing
grain and picking rocks.
Mr. John Cartret met with quite a bad
accident recently. His horse which was
hitched in a shed at Fitch’s Mills was
frightened by a pile of boards falling
down, he broke his halter and started
to run away. Mr. Cartret attempted to
stop him but was struck on the leg by
some part of the cart, no bones were
broken but he was obliged to go with a
crutch for several days but is improving
rapidly row. The horse continued to
run for about two miles and then took to
the woods. The cart struck a tree and
the horse cleared himself from it and
was going farther into the woods but was
captured and taken home.
Quite a company of men left here early
April 27 to fight fire on Browns mountain, which was set by a young man at
work for Mr. A. Brown,
For some
reason unknown he took his clothes and
went up on the mountain, set the fire and
threw his clothes in and then left. A
short time after he was seen a short distance from the house and has not,been
seen or heard from since.
The fire
burned over about fifteen acres but did

V

Blood, Perfect Health."

and stimulates the liver and
bowels, purifies the blood, and
keeps the system in a perfectly
healthy condition. Ask for

Kickapoo
Indian Sagwa
$1.00

a

bottle.

serious damage.
Mr. and Mrs. John
daughter Mrs. L. K.

All druggists.

——f

f

A gentlemen whose~”days~
,
are~spent in
ithe City Hall purchased some stock in the
Lone Star Cotton Picker
Company. He
mentioned his investment to a friend, also
m the
of
the
employ
city, advising him to
purchase. Before doing so the friend decided to further investigate, and wrote to
Waco, and received the following letter in
--

ness

Waco, Tex., Jan. 20, 1892.
I
[Mr.-, Boston, Mass.
Dbab Sib,—Your letter of the 24th
t.
inst., addressed to our Waco postmaster,
respecting the Lone Star Cotton Picker,
has been referred to me, with a
request by
Mrs. Conger, Postmistress, to answer it.
I have witnessed the cotton picker at
■work in the cotton fields from the time it
made its first tests here until its
present
&

owing can pics cootton cleaner or
better than a person picking by hand, but
the ordinary hired cotton picker will leave
from 5 per cent, to 15 per cent, of the
n

cotton in the field, and pick it more or less
trashy. • The new perfected machine
leaves less than 5 per cent, unpicked. It
picks as fast as two horses walk ordinarily in ploughing.
The machine has picked as
high as 4000
pounds per day. Two horses and one
driver can operate it. It makes as
good
sample and grade as that picked by hand.
The rains throw or spatter more or less
dirt or mud on the opened cotton, which
dries on it and is gathered in the handpicked cotton ; but the Lone Star Cotton
Picker knocks all of this dirt out in picking the cotton, a thing not possible to be
done in hand-picked cotton.
The machine does not injure the plant.
I have seen it pick when the cotton was
just opening, and always in that case the
plant has blooms and fruitage in all stages,
up to nature-opened cotton, and it destroys
no more green bolls or blooms than would
be knocked off by a hand going over the
field, perhaps less.
£
It is the uniform testimony of all who
have seen the machine pick cotton, and
thundreds of practical farmers have seen it
at work, that it is a success; it is
beyond
doubt the greatest invention of the
age.
.The company has a plant here worth about

$50,000.

I have been connected with the press of
Texas about 23 years; resided in Waco for
37 years. I have known the president of
the company, Col. Gurley, and one of the
directors, Dr. Sears, for all of these years.
The State of Texas has no more honorable
nor upright
gentlemen than they. I have
known the inventor, Mr Campbell, and
Mr. Turner, the secretary of the
company,
only since their residence in Waco. They
came from Chicago to Waco about two
•pars since. Col Gurley and Dr. Sears
have resided in Waco since 1854.
Outside of $500 in stock I own in the
company, I have no interest.
I have
sever doubted its ultimate success from
!&e time I first saw it.
Very truly, $
J. K. Strf.kt.

the

Aware of this

use

fact,

clean, delicate, vegetable substitute for lard.
duced

a

Twice each Spring come periods of absorbing
interest in Dress Goods. The first is at the
opening of the new stuffs. isThat’s past. The
here in fact. But
second is NOW that Spring
the one interest now absorbing beyond all else
centers in our Dress Goods Department.
The
CHEAPNESS in price and goodness in quality
is the attraction.

It is called

COTTOLENE

WOOL FABRICS.

It excels lard for

every household use. A
trial will convince you.
Make it
grocers.
tions.

Sebago.

At

now.

leading

33c.

Beware of imita-

N. K. FAIRBANKS. CO.
5 Central Wharf, Boston.
sepS

yard.

40 in Crocodile Cloth in plain colors and mixtures, the weave is extremely pretty, a change
from the plain stuffs, all Wool and fine quality,

Manufactured In CHICAGO by

The school in the Wiggins district began May 2, under the direction of Miss
Mary E. Milliken of Baldwin.
Misses Ernestine Sanborn, Alice and
Hattie Wiggin are at Bridgton Academy.
Miss Emma Wiggin has gone to Boston
to work dressmaking and Miss Ida M.
Chadbourne is teaching at Pigeon Brook.

98c>

S&TT&wlynrmcT

yard.

Actual value. $1.25.
Those all Wool Stripes, 40 in. wide, in Green,
Browrn und Blue are slipping out fast. Never
have been retailed less than 60 cents.
One of
the greatest cuts in prices ever made on perfect

goods,

monstrated, forbade further digging and
hauled in rocks to protect his property,

ASBESTOS PAINTS

25c.

yard.

then the father of the children complained to the selectmen that the
rocks were in the road, and there
seemed no way to decide the matter,
but to locate the road according
to the original survey. The old records
were hunted up, and found to be in such
poor condition that it was voted at the
last town meeting, to submit them to an
expert who should make a fair and intelligible copy. This was done at an expense to the town of SCO, and now one
would suppose, on seeing the road laid
out by the ancient landmarks, either that
the surveyors were going around swamps
and forests, or that in the “good old

days,” they imbibed so much “apple
jack” that they could not tell a straight
line when they saw one; however the
“rocks” proved to be in the road, and the
complainant is happy.
Chandler Lodge, I. O. G-. T. at
its last meeting, elected the following
officers:

C. T.—L. W. Heed.
V. T.—Mrs. L. W. Reed.
R. S— Mrs. C. P. Bennett.
F. S.—Miss Jennie Haskell
T.-L. C. Curtis.
C.—Miss Helen Nevens.
M.—Harden Benson.
G. —Clara Grover.
S. —Willis Merrill.
Scarboro.

Tlie Dunstan Minstrel Troup gave an
entertainment at the grange hall to a
large audience last Friday evening. Any
one who can enjoy a good
laugh should
not fail to attend one of their entertainments.

They will play at Grange
Spurwink next Tuesday evening.

Hall

A car load of horses arrived at Scarboro
Beach Station, Saturday afternoon from

Denver, Colorado. Although there are
some among them that are rather wild
there are some very fine looking horses
in the lot. They w ill stop at Mr. Joseph
Foss’s stable a few days for rest and
feed and then will be taken to Raymond.
Mr. Howard E. Pillsbury was drawn
last Saturday to serve on the jury for the

May

term of court.

The hotels at Scarboro Beach aud
Prout’s Keck are undergoing the usual
spring fitting up and getting ready for
the summer business.
Freeport.

gfi

49c.

Paints in

The

cuftnEQ

t»»c.

wnAUEdi

73c.

W, W. WHIPPLE &

Root Beer

21 Monument Sq.

dtf

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-3

Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all eases
given up as ineurable, I will take them to make
a cure.

l>r. Reed will not a3k yog any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case lie
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can teil the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sunday from 9 a. m„ to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
age and one stamp, $1.00.
my22dtf

»

Easily and cheaply made

Im-

at home.

proves the appetite, and aids digestion.

JtAn unrivalled temperance drink. Healthful, foaming, luscious. One bottle of
makes
Extract
This is not

5

gallons.

only “just

as

good”

wias others, but far better. One
Si,rial will support this claim.
Ct.
p Williams k Carleton, Hartford,

Get it

sure.

SOLD
EVERYWHERE

apr28eod4m

WM. McALENEY &

SON,

The firm of BURNHAM &
MORRILL is this day dissolved by consent.
April
30 1892
GEORGE BURNHAM, JR.,
CHARLES S. MORRILL,
JOHN E. BURNHAM.

Portland, April 30,1892.

The business heretofore
conducted by the firm of
BURNHAM & MORRILL,
will be carried on from and
after this date by the

BURNHAM & MORRILL COMPANY,
Corporation organized

PRACTICAL

Harness and Collar Manufacturer.
Having had

40 years practical experience we
guarantee to suit the most fastidious in

style, price

and

workmanship.

FOUR FACTS.
1. Nothing but first-class stock used.
2. None but skilled workmen employed and
day labor.
3. Every Harness warranted and handmade.
4. Our prices as low as the lowest, stock,
style and workmanship considered,

HORSE FURNISHING GOODS.
Everything pertaining
Harness Store

nand, from

Thanking

to

a

First

constantly kept
a

Class

on

lllauket Pin up.

*

resolutions

other action was
taken referring to Brother Dingley by
our Grand Lodge.
The “arraignment”
to which you probably refer was a stateno

ment

a speaker in a public temmeeting at Bangor after the
adjournment of the G. L. Our Grand
Lodge promptly and explictily refuses to
accept any responsibility for said utterances, and objects to being reported as
“arraigning” Bro. Dingley. On the contrary said statement received the univer-

sal condemnation of the members of our
order who were present at that public
meeting. Bro. Dingley is a Past Grand
Templar of our Grand Lodge and possesses the entire confidence o£ our membership, as a lifelong total abstainer, and
temperance advocate, and that confidence cannot be shaken by the utterances of irresponsible persons or sensa-

4tf

the Maine
Charitable Mechanic Association will
THE
THURSDAY EVENING
held
6th. '92.
on

m.\A<i2t

ELLIOTT C.

May

be

MITCHELL, Sec'y.

MERRY THE HATTER,
237 and 239 Middle St.

apr30

eodtl

wins Hi

fifes.

yard.

yara.
And the only thing to do is to repair the damage. Especially in a family of
children the furniture and dishes have a hard time and by the time the little ones
are able to take care of things the furniture is in a bad way.

yard.

CHILDREN ARE KEEN

Black all Wool

Henriettas.

The quality
38 inches.

59c. yard for

Monday Only,

40 in. Black all Wool Cheviots. These are
the 81.00 quality, not the coarse homely weave,
but fine and good weight,

At tliis Sale 63c.

yard.

Black Silk Warp Henrietta, one of the finest
made, warranted not to slip, beautiful
nish. Actual value $1.75,

Dualities

For

Monday St .39.

You have never seen its match.
28 inch Black Japanese Silk,

»»c.

per yard.

fresh carpet.

OUR CARPET SALE NOW GOING ON

Attraction in Ladies' and Children's Garments for Monday.
We have received special invoices of Garments to be put on sale today. Capes, Jackets,
The Childetc., in the newest spring styles.
ren's Keefers in Tans, Modes and Blues should
not be passed.
The prices are all fixed at the
lowest rate of retail profit.
But for today a

special cut will be made from the former prices.
Outing Flannels, in a choice line of stripes and
figures, today’s price 8c, yard.
One lot of Stripe, Pink and Ked ground at Be.
yard.
One very large line of these goods in different
qualities, light and dark colorings, in large
varieties, at 10 and 12 1-2 cents.
One lot of Outing Flannels for Infants’ wear, In
white and colors, plain and stripe, very soft
finish, 12 1-2 cents.

22 inch Black China Silk,

69c.

And it does not do to let the home lose any of its cosy beauty.
A new bit of
furniture once in a while will be but a slight expense and it makes the home
wonderfully attractive. By the way, what will add such light to a room as a bright

I

equal to any sold at $1.00, widths
Very fine, brilliant finish,

LINENS.

yard.

The Figured Silks are now in great demand.
We have them In Chinas, Japanese and Changeable.
An exceptionally fine line. Examine
them.

WOMEN'S KID GLOVES.
One lot 8 Button Length Suede Momsquetaire
Kid Gloves. The maker put these on the market to retail for $1.25. We close the lot. Mon-

day’s price,

un

OBSERVERS,

Our large shipment of All Linen Huek Towels,
very large size, and the finest quality
ever shown at this price,
12ya dents.
For 5 cents we have the Huck, Turkish Crash
and Honey Comb Towels.
Splendid values in higher grades of Pure Linen
Damask Towels.
Another invoice of that Eleached Table Damask, 54 in. wide, 25c. yard.
Specials in the better qualities.
Unbleached Cotton Crash,
3c. yard.
Barnsley Bleached Crash, plain and twilled,
18 inches wide, 10 cents.
19 inch Glass Linen Crash, very fine and heavy,
regular 15c. quality, for 12yac.
19 vch Cotton Diaper, 30c. piece. Special for

Is attracting the attention of every houskeeper within reach of the newspapers.
Such prices were never before quoted on these standard makes and our only fear is
that our stock may not last and so the late comers will be disappointed. Come early
and you will have a great variety from which to select.

LOOK

AT

THESE

PRICES.

Roxbury Tapestry 09 cents, formerly $1.00.
“
“
Velvet Carpets,
87
1.25.
“
“
Brussels Body,
85
1.10.
“
“
Wool extra Super, 55
.85.
“
“
45
.80.
Tapestries,
Next to

carpets, perhaps the best value for your money may be found in

our

our

CROCKERY

DEPARTMENT.

The Ladies have become so accustomed to reading our crockery advertisement*
that it is the first thing they turn to. Just now we are offering some great bargain*
in Toilet Sets, the particulars of which you will find in another column.
Do not
think however that is all, bargains await you on every side and we will show you
a wide variety of pretty table trifles.

A

Handsome

Refrigerator

It saves many steps too, as the food
a useful ornament to a dining room.
be taken right from the table. We carry a fine line of the Belding, “New Perfection” in a handsome antique oak finish. It is the most economical of refrigerators
and one good point that every housekeeper will appreciate, is this.
Any delicate
dish may be kept in the chamber without taking the flavor of other food that may
be there. The charcoal sheathing gives perfect insulation and the finish and details
appeal to the most fastidious.
We also carry the well known “Baldwin.”

Makes
can

Monday only.

REGARDING CHAMBER SETS.
We have a fine line ranging from the plain painted one at $18 to the elegantly
one in choice woods at $2.50 and $3.00.
Mattresses, Bed Clothing and Toilet
Sets can be obtained at the same time. If you desire to see something pretty in
those
in
our
windows. They are beauties.
notice
exhibited
show
Chamber Sets,

carved

dlw

“OVER

THE

RAME”

It is the place too where the busy house wife spends a
Is a Western expression.
of her time. It pays to have a good range. The Quaker is the best but
we have many varieties and at all prices.
Every house keeper says:

large part
This piano

is used at

NISS NEALLY
commended

and is

as

ail

concerts

by

“The

STEVENS,

FIRST, by such great

lights in the musical firmament

and

a

host of others.

The

general agency

thurston'sTiano house;
3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.

H. E. IVilLLS,
Piano Tuner.
Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store 431
Congress Street.lebSeodtt

There are over 300 to choose from, including
proper sort. At prices from 75 cents to
$0.00. Carriage shades S1.25, *1.50 to 82.50,
A variety of styles at f 1.25, Black and Colors,
with Buttle and Plain, in different style materials. Changeables in Silks, Silk Surahs in Plait
Colors and Fancies, in a large variety of sticks,
in natural wood and fancy. Special prices foi
every

Monday.

Having
may 3

dlw

MANSON
may2

some

satisfaction

in putting on a Shirt that’s fit to wear. An excellent place for one that isn’t is in the rag basket. If you have not been troubled with an illfitting, ill-made, uncomfortable Shirt you have
escaped a positive affliction, If you have been
bothered by such an article you will be all the
more apt to steer clear in the future.
Don’t get
in a perfect rage every time you put on a Shirt
but try OUIt SENATOR, the most perfect fitting
Shirt made. The price does not signify the
value. $1.10 Laundered. $1.00 Unlaundered.
You have had plenty of experience with Shirts,
and this experience has probably taught you
something. There isn’t the least reason why
you should be content with second rate material
or make when that which is neither the one or
the other is at your disposal for less than the
OUR BONANZA,
same amount of money.
made of the Langdon Cotton, reinforced front
and back, perfect in fit and workmanship. Try
one. Only s5c. laundered; 75c. unlaundered.
OUR PUREST CITY Short Bosom Shirt and
PORTLAND PRIDE are equal in value, ac1 cording to price, 65c. and 50c. each.

BUSINESS CHANGE,
purchased the well-known “DAMSON PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO” on
Temple street and all accounts due on the
same, persons owing the Studio will pay their
bills to me. J. H. LAMSON, Photographer,

Is Indeed

a

Friend.”

NEW PARLOR SETS

There is

S. THURSTON.
aprlldtf

Quaker

are constantly coming in and you will find many hand*
bits of furniture on this floor. Our Easy Chairs, Rockers, Center Tables and
bits of Parlor Furniture will give your parlor the finishing touch it has long needed.
You know we have Easels, Pictures, Clocks, Curtains, Draperies, and in fact
everything in house fittings
some

as

DR. HANS VON BULOW,
EUGEN D’ALBERT,

tional political newspaper corresponddents.
Yours truly,
Geo. E. Brackett.

M. C. M. A.
regular monthly meeting of

same as all others.

aud 10-4 widths.

KNABE.

or

madp by

our old

patrons and soliciting many
more new ones, we will endeavor in the future
as m the past to merit your patronge.
Pep airing Fromptly Attended To.

may2

niayU

perance

26 PREBLE STREET,

can

and

Price

Bargains in Unbleached Cotton, 36x40, 45 in.

PARASOLS.

of the Press:
In yesterday’s issue you somewhat severely criticize the G. L. of Good Templars for, among other things, “arraigning Congressman Dingley,” &c. Will
you please correct an impression which
may be conveyed by your article by saying for the G. L. that no “arraignment”

Laundry it will please you. Goods
Tuesday forenoon and returned
Saturday morning.

our

Fruit of the Loom Bleached Cotton Bemnants,
6 1-2 cents yard.

Monday's Price, 59c. yard.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP

To the Editor

try
sent

Figured Muslins, white ground with colored
figures, 12 1-2 cents.
Llama Cloths, cashmere finish, the styles in
these are far ahead of anything we have
ever shown, 9c. and 10c. per yard.
ChalIies—4000 yards to be sold Monday at 4c.
yer,yard.

40 inch Cheviot Cloth, in the light delicate
mixtures of Blue, Gray and Brown, soft and yet
fine woven,

GO,,

Dr E. B. Reed.

Belfast, May 3, 1892.

find new styles in Hats and Ties
in our window every week.

always

$1.00 India Twills, in colors, 46 inches wide,

__J

Good Templars and Gov. Dingley.

If you

Apron Ginghams
Be. yard.
Dress Ginghams, 10,11,12 1-2 and 15c. yard.
The Pongee, very fine Cotton Fabric, 30 in.
wide, In elegant colorings and designs, 12
1-2 cents.

GLASS ELEGANT GOODS.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR MONDAY.

At the May Festival, Freeport, Monday der the Laws of Maine with
75 Cents.
evening, Miss Evangeline Pearson’s the following officers:
We have Kid Gloves in the Foster Lace,
readings and cornet solos were highly
President—GEORGE BURNHAM, JR.
finished and Suede. Mousqetaire in finished
appreciated by the hearty applause of
and Suede, in Black, and all the new shades.
Vice President-JOHN E. BURNHAM.
the large audience present.
Also the Chamois in natural and white. Prices
Treasurer—CHARLES S. MORRILL.
Richmond.
$1.00, $1.25 and $1.60.
Secretary—PEREZ B. BURNHAM.
Rev. George F. Griffin, of Franklin
Directors—GEORGE BURNHAM, JOHN E. BURNK. H., has accepted a call to the
Falls,
EVrtst Dnnllr.4HAM, CHARLES S. MORRILL, PEREZ B. BURNHAM, JOSIAH BURNHAM.
ol T>:

can

•

wide,

the World.

a

Toil

the Ginghams in the Scotch and
makes, in choice designs and colorThe
Lace
ings.
Stripes which are very stylish
and attractive. Plaids in all the delicate shades.

and can suit
Our new
all.

871-2 cent India Twills, in colors, 44 Inches

<wymined

mar2G

COMBINATION

everything in that line.
large store holds them

FIRST

are

Our 75 cent Bedford Cords. You should see
the colorings.
Entirely new shades, 40 in.
wide, in Blues, Browns. Grays, Tans, Reseda,
Steels and Porcelain tints. Very fine quality.
62 1-2 cent India Twills, in colors, 40 inch,

Have the
sale of

you to

American

BOpcs. Glass Linen Crash
6 1-4c. yard.
This is an unheard of price for a pure linen
crash of this quality.

Furnisher’s.

a

We have the

Cotton Dress Fabrics

9-4

a

largest

At

...

12 pieces all Wool Mixtures. 40 in. wide, the
quality is fine and the weight light—just suitable for summer wear, in pretty mixtures of
Gray, Blue and Brown,

Hatter’s.

a

TIES, SHIRTS, ETC.,

BASEMENT.
These

By its use good pie and
good health are easily harmonized.

At

We have been through our entire stock, first
floor and basement and selected such merchandise which are seasonable and in demand from
each department, clipped the prices which were
bargains before for a SPECIAL BENEFIT SALE,
commencing this morning.

modern science has intro-

Blake at Buxton

Last Saturday the selectmen employed
surveyor to locate the road at Cobb’s
bridge, according to the original survey
made in 1774. The cause of this movement was a dispute between two neighbors. One man allowed his children to
dig in the bank of his opposite neighbor
to such an extent that there wras danger
of the bank caving in; the neighbor re-

than the pro-

more

produced by

of lard.

Wiggin visited their

Gloucester.

MISCELLANEOUS.

HATS

TODAY’S OFFERING, MAY 2.

draws the line at the “rich-

The school at North Baldwin began
May 2, under the direction of Miss Loney

of

The Autocrat
Table'*

test of our digestive organs
against hog’s grease.
The ordinary stomach

The friends of Mrs E. B. Binford will
be sorry to learn that her health is very

New

perfected state.

nothing

Mass.

IHE COTTON PICKER,

“

which many people experience after eating pie. This
discomfort, or distress, is

Centre recently.
Mrs. Nathaniel Wiggin is visited by her
aunt Mrs. Robert fleering of Nantic,

ulcers, piles. 25 cents.

jieply:/

of the

no

Indian Salve
Kickapoo
heals
sores,

At which

-NORTH BALDWIN.

The bilious condition is too
often neglected until it has
led to bilious fever, or some
other serious complaint. It is
easy to keep the liver and
biliaiy organs in thorough
working order by using Nature’s own remedy. It regulates

MISCELLANEOUS.

Breakfast

Piophobia

Baldwin.

appetite,
diarrhcea.

DRY roods.

\

are accom*

loss of

UKY GOODS-

Corres-

pondents of the Press.

^

—]

MISCELLANEOUS.

G.

246 Middle

Is a handy bit of furniture. The Gunn is the best and gives great satisfaction. We
have cheaper ones though, and you can get them from $18 to $150.
Wouldn’t a
Folding Bed be just what you need? Perhaps it might save you the expense of
a
whole
chamber
set.
buying

IT*
A Baby Carriage,

YOU WANT

Sewing Machine, a Piano, an Organ, an Ice Cream Freezer, or
anything from parlor to kitchen, call on us. We shall be pleased to send you
catalogues and samples in case you wish to order by mail.
a

THE ATKINSON CO.,
LARRABEE,
Middle, Pearl and \ ime Streets.

Street._

ISAAC C.

u

maj3

ATKINSON,

CEN’L MANVCER.
dU

PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS.

AND
MAINE

STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
(In advance) $8 per year; $3

for six
Daily
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhero within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
cry Tliurf day, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscripiou of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising

Rates.

In Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three Insertions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three Insertions or less
$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices In reading matter type
25 cents per line each insertion.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
Want, To Lot, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, In advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid In advance, will be charged
at

regular

rates.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first Insertion, aud 60 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
senptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 07 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

across

the border have been and are still

FIN AN CIAI-

MISCELLANEOUS.

enforcing a burdensome tax on American
freights going through the Welland. A

INVESTMENTS.

toll of 20 cents a ton is collected and a
rebate of 18 cents is allowed if the cargo
is transferred at Montreal; but if it is
unloaded at Ogdensburg, Oswego or another American port, no rebate is givenThe effect of this heavy tax is to divert
to Montreal commerce which should
go properly to the state of New York.
The Cleveland “Leader” notes that the
official reports of the Dominion Department of Railways and Canals show that

PORTLAND & RUMFORD FALLS R’Y
Tirst

First

And Various other investment securities.

FRED E. RICHARDS & GO,,

taliation, namely,

that

is the

only way

that Canada can be made to live up to its
agreement is conclusive and there should
be no delay in putting it in force.
STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.

98 Exchange

aprl3

AUCTION
V. WaVtiMWwBB

BLEEDING PILES,
Headache and

BY

Dyspepsia
SKODA.

Mbs. Melvin is a lady of intelligence, honesty and truthfulness,

AND
HIGHLY ESTEEMED BY ALL HER
SHE WILL
NEIGHBORS AND FRIENDS.
COROBORATE ALL THE STATEMENTS IN
THE FOLLOWING LETTER.
Gentlemen
For years I had a terrible trouble with my stomach—my food
sonriig immediately alter eating, to
ether with a severe headache. I would
avo a prickly, numb sensation in my
arms, and down my sides, with strong ten
dency towards Paralysis. For thirteen
years I have been troubled’ with extreme
Constipation, combined with that most
terrible tormentor,
hi

f

__

BETTER “SM

bleed profusely, and pain me sevorely, so
that I could neithor sit, stand, sleep or
eat.
I became very much reduced in
flesh and strength, and felt completely
worn out. I have tried nearly all the
Physicians in this vicinity, and have taken
patent medicines in large quantities, but
received no permanent benefit. Through
a friend, my attention Was called to the
merits of SKODA’S REMEDIES. I conoented to try
them, having
hut little a IJ A M faith in their
_

THTFl

PRESS.

THURSDAY, MAY 6.
The Boston IIcrald criticises the Republicans of the House for refusing to
vote on several occasions lately. Why
does it not criticize the Speaker for not
counting them, as the Supreme Court
said it was perfectly lawful to dc whether they voted or not if they were present?
______________

Til A
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fviltYI
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Lake.

little
I have

There is

strong feeling in Washingcounty
petition for the
pardon of Calvin S. Graves, who is in
state prison for the murder of Game
Warden Hill of Whiting.
The widow of
ton

a

against the

Hill has written a letter in which she denies that she favors the pardon.

Mr. Charles Wight of Minot committed
suicide on Sunday last by shooting himself through the temple.
He had been
insane for some time.

It is the rule that delegates to the ReHon. S. W. Carr Of Bowdoinham is in
publican national convention shall be
chosen at least thirty days before the Massachusetts legislative halls lending a
hand to promote the interests of buildconvention meets. To meet this rule all
Governor
ing a canal across Cape Cod.
conventions not yet held must be held Burleigh has written a letter on the prothe
benefits
of
the
this week. It is probable, however, that ject showing
proposed
several States will not hold conventions canal to Maine people.
until next week, and their delegations
At an adjourned meeting at Sebago it
will therefore be subject to objection.
was voted to accept,upon the conditions
There is little doubt, however, but they of the will, the
legacy bequeathed to the
will be admitted.
town of Sebago by the late Dr. Joseph
Potter of Cincinnati, as a perpetual fund,
The compromise bill agreed upon by the income of which Shall be devoted to
the House and Senate as a substitute for the maintenance and support of an acadThis bequest consists
the Geary anti-Chinese bill is a great im- emy in tlie town.
of real estate located in the city of Cinthe
latter measure and
provement on
cinnati, and estimated to be worth from
does away with its most objectionable sixteen to forty thousand dollars.
At
features. There are, however, some pro- a special town meeting convened at a
later hour it was voted to purchase for a
visions in it unnecessarily harsh, and caltown house “Fitch’s Hall,” a commoculated perhaps to have a bad effect upon dious
building.
the
our relations with
Chinese empire.
As Senator Frye pointed out, a great
deal of this anti-Chinese sentiment is
born of hatred of the Chinese by people
wuo

are

no more

wormy ana wno are
no more interested in the prosperity and

welfare of the country than they. ^hey
want to crowd out the Chinese simply
that they may take possession themselves.
The People’s Party will make a very
slight ripple in Maine politics this year
though its state convention was quite a
numerous body. Practically its platform is
the same as that of the old Greenback party which flourished so luxuriantly in this
State some fifteen years ago, and withered
and perished as quickly as it had sprung
into life. The Greenback party came
into being under very different conditions than prevail today. Indeed it was
the outgrowth of those conditions. The
People’s party cannot expect to repeat its
It was a prevalent feeling of
success.
Unrest and depression following a long
and exhausting war that created the
Greenback party. Belief in fiat money
had comparatively little to do with it.
Very little of that unrest and depression
exist today. The country is generally
prosperous. It is only when men are
sick that they catch at quack mediciiies.

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE

improves
and

“iP^swfirst felt but
effect, but persisted in their use.

efficacy.

diges

I at

is

an

ualed reme-

dy

for

pepsia, Ma-

laria and
Stomach
ailments. Sold by all Druggists.
febS

dlycd

taken four

SKODA DISCOVERY GO., BELFAST, ME.

w

I

These warm days remind us of the fact that
the hot Summer weather is coming, and with it
comes the demand for ice, and the demand is
for the very best ice to be had.
Now. we have cut our ice from one of the best
ice ponds in the State, the Phiney Pond at Long
Creek. This pond is fed by mineral springs and
makes the best ice on the market today.
We
shall supply all of our retail trade with this ice
at a reasonable price. Our cards will be circulated around town this week and if you wish to
to have the best ice at a reasonable figure save
our card and when in want of your ice, place it
in your street window.
We hope by prompt attention to busi-

SATURDAY,

F.

BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

0.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

SALE

—OF—

REAL ESTATE.
THURSDAY, May 36, at 3 o’clock p.m„ I
shall sell the valuable property, No. 262
Cumberland street, consisting of a tnree-story
substantial brick bouse, 13 finished rooms, gas,
Sebago water, perfect drainage, and in good repair throughout; will rent tor $600. The lot
contains about 6,500 square feet, with pear and
plum trees, grapery, small fruits, etc. This is a
very desirable property, well situated and
should attract attention. Terms at sale. E. F.
VOSE, Administrator of Pauline A. Sise.
dtd
ap23

ON

___

F. 0. BAILEY &

CO., Auctioneers.

etc.

By order of Mortgagee.

:::
OF

mavSdtd

SALE

—

1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central B. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 6’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

SWAN &BARRETT,
BANKERS,
dec29__dl't

PORTLAND NATIONAL

BANK,

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

Deposits

in

Our Screens are the

Recognized

In all

of the Country.
orders for

Large

or

smal

WIRE WINDOW SCREENS
AND SCREEN DOORS,
For houses, filled promptly. We make Screens
to order only, and will send man to show samples, give estimates, or take measures for small
or large orders for city or
vicinity. Our facilities enable us to offer the best goods at the lowest prices.

CO.,

Office, 70 Free St.
Portland, Me.
apr9eodtf

dtf

City of Portland
City ot Bath
City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,

*

Frye’s AMANDINE

with

Quince to your list
of toilet articles.
It is
delightful and always
ready for emergencies.
For
the face, neck,
hands and nails, for
chafiing, and all irrita-

Shirts, laundered,worth $1.25, at $1.00
Closing Out one lot of the “Pearl”
Shirts, laundered,worth $1.25, at $1.00
Our Bonner Shirts,
75c
'
Our famous Seneca Shirt,
$1.00
some

BEST BARGAINS
offered in

Men’s White Shirts
in this market.

Maine Central Railroad
Maine Central Railroad
Portland Water Co.
Norway, Maine, Water Co.
Bath Water Supply Co.
Indianapolis Wafer Co.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway
Merchants National Bank Stock
»

Sale

The

famous

“Seneca”

OFFICE,

Detroit,
Louis, Chicago,
Paul,
Francisco, Minneapolis,
City,
Denver, Seattle, Portland,Oregon,

FOR SALE.

Z

CONCERT

PINE ST. M. E. CHURCH,
May 12th, 1892,

ulRECTlON&i"lute

eoo3m

ft

^

Friday, May 6—Boccaccio.
Saturday, May 7—Mat Olivette.
7—Eve. Said Pasha.
Monday, May 9—Chimes of Normandy.
Tuesday, Way 10—Erminie.
Prices, 25, 35

may2

and

SO cents.

__dtt

MINSTRELS!

-BY THE-

PORTLAND

SINGERS GLUR
hv

MISS LEONORA VON STOSCH,

CITYJHALL.
3 GRAND PERFORMANCES 3
Friday, (11th

Popular)

Evenings,

and

Saturday

and

GRAND
7th.

Saturday

MATINEE, May 6th

and

“HOW CAN THEY STOP US?”

apr28eod2w

Merry

Millionaire Monarchs of Minstrelsy

The Sunday School of the Church of the
Messiah

PRIMROSE & WEST’S

MINSTRELS!

——

Expended on Scenery and Costumes.
The Largest and Most Expensive Minstrel Organization In the World.
Tickets 66, 75 cents and $1.66.

835,000

-AND-

A LUXURY.

CO.,

Matinee Prices reduced to 25, 35 and 50 cents.
Now on sale at Stockbridge's. HALFFAKE
the railroads to all Bolding “Minstrel”

FRYE’S AMANDINE with
Quince. A necessity, be-

on

Latetralns.

tickets.

nutrieut and uot a
cosmetic. A cosmetic beautifies for the moment, it is
an artificial beauty. AMANDINE is a nutrient which
nourishes
and
softens
the skin, hence it beautifies
as
nature designed, and
gives a healthful glow,
which imparts a youthful

dtf

may2dlw

cause a

—

MINSTRELS!
CITY HALL

Saturday

by

Matinee

EASTMAN BROS.

Bonds due May

Evening,

& BANCROFT.

1st, 1892,

eodtf

Vjpr28

MAY 14.

EXCHANGED FOB OTHEB

—e>THEH«t—

GILMORE
Jubilee, 50 Musiclaus, 15 Instrumental
Soloists, and Quartette o£ famous Singers, Including Myron W. Whitney. Evening tickets
50, 75 cents and $1.00; Matinee tiokew 35, 50
and 75 cents.
Now on sale at Stockbridge’s.
Half fare on the railroads to all holding "Gil,
more’’
tickets._ mvS^xw

Investments.
WOODBURY &

MOULTON,

The

Great

and 20.

....

HERMANN,
—

Assisted By

■y

....

MME, HERMANN

dtf

ap2Q_

May 19

CITY HALL.—

And HIs

-THE-

Company

of Celebrated Artists.

Tickets Now on Sale.
Half Fare
the Ballroads.

ft

...

range

FOR WOOD OR COAL.
With the fact in view that with the practical
housekeeper the question of domestic economy is
always an important one, we invite attention to

-OF-

__

STockbridge
COURSE.

the famous

^briTZiANS,

MM.,

Incorporated

Gold Clarion Portable

Range,

lOtli

with its many valuable labor-saving improvements suggested by over fifty years’ experience.

1824.

individuals. Arms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.
Accounts of

Made in every variety and style
wanted, by skilful mechanics,
from the best materials.
We warrant the CLARION to comprise more Improvements than
any other make.
Its great sales prove the fact that It
leads all competitors.
Sold by wide-awake Stove Dealers. If not for
fwwwv-/vwvw, sale in your locality,
> **OEND for 32-page book < s',nd to the makers,
?
.fa.
< who will inform you
testimonials.
of
> how to purchase this
5

on

dlw

my3

PORTABLE

Cooking

»

""I

OPERA CO.

Favorites.

and Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

CRESSEY & JONES,
oxxvsxx.ui tux* hall.

of the season.
Mr. M. B. Gilbert will make the Backward
Quadrille an enjoyable feature of the evening.
Floor Director, Mr. Nathan Clifford.
Price of Tickets to floor, $3.00, admitting
couple; $2.00, single; Gallery reserved seats,
75c; Gallery admission, COc. On sale at Stockbridge’s. Floor tickets mav be obtained at Loring. Short & Harmon’s, prominent drug stores,
and seats secured at Stockbridge’s. apr28d7t
one

B

f

May 5th.

a&^-CTXSlXJXliS,

2

aptaievaii

Evening,

Sold

1 ltH

and

::: ENTERTAINMENTS:::
AT

CITY

Tuesday

;S

XX AIlIl,

and Wednesday

Evenings,

May 10th and lltb.

STODDARD’S FAREWELL*
Two Illustrated Lectures by John L.

..

Interest allowed

on

time

deposits.

LAatecqlprsU

’^nSir

Olty Hall,

Thd committee of arrangements (as already
published) of whom floor tickets may be obtained, have the matter well in hand and Intend
making this closing event the most successful

by

S

B""

Rctur,

INFIRMARY,

A NECESSITY

Congress

injuryto

ORICINAL

freshness.

R. LIBBY,

_J

By H. C. DeMille. Produced by
Frohmau’s Boston Stock Company,

5’s
THE LASTCHMCB of THE SEASON
5’s
TO
5’s
Enjoy a Good Dance.
7’s
Bigger,Better,Funnier than
Ever.
41-2’s
FORESTERS HALL, Tuesday Evening, May 10.
6’s
Tickets, gents, 50c; ladies, 25c. maySeOdSt
50 Peerless Celebrities 50
5’s
America's Foremost Funmakers.
5’s
Dancers, Comedians, Specialty Artist* and
5’s
Acrobat*.
Brass Baud Orchestra.
Stock
Grand Array of Vocalists.

BAKTB^RS.

—

OUR SPECIALTIES t

J.

UNION TICKET

at

Thursday

--

•

C'lias.

will hold Its annual fair, In the vestry .of the
church, on Wednesday and Thursdav, May
4 and 5.
Useful and faucy articles for sale.
Hot dinners and Suppers each day, 25 cents.
Good entertainment each evening.
Evening
admission—adults 20c, children 15c. ap28dlw

6’s

•

•

One lot, slightly soiled,
21c each
One lot Eureka Shirts,
43c each
One lot Ego Shirts,
50c each
Closing Out one lot Silver Shirts,
75c
laundered, worth $1, at
Closing one lot of the famous Gold

represent
of the

add

EYE AND EAR

FAIR and ENTERTAINMENT.

1

PARADISE,

FOB THE BENEFIT OF THE

ypTE smsig COOK COUNTY, ILL

ever

BALL

TEED.

rue a wove lots

WHEN OUT SHOPPING

GRAND CHARITY

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
Jly25

Evenings,

THE
LOST

___d9t

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

__

STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

ap26

known local talent.
Reserved Seats 60 cts.
Tickets SO cts.
For Sale at Frank B. Clark's 515 Congress St.

marll

Our Screen Factories are

Grand sale of useful and fancy articles.
Ice
cake and all kinds of refreshments for
sale. Admission, 25c.; Afternoons, free.

The Accomplished New York Violinist.
Solo, Duet and Quartette numbers by well

our

TWO NICHTS ONLY.
May 4 and 5.
Wednesday and Thursday

cream,

ORAHTD

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

3 ENTERTAIN M ENTS

PORTLAND THEATRE

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
May 3d, 4th and 5th.

Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due

H. M. PAYSOSf &
Established 1873.

ENTERTfl 1 rlfyl ENfs

Also, several issues of Water Co. 6 Per Cent
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARAN-

The Republican District Convention,
“Bonner” Shirt have no superior
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which met in this city yesterday and ness and courteous treatmeut to the conand in some respects are not
fail to
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sumers, to merit a share of your patronchose delegates and alternates to the Re- age.
Respectfully Tours,
Satisequalled in this market.
wherever yon spend the
publican National Convention, was an
faction guaranteed in every parenthusiastic and harmonious body, and
summer.
ticular or money refunded.
apr28eodtf
its work will prove eminently satisfactoNo.
543—2.
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ry to the Republicans of the First district. The convention was exceedingly OFFICE—Deake’s Wliarf, Foot of Park
I
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Street,
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Mi-. Hayes of Kittery, whose forcible and apl
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bright opening address was exceedingly
dtf
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appropriate to the occasion, and roused
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the
great
among
d61egates.
OF NEW YOKK.
40 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
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praise in appropriate
Low Rate Tickets now on sale to
W. T. Woods, Secretary.
measure and in fitting
language. The
Insures
Plate
Glass
Accidental
Breakagainst
selection for delegates and alternates
St.
St.
San
age, Fire excepted.
were all
admirable.
The
Hon.
Kansas
STA.TEMEKTT.
Charles F. Libby has the capacity
to represent the First District not only
CAPITAL PAID UP IN CASH S350,000.
m
with credit, but with distinction, and his
and all points West, South or Northwest, also
A6SETS, Dec. 31, 1891.
all
to
of
via
first-class
parts
Europe
steamship
alternate, Mr. John E. Warren of West- Beal estate owned by the company,
companies; also to all points South via rail or
unincumbered.S125,000.00 water at low rates; berths
and rooms reserved
brook, is one of the best known and ca- Stocks
and bonds owned by the
in advance; all correspondence promptly anscompany, market value. 367.695.00 wered. For further
woolen goods without
pable business men in the state. Mr.
information, call or address
Cash in the company’s principal
C. P. WALDRON, Manager.
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Washington which guaranteed equal
amount
of liabilities
rights to American and Canadian vessels Aggregate
including'
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passing through the Welland, St. Clair
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O., Agents,
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Lloyds Plate Glass Insuranc Co,

City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of Portland 6’s due 1907.
City of Saeo 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.

For

THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD

to

OF

Furniture, Carpets, Fiauo, etc., by Auction,
On Saturday, May 7th, at 10 o’clock a. m., at
Salesroom, 18 Exchange street. We shall sell
Two Painted Chamber Sets, Spring Beds,
Lounges, Pictures, Mahogany Bedstead, Rockers, Fancy Chairs, Wamut Sideboard, Easy
Chair, One Organ, Secretary, Curtains, Refrigerator, Hair and Wool-top Mattresses, Feather
Beds, Baby Carriage, Decorated Dinner Set,
Tapestry and Ingram Carpets, One Piano. Also
about 1000 Rolls fine Room Paper, Borders,

OAKDALE

(Electric Cars Pass the Door.)

MORTGAGEE'S SALE

MEN’S

ICE!
A Card to the People

Auctioneers.

May 7th, at ll a.m., at Mart on
Plum street, horse, carriages, harness and
stable requisite, belonging to Mr. Geo. M.
Moore. Chestnut horse. Ned, 10 years old,
kind and perfectly safe for ladies to drive,
works single or double and is very good under
saddle.
Coupe rookaway made by Zenas
Thomson, good condition and a desirable carriage. Buggy, extra wide seat, made by Maine
State Prison, newly painted and just out of
shop. Open beach wagon, two seats, made to
order byF. 0. Bailey® Co., has been run two
seasons and Is just out of the
shop, newly
painted and in perfect repair. Single sleigh,
new shoes and
painted the past winter. Bailey
shifting pole, sett double hub runners, sett
double harness, one #ing body bells, 2 single
harness, 3 collars anu names, one English saddle, one bridle, one extra housing, blankets,
robes, jack whips, etc.may3dtd

—

E.T. BURROWES &

I

CO.,

&

SPECIAL

1=} U M

the

appetite
tion, and it

■

bottles of SKODA’S DISCOVERY, used two boxes of
SKODA’S PILE CURE and four boxes
SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS. My Dyspepsia is all gone, Bowels regular.
Appetite good, and have gained much
In fact, AM PERFECTLY
in Bosh.
WELL.
All credit is due to your
Wonderful Remedies, fj (J I Q
and I Cannot say too much
iu their praise.
Truly yours,
MRS. CAPT. J. E. MELVIN,
No. 38 Warren St.,
Rockland, Me.
We GUARANTEE 6 Bottles to BENEFIT or
CURE. You get help or get your money beck.
WILL YOU TRY IT?
now

F. 0. BAILEY

SAXES.

AUCTION SALE.

Paralysis^ Defeated!
CURED

Street,

_dtf

AMUSEMENTS.

“bondsT OAKDALE HALL,

COMPANY We Offer, Subject
Sale,

Mortgage 3’s.

PORTLAND & OGOENSBURG STOCK,

Mrs. Capt. J. E. MELVIN.

AMUSEMENTS.

Mortgage 3’s.

ATHOL, MASS., WATER

during 1890, 368,839 tons of freight passed
through the Welland canal for Canadian
ports, and 212,080 tons received a rebate
of 18 cents per toD. During the same
period 327,833 tons passed through the

canal bound for United States ports, and
of this only 16,433 obtained any rebate at
all. There passed through the canal in
1890, 228,513 tons of grain, which paid
only $4,570 tolls. On 245,932 tons of
grain shipped through the canal to
Ogdensburg, Oswego, and other United
States ports, $49,126 were collected.
These figures show the extent of the
damage done to American commerce by
the outrageous discrimination. Canada
long ago promised to remove this discrimination, but has not done so and it
is now proposed to retaliate by laying an
onerous tax on Canadian vessels using
canals in the control of this country and
to see whether, by this me ns, the violators of the treaty cannot be brought to
their senses. The argument for this re-

FINANCIAL.

Stephen R. Small,
President.

Marshall R. Godins,

febl-t

Cashier.

of

Portland.
PROPOSALS will be received
SEALED
noon. May 7th, for the erection of
and Boiler

until
Mill
Building. Engine
House; also Enand Feed Pump, for Portland Plush

FOR SAXE BY

R.

A.

SUBJECTS

ALEXANDER.

22 Monnnient

Sq., Portland,

Me.

apr28__ eoclbrn
SPRING.
)—BEARD’S
To prevent Carriage Shafts
from

Rattling:can beinetantlyin6ertcaau«l with-

ML
LX

drawn without

VZJ

^Iklu
■*

may;a

("“From
the

No. X—t

L
INTO,

uncoup-

any part of the vehicle.
Sample pair, 25 cents.
Manufactured by
DURE BEARD,
€3 Court Street, Boston.
Established in 1877.

<U|w

the

Rio

Capital,”

:

Grande

to

“Mexico, the Capital and the
Tropics.”

a-i

BEAUTIFUL

ling theshafcor removing

gine,Roller
and

Plans
specifications may be seen at the
office of Ilsley & Cummings, First National
Bank Building, Portland, Me., where proposals
shall be sent..
The company reserve the right to reject any.
or all bids.
aj?r2odli w

Range.

~. WOOD, BISHOP & CO,

°

dtf

Proposals for Construction
Mill and power at South

ceiebrated

Manufactured and for sale by

““d

the

Holy

ILLUSTRATIONS..

Mr. Stoddard’s last appearance lor two years.

Evening tickets 60,76 cents and $1.00: now
sale at Stockbridge's music store.
Half fare on the railroads to all holding
“Stoddard” tickets.
rnyldlw

on

;± DISTRICT COPESTION.

cess was then taken to allow the delegates from York and Cumberland counties to agree on names to be presented
for delegates and alternates to tbe

Large, Harmonious and Enthu-

A

siastic Gathering.
HON. C. F. LIBBY AND HON. C.

M.

MOSES CHOSEN DELEGATES.

The Alternates

are

Messrs. John

ren

of Westbrook and

of

Wells-Ringing

ceived

with

Blaine

and

Makes

a

War-

E.

George Goodwin
Resolutions

Re-

Hearty
Applause for
Reed—Chairman Hayes

Hit.

The Republican District Convention

yesterday

afternoon was a most

harmo-

nious and enthusiastic convention. There

large attendance of prominent Republicans from both counties, 245 delegates being present out of the 2S9, to
was a

which the convention was entitled. The
choice of presiding officer made by the
district committee was particularly fortunate, and the business of the meeting
proceeded quiokly and quietly.
When the hour for the convention to
assemble arrived Hon. Andrew Hawes,
chairman of the district committee,
called it to order, and announced the fol-

lowing temporary organization:
Chairman—Calvin L. Hayes of Kittery.
Vice Presidents—Stephen Hinkley of Gordam, Robert McArthur of Biddeford.
Secretaries—Edward F. Tompson of Portland,
W. H. Downes of South Berwick, and George
W. Hanson of Sanford.

Minneapolis Convention.
Hon. Andrew Hawes was chosen chairman of the Cumberland
meeting, and B.
F. Hamilton, Esq., of Saco, of the York. mental melodies, touching ballads, witty
songs and a rattling fire of jokes please
There were no contests in York, Hon. C. the ear. The
minstrels will be at PortM. Moses, of Saco, and Hon. George land Theatre Friday and Saturday. Seats
Goodwin, of Wells, being chosen by ac- at Stockbridge’s.
Abol’u Opera Co.
clamation, the former for delegate, and
the latter for alternate.
The Aborn Opera Company will play
In Cumberland Hon. Charles F. Libby an engagement at Portland Theatre bewas chosen for delegate by acclamation.
ginning Friday. They will give five opOver the alternate there was a contest. eratic performances:
E. Dudley Freeman, Esq., of Yarmouth,
Friday.Boccaclo
Saturday matinee....Olivette
being nominated first by Mr. Wm. Dunn, Saturday evening.Said Pasha
of No. Yarmouth; and then John E. i Monday..Chimes of Normandy
Tuesday.JSrmini'e
Warren Esq., of Westbrook, nominated
“Boccacio” is one of the loveliest of
by Mr. B. F. Roberts, of that city. The operas.
It has been seen in Portland
vote was overwhelmingly in favor of Mr.
several times, and always delighted its
Warren, Mr. Freeman having fifteen hearers. The seats are now on sale.
votes and Mr. Warren the remainder of
South Portland Entertainment.
the county.
The South Portland Village ImproveAs soon as the convention reassembled ment Association will give a concert at
Mr. Higgins, chairman of the committee Pythian Hall in that town tomorrow eveon resolutions appeared to report, and
ning. This will he the programme:
Overture.Chandler's Orchestra
read
Remarks try C. A. Woodbury and others.
The Resolutions
Song.Mrs. Herbert Cole
as follows:
Piano Solo.Miss Mountfort
The Republicans of the first Congressional S°ng
.-Clinton Fisher
district in convention assembled, view with satisfaction the happy prospects of this nation under the laws which their party has given for the
past 30 years. The tariff law of 1890, the work
of a Republican Congress, has by its operations
confoundea the prophecies of its critics and
They
justified the expectations of its framers. nation
believe that the business interests of this
now demand rest from the tariff agitation which
the Democratic party is maintaining with so
much clamor and so few results.
They heartily indorse the safe and wise administration of President Harrison, and in particular do they commend the skilful management of our foreign affairs under the direction
ot

Maine’s great statesman, James

u.

niarae.

[Loud applause.]

take pride in the magnificent record of
Upon taking the chair Mr. Hayes theThey
51st, Congress—a record that, stands forth
a
the
convention
with
short
but
the
opened
brighter by comparison with the record
forced upon the present Congress by the sinringing speech, which was frequently gular incapacity
of the Democratic- majority in
and heartily applauded, especially those the House of Representatives.
They congratulate the country' and the Reportions relating to Mr. Blaine and Mr. publican party on the vindication by the Su-

preme Court of the United States of the principles of the majority rule, so well enunciated
“Gentlemen of the Convention—We meet here and so ably and courageously maintained by
today to do our part In choosing delegates to Maine’s honored son, the Speaker of the last
the convention at Minneapolis on June 7th, House of Representatives,
Hon. Thomas B.
who, with others, will place In nomination the Reed. [Loud and continued applause.]
candidates whom the Republican party confiThese resolutions were adopted nnandently expect to elect in November next to preside over this great Republic for the ensuing
and with lond applause.
imously
four years. [Applause.]
The resolutions read, Charles B. Har“The Importance of the event demands that
we should do our work in such a manner as to
•fford no satisfaction to the enemy but prove a mon, Esq., of Biddeford, moved that a
credit to the district we represent and the com- committee of three be appointed to colmonwealth, whose sons we are.
“The State of Maine has always proved a fer- lect, sort and count votes for delegates
tile mother in producing eminent men. We look and
alternates.
The chair appointed
back with pride to those heroes of the Republican party who fought in its early struggles. Messrs. Chas. B. Harmon, D. I’. Chapliu
We recall with pride the name of the illustrious
associate of Lincoln, Hannibal Hamlin, [ap- of Bridgton and M. C. Morrill of Gray.
plause] an honest man, faithful to his convicThen the results of the county meettions and true to his friends. And we recall
also that noble son of Portland, Win. Pitt Fes- ings were reported as follows:
senden, [applause] and the Morrills and WashDelegates—Chas. F. Libby, C. M.
burnes, who at home and abroad have honored Moses.
our state and nation. We look with pride, too,
Alternates—John E. Warren, George
upon him who, in the chair of state, by his
matchless eloquence and statesmanship, has Goodwin.
made his name and fame known wherever the
It was moved by Barrett Potter, Esq.,
English language in spoken. [Loud applause.]
“We look, too, with pride to the able delegain view of the fact that there would
tions that have represented Maine in the halls that,
of Congress for many years,—the peers of all be no contest,the election be made by acand the superiors of most of the delegations
from other states;—and to none do we look with clamation. It was at once done so; and
more pride than to that which represents us at
the convention adjourned.

Reed.

the

present time. And with especial
remember him who hag so ably

their patrons;
This season they have
called beautiful scenic effects to the aid
of wit and music.
One of the most
striking features of their performance is
said to be the charming picture disclosed
at the beginning.
And, while the eye is
feasting on the scene, alternately senti-

duu

luug appiause. j

The opening speech finished, Mr.
announced the convention opened
for business, and upon motion of Mr. C.
A. Woodbury of Deering the temporary

organization was made permanent.
Upon motion of Mr. G. N. Weymouth
of Biddeford the district committee was
made the committee on credentials, and

this committee reported through Hon.
.Tustin F. Leavitt of Buxton, that 245

delegates were present.
Upon motion of Mr. F. M. Higgins of
Limerick, a committee of seven was appointed as a committee on resolutions, as
follows: Messrs. Higgins, Alexander'!.
Laughlin of Portland, Cyrus L. Bryant
Of Saco, George L. Thompson of Brunswick, E. F. Staples of Eliot, Charles Y.
Lord of Maples, E. C. Robinson of Cape
Elizabeth.

Upon

motion of Hon. Amos L.

Allen,

it was voted that all resolutions be referred to the committee on resolutions
without debate.
Mr. W. H. Looney of Portland then offered the following resolution, which
went to the committee without debate or
comment of any kind:
The Republicans of the First Congressional

District of Maine, in convention assembled
hereby express their admiration for the administration of President Harrison; for the courageous stand it has taken for a sound currency,
for its brilliant diplomacy, which, while vigilantly maintaining the country’6 honor against
the more powerful nations has sought to draw
still more closely to us our weaker neighbors
by the bonds of reciprocal trade. For these
reasons, as well as for its general efficiency, the
adpdnistration lias earned and should receive
the endorsement of the entire country.
An

mnitAn
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Lost

L/CMIVIM.

Paradise.

Mr. De Mille’s dramatization from the
German of “The Lost Paradise,” was

ALEXANDER HORN,

On May 5TH, 1698. the authorities of the county of Bucks,
England, issued ar. order directJ. S. PHILLIPS, Notary Public.
ing that “All vagrants be whipped
Proof like this is an absolute certain guarnaked from the middle upward
antee that all similarly affected can be cured i
so the Atkinson Furnishing Company may as well gratify their deby this wonderful remedy. Do not hesitate for j until the bodies be bloody.”
a moment when perfect restoration to health is j
seems more cruel than to sire for Spring Clothing, and we parenthetically remark that we
Nothing
within reach by using Dr. Greene’s Nervura,
have the finest line of clothing for men and boys that there is to be
the Great Nerve Cure. Purely vegetable and spend your hard earned dollars for
found in the city.
harmless. Druggists, $1.00.
shoddy and slop shop stuff, when
.ft
d.
/
you can get rightly made Clothing
by going to the right store with but a
slight advance in price.
Customers take kindly to our light but it is to many, and by visiting our store they are enabled to
save something.
We call your attention to our
colored Cheviot and Cashmere Suits,
Marine Asylum, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sworn to and subscribed before me the 21st
day of December, A. D. 1887.

former issue.

Each character last evetaken, and several were
This was to be expected
very strong.
when it is remembered that the cast embraced Frohman’s Boston stock company
with two exceptions, and their substitutes were very effective.. There is, as in
most plays taken from the German, a
tendency to too much explanation and
talkiness, but the piece is exceedingly
well constructed and the situations inThe second act—the greatest of
tense.
the piece—which takes place in the
Knowlton Iron Works, roused the audience to the highest. pitch of excitement.
When the strikers’ committee are so
brusquely treated by their employer, and
Schwartz flings back the great screen
door separating the superintendent’s office from the works, revealing furnaces
in full blast and the great trip hammers
beating on the iron, causing the din that
always prevails in such an establishment,
and the superintendent, Warner, joins
the strikers, the curtain fell in a whirlwind of applause, and had to be raised
four times, and then the audience insisted on calling out the principals.
Walter

ning

was

well

range of
dark colors.

Expect

Ancient Mariner.

Notes.

Page.

Stoddard lecture tickets

changed for Primrose

&

can

he

ex-

West’s, if de-

sired.
The Popular course tickets can be exchanged for Saturday matinee or evening
tickets.
A great many persons visited Stockbridge’s Tuesday to purchase tickets to
Primrose & West’s, Stoddard lectures,
Gilmore concert and the famous Her-

BEFOBE JUDGE GOULD.

"Wf.dxesd.vy-Thomas P. Chrisam.
Intoxication ; 30 days in couuty jail.
James J. l’endergrast.
Nuisance; discharged.
John .T. Roach and Edward Roach. Nuisance;
bound over to the grand jury in the sum of

Primrose and West

Minstrels.

are

among the

kings of modern minstrelsy. Every season they have something novel to offer

new nov-

VJJK.JJ,

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

CONGRESS

542
v

By no means neglect the First Symptoms,
for they Surely Dead to Prostration and Paralysis. SaTe Yourself from the Terrible
Disease While There Is Time. The Grip,
which so many have had, has left, from its
weakening effect upon the nerves, a fearful
tendency towards paralysis. Do not delay. If
you are suffering from numbness, trembling,
weakness, tired feeling, nervousness, nervous
and physical exhaustion, sleeplessness, nervous
debility, mental depression, neuralgia, nervous
or sick headache, heart disease, dyspepsia, indigestion, loss of appetite, constipation, etc., by
all means use this wonderful remedy,
Dr.
Greene’s Nervura, and so prevent Paralysis’
Prostration

or

STREET.
dlt

w-

Death.

jgy“Dr. Greene, the successful specialist, in
curing all forms of nervous and chronic dis.
eases, 34 Temple pi., Boston, Mass., can be
consulted/ree, personally or by letter. Call or
write to him about your case, or send for symptom blank to fill out, and a letter fully explaining your disease, giving advice, &c., will be
returned free.

SPRING OVERCOATS
One lot, about 25 of them,at only $5.00,
regular *7 coat. Why go without one?
For $8.00 and $10.00 we can tit you to
one you have been in the habit of
pay-

ing $10 and $13 for.

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
State of Ma ine. Cumberland, ss. May 4th,
A. D., 1892.
is to give notice, that on the 2d day of
May, A. D., 1892, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of
DAVID K. JACKSON,
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
Debtor, which petition was filed on the
2d day of May, A. D., 1892, to which date
interest on Claims is to be computed. That the
payment of any debts to or by said Debtor, and
the transfer and delivery of any property by him
are forbidden by law.
That a imeetiug of the
creditors of said Debtor, to prove their debts
and choose one or more assignees of his estate,
will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Boom, in said Portland, in
said County of Cumberland, on the Sixteenth
day of May, A. D., 1892, at ten O’clock in the
forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.
SAMUEL D. PLUMMER,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court 0/
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
may5&12
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John J. Roach and Edward Roach.
and seizure; discharged.

Spring Building.

The sale will be held next Saturday morning at 11 o’clock at the Mart on
Plum street. The special articles to be
sold are enumerated in our advertising
columns.

pair.

SAILOR SUITS.

MOTHER’S FRIEND,”

They will do

you

good.

MEN'S FURNISHINGS.
We have very neat effects in stylish
Neckwear and” all the necessities and
novelties in the furnishing line.
The Atkinson Unlaundered White
Shirt is making friends daily. It is warranted all linen bosom and a good heavycloth for only 40 cents. Come and look
them over.
We have received another case of those
25c Shirts and Drawers. We arc not going to say much about them, they speak
for themselves.

REEFERS AND SPRING COATS

You

for the children

also, ages 4 to 16, at
prices from $6.00 up to $12.00.

ought to

see our

25c

Outing Shirt,

well worth 50c, but you know
bound to sell.

we are

there is not much to say that is new. Of course you are aware that
we carry the best and fullest line of stylish hats in the city. “That
We shall make a special anjumps to the eyes,” as the saying is.
nouncement regarding hats, in a day or two, that will interest you.

Meanwhile

a

question—

NOW WOULD YOU LOOK IN A SILK NAT?

New Shirt Waists.
“

These celebrated Shirtwaists, called
Mother’s Friend,” are indeed a friend to the mothers.
That old trouble of BUTTONS PULLING OFF
does not occur to these waists. They are made
on an entirely new plan which will not allow it.
Come in and seefthem.

PRICE ONLY 50 CENTS EACH.

Just think that point over, you will see the
these columns.
The young men are buying
and the favorites are the

reason

for it soon in

principally stiff hats,

HARRINGTON,

YOUMANS,

DUNLAP,

STRAND.

BOSTON DERBY.

CAMBRIDGE.

Bicycle, Yachting

and Grand Army Hats, Round
Hammock Hats and Driving Hats.

Caps,

We have a full line of Domet Flannel Waists
Remember, also, please that we pay special attention to providand Blouses at 25 and 50 cents each.
A lady in buying a child’s
ing children with becoming headwear.
hat necessarily has to depend much on the opinion of the saleswhite
Muslin
Shirt Waists at 621-2
Also, plain
man.
For that reason we use every endeavor to please.
cents each.

And

Boys’ “Star” Shirt Waists

at 75 Cents and

Up.

Everybody knows what the Star Waists are,
they speak for themselves.

BARGAINS IN BOOTS.

2

One large invoice of men’s tine satin finish calf
eongress and balmorals, made to sell for $3.00,
we shall close them all out at $2.00

2

Just received, 350 pairs ladies’ fine dress
boots, in dongola, elegantly finished, perfect fitting, very stylish, shall sell them at $2.00.

Try Our Boys' Laundered White Shirts at 50 Gents Each.

RSNES

BROTHERS.
OW AWD AFTHR

SUNDAY,

MAY

15,

1892,

-THE--

Cincinnati and
St. Louis Special

months._

Flowers

are

REGARDING HATS

Boys’

[Funeral this afternoon, at 3 o'clock, at her
parent's residence, Falmouth.
In Hebron, April 29. Edith Albertie Bearce,
daughter of M. J. and A. C. Bearce, aged 21
years 8 months 21 days.
In York, April 23, Dea. Joseph Sewall. aged
81 years.
In Kittery, April 24, Mrs. Howard Moody,
aged 18 years.
In Bath. May 3, Alexander Mulligan, aged
67
h

I

lines which

six

You can buy them for the time speciWo have another unlaundered shirt
fied for $2.98, $3.49. $4.98 up to $7.00 for which we have chistened the Farrington,
better grades. We have
may be you will like this. All linen
bosom, thoroughly well made for 47c.

-OR--

24 years.

years 31

We have five or

broken a little on the sizes, yet among
them all we have a complete line of sizes
from 34 to 44.
They are our regular
$12.00 and $13.00 suits. For this sale we
will sell them for the unheard of price of

DEPARTMENT.

Here’s where the mothers feel that
they can bring their children.
You can buy of us during this salo a
very good suit for $1.98.
For $2.50 and $3.00 we can give you a
large assortment to select fro m, and save
you from 50c to $1.00 on each suit.
Finer grades from $4.00 to $5.00 or
$6.00 up to the best made.
Odd Knee Pants from 50c to $2.00 per

Search

“

SUITINGS.

$10.00.

CHILDREN’S

Messenger’s Notice.

some

special bargains.

$500.

I

D£NNETT-th6jFlori8t^570-Qongre83 street. ]}

1

VIA

Boston

&

Albany R. R.

(Finest Iioad Bed

on

the

Continent)

WILL LEAVE BOSTON DAILY AT

5 P. M.
From Boston to

Cincinnati,
napolis and St. Louis.

THE
&

Middle, Pearl

ISAAC C-

dfjfr

ATKINSOFCOMPANY
and Vine Streets.

atk,NS°N,

GENERAL MANAGER

CONUNDRUM.
Quarter or Worid-Whioh is the Bigger r
You

can

hold

a

quarter

world out.

VESTIBULED BUFFET SLEEPING CARS

so

close to your eye

as

to shut the whole

By giving any thought at all to the cost of oil, you are likelv to
miss the larger share of the benefit of it.
We have put a good deal of oil-wisdom into a pliamplet “Lub-

rication.”
Shall w e send it to you ?

VAC LI.n OIL COMPANY,

India-

Rochester, N. Y.

mysdim

TWO HOURS BETTER TIME PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.
To Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis and Intermediate

a

Primrose and West’s

a

Oc

-T rirvIvllN \_x 1 win

mann.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

show you

We would call your attention to

tbeir admission tickets of F. H.

Hermann gives the ninth Stockbridge,
May 19th or 20th, in place of Smith and

to

us

about the
if you prefer

prices

elty in Neckwear, Saturday.

The.Haydn Association will bring out
next Monday evening, May 9th, the cantata, “The Ancient Mariner,” composed
by John Francis Barrett, the poem written by S. T. Coleridge.
Members can ob-

tickets will be sold at the door.

$25. Hand-

up to

dark mixtures in

same

Perkins was very funny as Billy
Hopkins.
He is a Biddeford boy, and was
greeted

with
large basket of flowers from his
Biddeford friends, who were present in
force.
Another performance will be given this
evening, and every seat should be taken.

MEN WILL DO IT THOUGH

MONEY IJkY BE OF NO OBJECT TO YOU

Song..Clinton Fisher
Piano Solo.Miss Mountfort
Orchestra.

produced at Portland Theatre last evenMARRIAGES.
ing, to an audience that crowded the orchestra stalls, and compelled the orchesIn this city. May 4, by Rev. W. T. Phelan, S.
tra to vacate their quarters so that addi- F. Irons, of Watertown, Mass., and Miss Mabel
Bruce of Portland.
tional seats could be placed there, but
In Fryeburg, May 3. by Rev. B. N. Stone, Jos
O. Allard and Miss Sarah J. Osgood, both of
was rather light in the
balcony. This Fryeburg.
was singular, for if the
Lisbon Falls, J. H. Eacott and Miss Emma
play appeals F. InHolland.
especially to any, it is to the working
In Bridgton, April 20, Albert S. Kneeland of
and Miss Jennie A. Libby of North
people; not those who work with their Harrison
Bridgton.
In Bridgton, April 23, Alvin A. Lord and Mrs.
heads, but with their hands. And yet it
Colbroth.
gains favor with everybody, from the Nellie
In Bridgton, April 25, John L. Maxwell and
richest to the poorest, because it seeks Miss Clara E. Libby.
for justice and fair play. In Boston,durDEATHS.
ing its long run at the Columbia, a very
large portion of the audience came from
this city, May 5th, Isabel Brett, only child
the factories and the forges. The play of In
ConVad B. and Charlotte B. Hayes, aged eight
deals with one of the greatest of living months.
[Funeral private.
issues, the relations of capital and labor.
AtChebeague Island, May 4, Alice W., wife
The story of the play is built on a strike, of Noton S. Ross, aged 25 years 8 months and
29 days.
but its treatment is entirely different
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In East DeCrlng, May 4, Miss Esther Costillo,
from anything in its line ever seen here,
formerly of the Maine General Hospital, aged
and while realistic to a degree, is entire- 59 years.
[Funeral Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
ly wanting in sensationalism.
the residence of A. H. Leighton, Maine street
We have given the plot of the piece in East Deering.
In Falmouth, Mav 3, Gusste F. Marston, aged
a

and you must not be deceived by it.
The man who puts on his
light clothing and goes gaily forth breathing thoughts of balmy
spring is likely to prove a good subject for pneumonia.

___

Recitation.Chrissy Robinson

Cloyes, 11 Exchange street, or F. A.
Tompson, 1224 Exchange street. As this
concert will be given for season ticket
holders and friends of the members, no

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Is a Delusion and a Snare!

some

tion.

sun

Hayes

■

This certifies that I was stricken with paralyof the left side in 18dt>, and have since that
time been under the treatment of many physicians and tried various remedies. / could not
in all the years that have passed since stricken
the floor. I commenced
lift my left foot from
taking Dr. Greene’s Nervura, and I am now
able to walk without a cane, having good use
of my foot and side so long useless.
Dr.
Greene’s Nervura has cured me of my terrible
trouble.
XT~„^
sis

$7.50, $8.50, $9.10

tain

NEW

THIS MAY WEATHER

People.

.Ira Davis

The

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Song.Mrs. Cole
Duet.Misses Spear and Tilton

Cornet Solo

pride do

does the workingman x-eceive the
or enjoy the luxuries, that he
does In this. And we firmly believe that much
01 this prosperity is due to the wise laws ol protection, enacted and promoted by the Republican party.
With such a recox-d it would seem
that success was assui'ed. But we are lacing an
enemy, vigilant and energetic. a,nd It behooves
each and everyone of us to take off his coat and
do yoeman’s service from now until the eve of
‘election in November, when we hope it will be
said “Well done good and faithful servants.”
under the

Li-iuuu

Will Deeply Interest Our

represented

compensation

BESTJF

NEW

HEWS.

Recitation..Chrissey Robinson

Among the prominent Republicans
The Portland directors of the Granite
the First District in Congress for so many
present were noticed Walter Perkins, State Provident Association granted
years,—Hon. Thomas B. Reed, [loud and continuous applause,] who, as Speaker of the last Esq., of Cornish, G. Fred Murch of three
applications for loans amounting
House of Congtess, proved to the country that
there was a legal way to do its ’business, and Westbrook, Dr. J. B. Bray of Bridgton, to $3,800.00 at their monthly meeting last
that the Democratic ostrich could be counted, C. M. Moses of
The houses are to be built at
Saco, H. K. Griggs of evening.
even though it tried to hide itself' by sticking
its head in the sand. [Applause and laughter.] Westbrook, John H. Roes of Bridgton, once.
“The history of this country for the past 30 Ai Q. Mitchell of Newfield, J. F. Brackyears has to a great extent been written by the ett of Limington, F. E. C. Robbins.
Mr. George M. Moore expects to be abRepublican party. There are young men in this
W. W.
J. N. Read of
sent for some time, and has decided to
hall, born since the war. who have seen this Mayor A. D. Merrill,E. T. Benner
of
Deering,
Boyd,
country double its population and increase its
wealth and prospertty many fold.
In no land
Cape Elizabeth, C. E. Gibbs of Bridgton. dispose of horses, carriages, etc., by aucwe

THE

Foints than before.
“

The Aristocratic Coffee of America.”
This is the Coffee served in the Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
Always packed whole roasted (unground) in 2 lb. air-tight cans.
You can get free 24 beautiful photographs of Eastern Life. Address,
CHASE Si SANBORN, Boston, Mass.

Java and Mocha

—

justly called

We sell only to the trade.

For information, maps, time-tables and
accommodations in sleeping cars, apply
to agents of the Company at its several
stations, City Ticket Office 232 Wash-

ington Street, Boston,

or

to

A. S.
ma)5cl2w

HANSON,

Gen’l Pass'r Agent

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Portland Trust Company will be held at the
rooms of said company on Tuesday, June 7.
1892 at 10 a. m., for the election of a Board of
Trustees and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
H. BUTLER, Secretary.
*'

"V

■'

—

Steamers
leave

SALE—Standing top phaeton in good
FOR
condition. Also saddle, saddle cloth, bridle
and leggins. Apply to F. II. iilNG, 243 Commercial street
28-1

Manhattan

Franklin Wharf

on

or

Cottage

City

Wednesdays and Sat-

urdays at 6 p. m., affording a splendid dav
trip on Long Island Sound. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 p. m. Fare S4.00Round trip, $7.00.
,T. B. COYLE, Manager
* f.
LISCOMB, general Agent.

Wy3dtj

Brldgtou Academy.
The second rhetoricals for the Edward
F. Brawn prizes were delivered at Academy Hall May 2nd. A fair audience was

Sore Threat

Lameness
Sore

the

present, though

Ey

night

was

stormy.

MISCELLANEOUS.

GREAT

as

judges.

by

Mrs.

WANTED.

CROWDS^: ^REAT BARGAINS

Mrs. H. Bernard Carpenter, Miss Eva M.
Johnson and ltev. Charles Harbutt acted

Sore

MISCELLANEOUS.

---

OPTIONAL DIVISION.

Minot’s Ledge.Anon.
Ethel May Nelson.
The Skeleton's Story.;...Anon.
Fred Perlev Gould.
Selection from Longfellow..
Nina Francena Nutter.
Vocal Solo.
Mrs. Pike.
Kit Carson’s Wife.Auon.
Maude Elizabeth Witham.

Inflammation
Sobd

only In oar own bottles. All druggists.
POND’S EXTRACT C0.J6 5tM'?uN.Y.

POM'S

au

EXTRACT

e^OINTNE NT.

It’s remarkable specific
action upon the affected parts
gives it supreme control over
however severe.
fc-raSj Piles,
Also for Burns, Scalds,
Eruptions, Salt Rheum die;
Testimonials from all classes
8“®® prove its efficacy. Price 50c,
Sold by all Druggists or sent by mail
on receipt of price. Put up only bv
TOMB’S EXTBACT C0„ 76 6th Aye., ft Y.

xiOBmuau

scribing liberally to' pay the expense of
putting an athletic team in the contest
for the State championship at Brunswick, June 11. It is expected (mirabile
dictu) that the trustees will follow with
substantial help.

TO MOTHERS.

WIT AND WISDOM.

“What hands! rough and

His Last Card.

scratched; what a face!
sun and wind have made
my child look very ugly”
says the mother when
she prepares the little
one for bed. To say there
must be no more fun
playing in the sand or
climbing fences would
he cruel; what should be
done! use freely, night
and
morning, Frye’s

eodtf

PAINT YOUR FLOORS WITH

F LOORAID
PAINT YOUR WALLS WITH

LLAID

THE SANITARY PAINTS.
HSk
g
<S!\ hard over night.
WITHOUT STICKING
U PC I P®

WITH HIGH GLOSS.

8 FLOOR AND 12 ARTISTIC WALL COLORS.
THE CARY-OGDEN CO., Sole Manufacturers,
ST., ROSTOV.

COOK, EVERETT, & PENNELL,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
AGENTS,

137 & 139 Middle St., Portland, Me.
eod3m
apr23

Liebig Company’s=
=Extract of Beef.
BEST

roestBEEF TEAcWpest
INVALUABLE
in the Mitchen for Soups. Sauces
and made Dishes.

CLASS

J. N.

Harris,

FAIR.

Fulton Market, New York

3

City, says:
“X have been using Brandreth’s Pills for
the last fifteen years. There Is nothing equal
to them as Blood Purifiers and Liver Regulators. But I wish to state how remarkably they
cure rheumatism, and how easily; I was affected by rheumatism in the legs. My business
(wholesale fish dealer) naturally leads me to
damp places. I could not walk, and at night I
suffered fearfully; I tried Balsams, Sarsaparilas and all kinds of tinetures, but they did me
no good, and I was afraid of being a cripple.
I
finally commenced using Brandeeth’s Pills.
I took two every night for ten nights, then I
began to improve. I continued taking them for
forty days and I got entirely well. Now, whenever sick I take Bbrakdetii's Pills. They
novel*

fcill

RENT; ALSO

ORGAN’S
Very Fancy

or

Fire, Smoke and Water Sale,
222

MIDDLE

Under Falmouth

Hotel,

Plain at

An English workingman once applied to a
country clergyman for a letter of introduction
a duke of whom he wished to seek aid.
“But why don’t you go in person and see my
lord ?” asked the clergyman.
“Well, you see,” was the nervous answer, “I
don’t like to speak to Lord-—. He may be
too proud to listen to the likes of me. X can
talk to you well enough, sir; for there’s nothing
of the gentleman about you.”—Exchauge.

Buckingham's Dye for the Whiskers is a positive remedy for a gray beard.
He—Tell me, dearest, did you ever love
before?
She—I must be frank with you, Harry. Yes,
I did love once, but that was many years ago.
When quite young I had a warm attachment for
a doll with a black face.
I did love that doll
devotedly; but, Harry, that is all passed now,
and you need not be jealous of that old, old
love.—Boston Transcript.

Vindicated.
Miss Minnie Ball—Miss Oldangiddy was
deathly sick of the grip, but recovered by sheer
foroe of will.
Mrs. Wanter Noe—How was that?
Miss Minnie Ball—The doctor told her that
it-lwas only fatal to persons in advanced

years.—Fuck.

NO. 384 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

decl7

P. HASTINGS'.
du

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.

The reputation of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, as a
blood medicine, is maintained by daily cures.

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
low rates, quick time, PullCall on or address E E
sleeping
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Pal
eific Co., 192 Washington St, Boston, Mass.
It'll 9
«od0B

Presence of Mind.

Jakey—Fadder,

a

shentlemans haf fallen troo

de coal hole!

Isaac—Clap de cover ofer him kerviek, mein
sohn. vile I runs for a policemans. Ve must
arrest him for tryin’ to steal te coal or he’ll
sue us

for

tamages!—Life.

comfort,
combining
man
cars.

we

CO.,

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.

$1.00,

MAINE

1.75
1.85
2.25

“

“

“
“

dtim

FRQVINCKTOWN, MASS.
INCORPORATED, 1845.—MARINE RISKS ONLY.
fTHIJS old ami reliable Company is now writ.1. ing Marine Risks on the most favorable
terms.
If yon desire Marine Insurance, write the
Company lor rates and terms.
Correspondence solicited and given prompt
LEWIS NICKERSON,

may2_

Secretary.

uom

$1.25

“

*

“

3.12

“

“

3.50

“

“

Wanted-More

cash trade. We can save
you 81.00 a week if you will trade with
Pure home made jelley, large tumblers,
12V2O., new eastina nuts, 10c., home made
pickles 10c qt, or 35c. gallon, fine mixed pickles
12c. qt.. fine Eastport sardines 8c., new Persian
dates 6c., new Turkish prunes 6c., new buckwheat 15c., new maple syrup 26c. qt.. good
cooking raisins 3c., round steak 10 to 12yac.,
luce corned beef 2 and 3e.
per lb, 7 pounds fine
sweet potatoes for 25c. Orders called for and
''

us-

&

LAMBERT’S,

Wilmot

24

$1.00

FARM

Pond._

0-2

DOR SAFE—A French roofed house situated
-F
in one of the best parts of the city, contains
10 rooms in first class repair, hot and cold
water bath room; a large stable with good
sized lot goes with same; price reasonable. Inquire of A. C. F1HBY, 42y3 Exchange St. 5-2

SALE.J

SALE—1 Concord wagon (MartlnS P<ennell builders) In good condition. 1 express
FRANK. F. TIB.
wagon; 1 furniture wagon.
4-1
BETTS & CO., 4 and U Free St.
toil

I

SALE—An express business doing business in 5 places In the State of Maine. Will
sell cheap on account of sickness.
Address,
S. E. H„ care Mr. Perkin, 32 Court Sq., Boston,
4-1
Mass.

IJOIt

load of
Hampshire
SALE—A
FOB
horses, weighing from 11 to 14 hundred, at
New

car

PAQUKT’S

stable

on

India

street._4-1

of Alfred. Me..

WANTED—The

call at your store
house
WANTED—To
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
or

iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of all kinds. If
you have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B. WISH, 131 Green
street,

city._

11-ltf

buy from $1000 to *15,000 worth of eastrotl clothing; I pay the
highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats ; call, or address letter or postal to S.
LitVI, 97 Middle street.
augiotf

NOTICE—Wanted

to

WANTED.
Black Silk Umgentleman who took
THE
brella from the Supreme Judicial Court
a

HELP.

young
WANTED—A
must have

man

for office work;

knowledge

some

2.50
2.75
3.00
4.00
4.50

former price

of

book-

keeping and be a good writer; state references.
Apply by letter only to GEO. A. BADGER,
care the Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
4-1

“

3.50

“

“

4.75

3.75

“

“

4.00

“

“

5.00
6.75

4.25

“

“

salesman; can make
S50 per week. Trade specialties. Tabor,
179 Monroe St., Chicago._
30-1

WANTED-Travelling

reliable active

young or midWANTED-A
dle aged man for work in
office and

6.00
6.50

“

CITY OF PEERINC.
A. Chenery and others have
petitioned the City (Council to layouta
new street or public way in said city,
beginning
at Ocean street running through land owned by
Chenery to the high water mark upon the shore
of Back Cove, in accordance with the plan
made by E. C. Jordan, civil engineer, and
whereas said petition was referred by the City
Council April 4,1892, to the undersigned, for
them to consider and act upon; therefore.
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that the joint standing committee of
the City Council on laying out now streets, will
meet to hear the parties and view the proposed
way on the seventh day of May, 1892, at three
o’clock in the afternoon at the proposed point
of starting, and will then and there proceed to
determine and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to bo laid

WHEREAS

A.

.16

Given under our hands on this eleventh day
of April, 1892.
IV. IV. MERRILL, 1 Committee on
H. H. NEVJNS,|

apl6

d3w

In this class are TWIN SISTERS (easy and
pleasant). Price 40cents. PICNIC (no action,
no dialogue, one hour of solos, trios, choruses,
etc.) Price 75 cents. MAUD IRVING (with
dialogue and action). Price 60 cents. NEW
FLOWER Queen a bright Cantata for festive
occasions, not difficult. Time two hours, 13

euscumea

453-463
teb-v

Wo. 37 PLUM STREET.

m

mines,

sing

ciiaracierisue

na-

Price 30 cents,
songs; a little dialogue.
$3.00 per dozen. HOUR IN FAIRYLAND.
Five scenes, very simple; time one hour and a
halt. (Orchestra parts mav be rented. *5.00 per
month.) Price 60 cents. DAY IN THIS WOODS,
by Gabriel. Excellent music, easy for children,
but very bright. Some recitations; a charming
Cantata. Price 40 cents; *3.80 per dozen.
KINGDOM OF MOTHKfi GOOSE (by Mrs.
Bordman, in three acts). Brice 25 cents; $2.28
A TRIP TO EUROPE (just issued, in
a dozen.
three scenes). Price 80 cents; *3.00 per dozen.
THE DAIRY MAID’S SUPPER (for church
festivals; with music and illustrative pictures).
Prfoe, 20 cents; *1.80 per dozen. THE RAINBOW FESTIVAL (for a fair or church entertainment, in two scenes; verv pretty tableaux).
Price 20 cents; *1.80 per dozen.
Agents for Decker Bros., Fischer, andSlioninger Pianos, Wilcox & White Automatic Organs.
Pianos exchanged, or sold on instalments.
For Musical Instruments, Strings, etc., send to
John C. Haynes & Co., Boston.
or

Oliver

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK AND JOB PRINTER,

Price oo cents.
ForChildren.

THE MERRY COMPANY OR CADET’S
PICNIC: Introducing melodies from The Mikado. The Mascot. Patience, etc., with other popular airs.
Price 40 cents. SCHOOL FESTIVALS: A pretty Canta’a for school exhibitions.
IVis instructive and simple; no scenery. Price
25 cents. VOICES OF NATURE: Bright and
interesting; one hour in length. Introduces
birds, animals, insects, and flowers. Price 40
cents. STRANGE VISITORS, OR A MEETING
OF NATIONS, by .T. C. Macv. 20 children, in
uiu

Ditson

wanted—Man
with
small
understands farm work, and
Address BOX 1005 Portland,

Farmer
family, who
of stock.

9-tf

agent for Androscoggin
County; position worth $2000 per annum
to right man. Also two local agents at $10 per
week and commission. Call on or after Tues
day, March 22d, at office of MUTUAL
RESERVE. Room 1,176Vi Middle street, cor.
11-tf
Exchange, Portland.
MISCELLANEOUS.
one
of
our
HENNESSY,
oldest Harness Makers, has recovered
from the Grippe and will be pleased to see his
friends at 113 Center street.
Harnesses at low

WILLIAM

prices. Repairing a specialty.

5-4

WATERHOUSE* SONS
SAMUEL
making those all wool suits to your
for

are still
meas-

$12, $14, $16, $18, $20, and upwards at

ure

367 and 369 Fore street.

3-2

this'

sum-

Slieepscott Bay, a few mllesifrom Squirrel Island
and Boothbay Harbor, on steamboat line from
Bath. Casino, Bowling Alley, Yachts and Tennis grounds. Perfect drainage and pure water;
vegetables from Island garden. Address M. S.
28-2
Cambell, Augusta, Me.

ROVIDENT Aid Society of Portland, Me.
.Lowest cost Life Insurance; unimpaired
reserve fund in state treasury, relatively largest
of any association in the State; responsible
management; only 26 single assessments total
since 1885. Agent wanted, previous experience
not necessary. Correspondence invited. 20-8
ROOMS.

TO EET.

Woodfords,
line of eldetrie road,
TO EET—At
on

(Sebago), garden and fruit,

19 Spring street,
rent of 7 rooms
5-3t
315.

and
EET—Upper tenement of 6
TO batli;
western part of city.
Inquire at 9
street.
rooms

Exchange

5-1

riio EET—Lower rent 48 Chestnut St., 5
X rooms $12.00. Lower rent 5 rooms 51
Myrtle St,., $12.50. Upper rent 7 rooms 57
Smith, $12.00, Lower rent 0 rooms 55 Smitli
$11.00. I,. O. BEAN & CO., 40 Exchange St. 4-1

Edward P. Wilson and others
the City Council to lay
or public way iu said city, beginning at southerly side line of Saunders
street, and through the northeasterly part of
said Saunders street, and along and upon the
northwesterly side line of land of Abby T.
Mitchell and others, to, and to intersect with
Pleasant street. And, whereas, said petition
was referred by the City Council, April 8,1892,
to the undersigned, for them to consider and

out

a new

act upon,

street

therefore,

Notice is hereby given to all parties interestd, that the joint standing committee of the City
Council on laying out new streets, will meet to
hear the parties and view the proposed way on
the seventh day of May, 1892, at 2 o’clock in
the afternoon at the proposed point of starting,
and will then and there proceed to determine
and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this 11th day of
April, A. I). 1892.
W. W. MERRILL,
I Committee
H. II. NEVINS,
on
G. W. LEIGHTON,
Maying out
E.M. JACOBS,
new
[
V. E. TRUE,
J streets.

aplG

d3w

S. S. RICH & SON,
Undertakers,
86

EXCHANGE

4-1

Opposite
And with entire
answer

Masonic
calls

TELEPHONE
mar

stock

new

as

Hall,

are

before.

ready

to

CONNECTIONS.

5_eod tmayG

DISSOLUTION.
ti.is day by mutual
partnership. Ail bills

have

lawTh&weow

card to the
dro,P
Ttmnly<im
Home
Office at apostal
Portland. Me., and
about the Union
Mutual Life Insurance Co.?
The
"*«*yon leani about it. the more
a Maine
^r*de *u it

ngaiust the late firm of Waite. Norton &
ill be settled by Albert. E. Waite, at. No. 4
Central wharf.
ALBERT K. WAITE
LOREN F. NORTON,
Portland, April 28,1892.
apr29dlw
for

or
Co.. M

NOTICE OF CO-PARTNERSHIP.
have this

day formed
undersigned
THE
partnership under the firm name of
of
Waite for the
&

Making

purpose
business at No. 4

carrying

oil

a

Central wharf.
FRED H. YORK.
A I,BERT E. WATTE.

Portland, April 2S, 18U2,

apr29tllw

PICTURES!

SALK or exchange for property in Port1
land. Good house containing 6 rooms with
45 acres of land, situated within 8 miles of the
city; cuts 8tons Of hay; It) acres wood and timber. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42Va Exchange

|?OR

§t.3-1

FOR

SALE—Extra line family horse, sound,

RENT—Large brick house 125 Free
street, best repair with furnace, bath room
hot and cold water. Privilege of sub-letting if
desired. CHAS. B. MITCHELL, 294 Cumberland street, between 3 and a p. m.
3-1

SALE—The property No. 41 Chestnut
street, containing seven rents, over five
thousand feet of land. Sebago and closets;
yearly rental $630, yielding ten per cent net on
assessed value of $4500. N. S. GARDINER,
185 Middle street.
2-1

FOR

RENT-The “Silas
FORStroudwater
village,

Broad

place,”

near
terminus of
and attractive place
on high ground; would rent entire farm to a responsible person. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51V,
Exchange
3-1

horse car

line.

pleasant

A

St._

Has open fire place, hot and cold water
and bathroom privilege. Inquire at No. 145

High

street._

EOTS TO
COTTAGE
ton’s Cove, Willard.
the

tion

3

i

LEASE—At SimonMost desirable loca-

bay; fine beach

for bathing.
For
particulars call on or address ALFRED
THRASHER, Willard, Me.3-1
on

City._
JL

2-1

family,

2-1

LET—Nice tenement of 7

TO all

day,

and

or

8

rooms,

perfectly convenient;

moderate to a family without children.
at 288 Brackett stTeet.

sun

rent

30-1

LOAN—On first or second
Eeal Estate, Life Insurance
Policies, Commercial paper or any good collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42V2
Exchange street.
30-2
on

LET—A fine well furnished house on
TO Spring
street Will be leased for the year
or summer.

a furnished summer
cottage
located on one of the finest points on

Also

beautifully
the Cape Elizabeth shore, three miles from the
city. Apply to Prentiss Loring, 31 y2 Exchange
street.

30-1

LET—Two good tenements of 6 rooms
each, prices 310 and 312 per month: also
for sale houses in all parts of the city.
By J.
C. Woodman, 105y2 Exchange street.
30-1

TO

furnished cottage on Peak’s
near Jones’s Landing.
Call or address C. I. KIMBALL, 219 Spring street.

___30-tf
responsible party
FORtheLEASE—A
opportunity of securing
best
rare

can have
one of tire

located stores for retail trade on the northof Congress street.
Make no delay
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51V2 Exchange St. 29-1

erly side

LET—Two newly finished rents
TO
Sterling homestead, Peak’s Island,
to Seth

at

land, Maine.

y<P4

the

Sterling, Deputy Sheriff’s office

Imquire

of A.

and

power. Apply to GIANT ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY, 25
and 27 Commercial Street.

TO LET.
The
floor

spacious

over our

by

elms, located on shore road,
Martin’s Point bridge; the Presumpscot
on one side, fine view of Portland harbor
and overlooking the islands and Casco Bay on
tlie other; unsurpassed for a summer or permanent residence; no earlier or better land can be
found for market gardening; large fruit orchard
never failing,
pure, boiling-spring water; twohouse, wood and tool-house, large barn,
story stable,
houses for several hundred
poultry
good
fowl; the house faces the south, and is a very
healthy and desirable location; this property
must grow
more valuable, being so near the
1—
C
O
T.'Tl
river

4—.

—

Vf

TV TV

T

W

—

3(F1
house in

western part
SALK—Boarding
FORof the
city, fifteen furnished rooms, twenty

boarders lots of transient; a chance for some
one to make money: terms to suit purchaser.
Inquire off. H. LIBBY, 324 Portland street.
30-1

SALE—Houses for sale. Prices $300,
$1000. $1100, $1300, $1400, $1500.
$1700, $1900, $2000, $2200. $2500. $2700,
$4000. By J. C. WOODMAN, 105 Va Exchange

FOR
street.

30-1

SALE—35 ft Steam Launch with comShe is just
pound engines, very fast.
suited for cruising or passengers; also 21ft sloop
yacht, both will be sold cheap for cash, for full
particulars address L. W. LOMBARD, Saco,
Me.
29-4

FOR

LET-House, ell and
stable; buildings connected; with two
of land, at Pleasantdale, on Brown street,
Cape Elizabeth; convenient to cars. Address
F. O. BOX 795, Portland. Me.
29-1
OR SALE OR TO

acres

for sale—$135.00 grade for
Bicycles
$86.00. $45.00 grade for $16.00, $35.00

(Boys') for $30.00, all new; also, fishing
grade
tackle and sporting goods. G. L. BAILEY,
263 Middle street.
29-1

FOR

SALE—Five

pairs

of

the

closest

matched horses in Cumberland County,
from 5 to 8 years old, allaeclamated; also 4 or
6 family and driving horses; 3 side
box
wagon, 2 extension carryalls, one w ith pole and
one
two
sets
double
harshafts;
coupe carryall,
ness.
All can be seen at 697 Congress St.,
FERN ALP & SAWYER, the Stablers.
28-2

spring

Russell, South Boston, gives ample steam, hull
built by Sheldon, East Boston.
Large cabin.
Thirty feet long, draw s 3 1-2 feet. Splendid sea
boat and speedy.
Reason for selling, owner
wants larger boat. Address, H. G. J., Journal
office, Augusta. Me.19-3
FOR SALE—III Cape Elizabeth,
FARM
three miles from Portland; contains thirty,
five or more acres, about twenty under high

state of cultivation. Good orchard of about one
hundred trees, all in bearing; the best in town
of its size.
Also a plenty of other small fruits.
For Dartlculars address C. G. K..
5-6

Press Office

SALE OB TO LET—A nice Cottage
of 5
IjlOB
at Trefethen’s Landing.
Best
location
the Island. A
rooms

on
bargain for some one.
Furnished throughout; will allow the furniture
to remain in cottage one season. Address. C.
A. Sloman, 203 Franklin St, Portland Me.
marl9tf
SALE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street; one
mile from East and West End; known as
Hussey farm. Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills. Me.14-8

FOB

second

store, with

heat, central
location, very light.

steam

SHORT & HARMON,
dtf

LORING,
mar31

SALE—Seashore farm, of about 30
FOR
acres, only two miles from Portland, shaded
beautiful

new

M. SMITH, Portland
16-tf

heat

buildings, with good surroundings, cemented cellar, furnace heat, water convenient,
some fruit, three miles from Portland, near
horse cars. Terms low. N. S. GARDINER,
185 Middle street.
2-1

SALE—Steam yacht, everything
in
FORJuly.
1888. Engine 4 1-4x6, boiler ouilt by

COTTAGES TO LET—Some of
the best summer cottages in Portland harSUMMER
let.

Me.

SALE—A desirable place in Dfeeriug of
IjlOR
twelve acres, cutting ten tons of hay, flno
set of

Inquire

TO

MONEY
mortgages,

FOR

Congress street.

let—upstairs tenement for a small
at 313 per month. 31 HIGH ST.

rlio

3-1

near

LOST AND FOUND.

HORSES.

HORSES.

HOBSES.

Blocky TIorses and Mares for sale at the
Empire Brewery Co. stables. WeightlOOO
to 1400 lbs. Prices S40 to 8125. Also, 1 pair,
weight 2600 lbs.; price for pair $100. Also,
Caravan. Call at Empire Brewery Co.’s office,
11 Hampden street, cor. Albany street. Take
Hampden street electric cars, pass the door.
OA

These horses are better than green horses for
farmers to work; will work single or double in
any spot or place. Take electric car on Washington street, Boston, Mass. If you don’t Ilka
these horses your expenses will he paid.
apr55w»

THE OLD RELIABLE FIRM
from the handle of
large gold ring
LOST—A
ladies umbrella.
Finder will he suitably

a

same

at

the upper part
LOST—In
of Picturesque Europe.

of the
The

244

Com’l
2-1

city, A'ol.

I

linder will
he suitably rewarded by returning the same to
A. G. SHLOTTEKBECK.
30-1
Johnson & Lambert's, 24 AVilmot street, the largest stock, the best
goods and the lowest prices to be found in Portland.
Good yellow
peaches 12V.c., fancy
Trophy tomatoes 10<\, best blueberries I2y2c.
best Arctic salmon 12%c., best sand soap ho
Babbit’s 177C washing powder 9c., 100 crackers 23c... choice Porto Rico molassess 35c.
gallon. Calumet 2 pound can beef only 15c best
raspberry jam lOe., a regular 50c. mixed tea for
35c., choice Formosa tea for 2oc, good Java
coffee 30c., Fancy Kio 25c. Read our prices in
another ad.
29-1

I.AOUND—At

have

found the
F»UN
fiarth, for Rheumatism
d—I

Greatest Cure

on

and Neuralgia in
their worst chronic forms. I suffered twelve
years and tried every known remedy. Sufferers
write to me and enclose stamp.
Miss E. S,
OI.K East llarpswell, Maine.
aprlOd&wlino*

HELP.

co-

Voile
Sail

_3-2
PICTURES! Those In want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
would do well to call on us. Pictures framed
to order ; moulding for sale; picture wire and
moulding hooks. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak
and Con gress streets.
3-1

TO

FEMALE

the

it*

kind, stylish, fearless of steam and electric
cars, safe for ladies’ or children's use. Call at
228 FEDERAL STREET,
i) a. m. to 4 p. m.

EET—House No. 89 Park street, containing 11 rooms, all in nice repair and fully
furnished. Immediate possession.
Applv to
JOHN F. PROCTOR. Centennial block.
4-1

rewarded by leaving the
St.

STREET,

Long

on
arniirwl

room

bell.

-HAVE REMOVED TO-

NO.

3-1

house

EET A furnished room at No, 599
hoisting machinery—
TO CONGRESS
Elevator
in good order, for sale very cheap,
STREET.4-1
by
HASKELL & JONES, 470 Congress St., PortEET—A pleasant furnished
at 43
3-1
land, May 2nd.
TO MYRTLE STREET. Ring right hand

Floor space with

WHEREAS.
have petitioned

FOB

12 rooms, with one acre or more of land. Will
make a lifst-elass boarding bouse or a nice residence. Inquire of M. B. CHASE, Long Island

TO

CITY OF PEERING.

_20-3

SALE—Farm of the late Daniel Allen,
in Cumberland, on road from Centre to
West Falmouth.
Fine and sightly location
near Cumberland Junction, M. C. R. R, and
within mile of church and post office; about BO
acres lield,
25 pasture and tillage, balance
woodland and timber. A thrifty orchard of BO
trees in bearing; large modern two-story house
anil ell. with fine elm shade trees; barn 40x80,
A very desirable summer residence or stock
farm; will be sold for less than appraised
value. Inquire of W. B. Allen, Yarmouth, Me.

rinuhlA vprnnriah

bor to

LET—Pleasant rooms, single or in suites*
with board at 110 PARK ST. MRS. H. M.
RICE.
28-tf

undersigned
Company, THE
consent, dissolved

Washington Street.-Jiapton.

institution0111

29-4

are

Cantatas for Singing Schools and Societies.
ESTHER, THE BEAUTIFUL QUEEN, by
Wm. B. Bradbury.
This Cantata Is too well
known to need description; it has had an enormous sale.
Time of presentation 2 hours; full instructions in the book. (Orchestral parts may be
rented, $5.00 per month.) Price 60 cents. BELSHAZZAR’S FEAST, OR THE FALL OF BABYLON, G. F. Root. A dramatic Cantata in ten
scenes, with fine solos, part songs, and choruses.
Eight characters; Jewish costumes. Price 60
cents. PILGRIM FATHERS, by G. F. Root. A
historical Cantata of Colonial Times; not dramatic. Price 60 cents; libretto 12 cents. Other
good Cantatas are DANIEL (50 cents), RUTH
AND BOAZ (paper 66 cents).
For Female Voices Only.

tional

Pember-

_

SALE—The finest Photograph Car in
10x30. finished in whitewood and
wood floor, wheel brake &c; built
cherry, hard
made
in the best manner throughout;
111 18‘J0;
now at Brunswick, Me.; don’t care to rent; will
sell at a bargain. Address W. C. BUTMAN,
Middleboro, Mass.

FOBMaine,

__

you going
LET—A
NOTICE—Where
mer? Why not to the Ne Kraugan House,
Isle of Springs?
This island is situated in TOIsland

OLD FOLKS’ CONCERTS, ETC.

characters.

23

nected. About two acres of land, small orchard,
also pear trees and currant hushes. Good water
and only live minutes walk from steamer landing and post-office. Six miles from Portland.
Estate of the late Joann S. York. AUGUSTUS
T. DAVIS, Administrator, No. 210 Middle St.,
27-2
Portland.

and desirable house lots;
SALE—A three story
FORalsoSAFE—Dry
gravel and loams lor filling. Inquire
FOBIs1m.hi]
with
of A. L. RICHARDSON. Deerimr Centre
A.a

as

stating age. R. G. CHASE & CO.,
ton Square, Boston, Mass.

WANTED—General

OPERAS AND OPERETTAS,

eodtf

as

_

3.75

CANTATAS,

mar8

Spurwinlc river; price
reasonable. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42c.
Exchange street._
4-l"

room

Me.

2.75

MUSIC FOR

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.

acres

a

near

care

M. DYER db OCX
dtt

I

of land in Scarboro,
SAFE—12%
FOR
Vi of mile from Spnvwink House, running
maine road to

from

once

“

Spring stock of
Paper Hangings Is ready to

I

men

2.63

new

SAFE—House No. 14 Avon street, containing nine rooms ail in good order, nice
lot, fine location anil sunny exposure. Will be
sold on easy terms of payment and immediate
given.
possession
F.
Apply to JOHN
PROCTOR. Centennial Block.
4-1
NOR

or

“
“
4.75
“
“
5.50
7.50
“
“
6.25
8.50
Above are ail perfect and in good order. We simply make this
price to close them out quickly.
One sale of Colored Dress Goods, Dress Trimmings, Dress Buttons and Kid Gloves at half price and less will be continued.
Misses Plaid and Striped Cotton Hose:
Sets, former price .60
“
“
15 “
.75
Good 9-4 Unbleached Cotton .15

may2

IXOR

WANTED—A clerk is wanted at
EET—A large pleasant front
with
CLERK
Haggett’s grocery store, corner of Boyd and TOalcove,
Congress Square. Is heated by
Lincoln streets.
2-1
steam.

no

$2.00

“

SAFE—A block of two brick houses,
situated within ten minutes' walk of the
Post Office; rents for $882 per year; in good repair. Any one looking for a first class investment in real estate will do well to look this
property over. Inquire of A. G. LIBBY, 42%
Exchange street.
4-1

EET—Near town house. Cape Elizabeth,
to sell
energetic
TO well
WANTED—Honest,
commission and stablefurnished house of nine rooms, shed
Nursery Stock—salary
the chance for attached; garden if desired. Fine
hindrance,
Inexperience
small family desiring to live out of
Eaid.
usiness is easily learned.
Applv at
the city for the summer. Address BOX 1602,

“

10-4

ell,

containing ten rooms; line stable, lien house
and ice house; all in first class repair; good
water, apples and small fruit. Also, adjoining
the above, 15 acres of land-in good state of cultivation, cuts ten tons of hay. Good boating and
fishing. Will be sold very cheap. Inquire of H.
C. LORD, Biddeford, Me.
5 2

294

solicitor and collector. Address EXCHANGE
STREET, care Daily Press.30-1

and $1.50

“

1.75

Our

St?

public to know that we do
fine gold, silver and nickel plating, polishing, buffing, etc. Sliver plated ware repaired
reiinisbed ana enameled to prevent its tarnishing. The only complete manufacturing and
establishment in Maine. Send for price
plating
list. STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Tore
ana Onion Sts.
janl8tf

last Thursday afternoon to return the
to Room 7. Union Mutual Building.
may2
dlw
[Advertiser copy]

Silk and Gloria Umbrellas with gold and silver handles to

Do not forget that it is a Home institution—the Union Mutual Life Insurance Compauy of Maine, the only
company in the world guaranteeing
to you (without any increase of cost)
the inestimable advantages of the
Maine Non-forfeiture Law.

President.

TXT anted—1000 hens alive, will pay full
market price. Apply to IRVING MOREILL, West Cumberland,_
2-1

room
same

INDUCEMENTS

former price

(

attention.
L. N. PAINE,

9._

an

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
_Jan24_ eodtf
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best
EQUITABLE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.

PORTLAND,
janl9

Portland, Maine.

-

will sell 6-4 Fancy Plaids and Striped Cloakings

»

quality, lowest prices.
CHASE & m &

ST.,

DRY AND FANCY GOODS.

out.

W.

-

i)

The best alterative, diuretic, and tonic properties are contained in Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

PIANOS
FOR SALE OR

W OLF’S

5o8 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom prices;
trunks repaired; open
evenings until
3_1

MALE
__

to

FIRST

GLOTKfNGICENTS’FURNISHINC GOODS

IRRESISTIBLE-

He—But EmilyShe—It’s of little interest to me what
you are about to say; for three years you
have absented yourself from wife, child
and home, and I feel convinced nothing
brings you back but the information you
have received of my having been left a
considerable sum of money. I have no
further use for you; you may go!
He—But are the teachings of the modern drama to be forgotten? Is the contrite and repentant racket played out?—
Life.
THEY NEVER

__

or

75 and

SOX.I3 BV

3-1

_____

This week

be prevented.

TV"ANTED—Anyone in need of the best laying hens, and the earliest matured chickens, please call on S. YOUNG, at No 105 Green
St., Portland, Me., as I keep the best of breeds;
also eggs for sale; please call and see the fowls.
persons in want of trunks
WANTED—All
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 656
and

to close:

to soften and nourish
and heal the skin, and
tan and roughness will

r>* OUTER

'ire, Smoke and Water Sale

be in good condition.
Address stating
age, lowest cash price etc., 463 Cumberland St.,
or call at room
3, 38 Exchange street.
3-1

must

TO CLOSE OUT OUR STOCK OF

i? l-44-i if!

information

—

SAFE—111 Windham; containing forty acres of excellent land; good
buildings; two miles from Maine Central Depot. inquire of C, G. IRISH. 52 Market street,
Portland, Meyor GEO. SPEAR, near Duck
FOR

SAFE—In the

We sell the best goods cheaper than you can buy the poor
goods. It will pay you well to look at our bargains. Our
store has been crowded for the past two weeks and we
intend to keep it crowded with customers by
selling the
goods that everybody wants at unheard of low prices.

AMANDINE withQuince,

apr28

nl

■

LOAN
floor.
5-1

second

FOB

JOB SALE—At Falmouth Foreside,
village
WANTED—A second-hand centre FOR
five minutes’ walk from depot, desirable for
I and hall' house with ell and stable story
BOAT
Roard liampton, about twenty feet long: summer
residence, French roof house with

lain

A reception was recently given by the
Maiden Athletes in honor of Miss Ellen
F. Gibson. She goes to Pueblo, Col., to
accept a position in teaching.
Bridgton Academy’s alumni are sub-

TT&SwcS

6,

of the relatives of Charles W. Dibble, supto be somewhere in the State of Maine
Address D. H. MERRILL, Pittsfield, N. II
box 427.
4-1

J. H. WOLF’S

last.

_

DOV7

me;

room

posed

which were lately damaged by firp, smoke and water, at
222 Middle Street, under Falmouth Hotel. In addition to
this Great Fire Sale, I shall offer a Bankrupt Stock of
Clothing which I have just purchased of Seth L.Larrabee,
Photographs.Anon. assignee of the Burleigh Clothing Company of this city.
Richard Larminie.
The stock consists principally of Fine Spring Overcoats
UJVISIUU, ill iso
took first prize, Miss Spring second and in all shades, also Fine Suits in Worsteds, Cassimeres,
Mr. Foster third.
Among the Optionals and Scotch Mixtures, and a fine line of Pantaloons, ChilMr. Gould was awarded first, Miss Nutdren’s Suits and Cents’ Furnishing Goods. It will pay you
ter second, and Miss Witham third.
The Lotus Glee Club is among the tal- to call at once and examine the Createst
Bargains that
ent secured for the graduation concert
have ever been offered in this city.
Don’t forget the
of June 30.
The chaplain, Rev. Henry Allen Freeplace and number.
man, preached his farewell sermon at
the Congregationalist church on Sunday-

AND ALL

Businessfconflden-

COLLATERAL

SAFE.

con-

The Soldier's Reprieve.Anon.
Louise Plummer Horr.
The Truly Great.Ingersoil.
Amos Leonard Bean.
On the Other Train.Anon.
Edith Myra Cobb.
Vocal Solo.Selected
Mrs. Pike.
The Sioux Chief's Daughter.Joaquin Miller
Ella Louise Hill.
Gipsy Flower Girl of Spain.Ed McDowell
Edna May Spring.
Northern Laborers.Haynes
Archibald Lyle Foster.
Music.
Mrs. Pike.

Rheumatism

PORTLAND

CO., 185 Middle street,

FRESHMAN DIVISION.

Complaints^Z

and pay oft furniture leases.

Information wanted

Music—March...
Mrs. Carpenter.

Female

Wanted—To

__

Good music was furnished
Pike of Norway. This is

Dr.

the programme:

Piles

loan $10, *20, *20, $50
SI 00 to $10,000, ill city and vicinity, on
turniture. pianos, organs, libraries, horses, carnages. diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes
tml.

-AT

FOR

WANTED—At 44
COOK
_Apply in the evening.

WANTED—A girl

Bowdoin street.
5-1

make skirts: also one
»»
to-work cn cloaks, at 10 Elm street.
M. A. DAVIS.
29-1
i
to

-OF-

E.B.ROBINSON&CO.
(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
Have removed to their elegant warerooms,

400 Congress St.,
high grade -fl-A-TST OfS and
CJICGr-A-KTSS at prices that defy com-

and offer

petition.

Piano tuning personally attended to.
exchanged. Second hand instruments

Pianos
for sale.

febl3eodly

--—-----.

Steamboat For Sale.
The sound and serviceable steamer
the “f'ity of Richmond,” WOO tons,
and having W1 staterooms, now running between Portland and Maehias,
on the route of the Portland, Mt. Desert Sc Maehias Steamboat Company, is
offered tor sale, delivered at either
Portland or Rockland, after July 1st
next. She may now he seen on her
For description ami
present route.
terms apply to PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager, Portland, Mt. Desert Sc
Maehias Steamboat Company, Port-

land, Me,

may3-dtf

Hiss...-‘
Ont-®Western.

Ohio &

I

Quotations of Staple Products in the

Leading

Markets.

/aul.

14%

i.

s

iya®13c, springers 25@28c, pork
usage 10, round hogs 6%@7c.
1 Grocers’

Sugar Rates,
ket—cut loaf 5%c jconfectioners*
'5c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
d, 3% c; yellow, 3e.
road

Receipts.
PORTLAND, May.

4.

line Centr al R. R.—For Port-,
miscellaneous merchandise; for
s

144

cars.

Foreign Exports.
OL, ENG. Steamship Labrador—
.i peas 33.400 do wheat 30,443 do
Jo barley 32,804 pcs blocks 616 Doles
its 36 cs handles 16 do leather 6993
331 bbls apples 315 head cattle 25 bbls
Ait 370,600 lbs bacon 244 bags flour.

ivimnesOl^i'

■it** yu;

32

DOMINION LINE.

do at

36<4j54i@36e;No

2 at

Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.

Opening.
Highest.
Lowest.
Closing.

May.

00

oo
90 V*

90%
89%
90%

89%
90

CORN.

Mav.

July.

tyerung.
Highest.

48%
47%
46%
47%

Closing.

484s

60
48 Vs

4934

Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.

Opening.
H’-ghest.

nos/*

Closiug.

90%
90%

May.

00%

91

Lowest.

90V3
90

90%

CORN.
July.
47%
147%
47%
471/4

Opening.

Highest.
Lowest.
Closing.

May.

50

50%
49%

50%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.
Opening. 80%
Closing. 81%

May.
80%

Closing.

40%
Wednesday’s quotations.

42%

WHEAT.

July-

May

Opening. 81%
Closing. 81%

81%
81%

CORN.

Julv
Opening. 41"

Mav
42%

Closing.41%
Boston Stock

42%

Market.

The following were to-day’s quotations o
stocks n Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe It. 35
C. B. & Q.
107%
Mexican Central.
les*
Union Pacihc
4.1 4
Boston & Maine R.
do

pfd.

1

a®

Bell Telephone..'.'.202
New York and New England R..
".38%
do pfd.
78
Wisconsin Central.
18
Maine Central R.‘.120
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R_.".'.126%
York Manufacturing Co.1065

Frlta-0:

May 4. 1892.—The. Flour markif,tpAGO,
adv and unchanged. Wheat quiet,closed
siliffi 2 Sprinr at 8iys,a81 e; No 2 l?ed at

Corn strong;.No 2 at 4294314c.
n./!,-.S5c.
Baripv e quiet;No 2 at 29c. Rve, No 2 at 72c.
1102
at 02c. No 1 Flaxseed at 98c.
Provu*
9 65@
o «-7i/i°ns quiet and steady—mess pork
Lai-d
at 6 17V2@6 20.
Short rib sides
riii/tDry salt meats—shoulders 4 50
a k ni-i@5 80.
~p">;short clear sides 6 17V013630.
c

ii,isheiPts—Flour. 27,000

wheat, 38.000
325,000 Dusli;
bush; barley. 49,000 bus]!,
18.000 bbls;wneat,153.000
hophipments—.1’lour
uusu.
eom, 128.000 bush; oats.sso.ooo bush•
rIe’ 50,000 bush; barley, 10,000 bush.
SI. LOUIS. May 4, 1892—The Flour maret is steady and
unchanged. Wlieat closed Vsc
higher and weak; No 2 Red at 85c. Corn went
up early but reacted; No 2 at 39 y3c.
Oats are
higher; closed weak; No 2 at 80VaC. Eye lower
to sell; lie sales.
no market.
ProvisBarley,
ions firm; good Job
demand—pork jobbing at
10 25. Lard at 0 00.
Dry salt meats—loose
shoulders 4 60; longs and ribs at 5 80; shorts
at 5 95 ;boxed lots 15c more. Bacon—shoulders
at 5 25; longs and ribs 6 40:96 45; shorts 6 50.
Hams 9 00@10 50.
Receipts—Flour. 3,000 bbls; wheat. 24.000
bush; corn 52,000 bush: oats, 23,000 bush:
rye, 00,000; barlc-v. 4,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 4.000 bbls; wheat. 18,
000 busli: corn, 44,000
bush; oats, 14.000
bush; rye. 3.000 bsh; barley, 00.000 busli.
DETROIT. May 4.1892-Wheat quiet; No 1
M hite at so-o^c; No 2 KedatSiHse.
Corn is
quiet—No 2 at 41c. Oats—No 2 White at 32yic;
No 2 at 31c.
Rve nominal—No 2 —c.
Receipts—Flour, —bbls: wheat. 17,000 bush:
corn, 1,000 bush; oats, 19,000 bush.
bbls:
corn. 321.000 busli: oats.

r}|v>,000

Ontario

."i.SSTO
ov.
pfd.i...ip8

Quicksilver.
do

Mexican.
New York

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, May 4, 1892
are
The following
to-day s closing quotations
of Government securities:
May 4.
May 3.

New4’s reg.115%
New 4’s coup.11534
United States 2s reg.100
Central Pacino lsts.108
Denver & R. G. 1st.lis-’j,

Erie2ds.lull's

Kansas Pacific Consols.110
Oregon Nav. lsts.111%:
Kansas Pacificists.1Q8
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.145
American Express.118
Central Pacific. 31%
Ches. & Ohio. 239/i
Chicago & Alton.150

Chicago & Alton preferred.... 160
Chicago. Burlington a; Quincy.107%

Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. .145 Vs
Delaware. I.aekawana & West..159%
Denver & Rio Grande. 17

Erie......... 30
Erie preferred... 71 %
Illinois Central.103

Ind., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 25
Lake Shore. ..134%
.Louis & Nash. 75V2
Manhattan Elevated.12334
Michigan Central.:..109%

Minn. & St. Louis.
Minn. & St. Louis pfd.
...

l2Vfe
27:<4
($01*

Missouri Pacific.•
New .Jersey Central.139
Northern Pacific common. 20
Northern Pacific pfd.. 595/8

1158/4

11531
100
108
n„

107%
110

111V*
108
145
118

30%
23%

12
273^»
59

138V*
*2014

68%

Northwestern.1203/8
Northwestern pfd

12o

New York Central.
114%
New Y'ork. Chicago & St- Louis. 173/f
aopfo.. 75

114
1173.4

.!!. £45%

Ml

74%

THE

at

10c.,

BEST

Wednesday and Saturday.
Tuesday and Friday.

every

Bound Trip

»iu.ou.

Meals and

®is.uu.

included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WINU
70
Boston.
Long
Wharf,
Agent,
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Geneva:
Manager, 89 State St., Fiake Building, Boston.
Mass.

room

Line

Koyai Mail Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL
From

From

Liverpool
25th Feb.
10th Mar.
24th

From

I

Steamships Portland. | Halifax.
"Mongolian 17th Mar. 19th Mar
"Nunudian, 31st
2ndApr
14th Apr.

Parisian,

16th

30th
Apr. | "Mongolian | 28tli
*S. S. Nuraidian and Mongolian will carry cattle and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
steam
7th

3 for 25c.

CIGAR.

All

A

Cigar

••

PS HDBY

mar2G

to Boston direct via Derry and
Glasgow
Pnannlrl o4aa«o
1-4.
nliilOsr
ft.

Tfe

Grocers,

ri

«,a

and

Druggists

and

ships
New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.

bUm

Dealers,

QQ,
eod e-r

Steamship Eleanora, Gove, New York—J B
Coyle.

Seh J R Atwood, Cook, Port Manton, NS—W
C Rich.
Soli Judith Ann, Lowry, Barrington, NS—'W C
Rich.
Sen Byard Barnes. Mehafferty, Kennebec and
Baltimore—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Little Sadie, Beals, Jonesport—J H Rlake
SAILED—Schs Calvin B Orcutt, E B Phillips,
and Druid.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, May 8—Ar, schs Hattie Godfrey, Machias for Westerly; Annie M
Preble. New Bedford for Addison; Inez, Millbridge for Boston; John Cadwallader, St John
for New York; Westfield, do for do; E M Sawyer, do for do.
WISCASSET, May 4—Sid, schs Mary Crosby,
White, Nantucket; Freddie A Higgins, Blake,
Boston.
SACO, May 4—Ar, sch Ella M Little, Philadelphia; Hazel Dell, New York.

VINALHAVEN, May 1-Ar,

sch

Jlanitou,

Arey. New York.
Sid, seh Geo E Prescott, Dobbin, New York.
PORT CLYDE. May 3—Ar, schs Olive Pecker,
from St John, NB, for Boston; Josie, Calais.
Also ar, sch Howard A Holder, St John, NB,
for Beverly, with lumber, ieaking about 2,000
strokes per hour. Will endeavor to repair and

proceed.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Ar at Christianstadt, St Croix, April 25th, sch
Uranus, Norwood. Philadelpoia.
Sid fm St Thomas April 25, sch Maior Pickacds, Murphy, Turks Island and Philadelphia.
Ar at Cientuegos April 26th, seh sch Luis G

Rabel, Henley, Philadelphia.

Ar at Kingston, ,1a, Apl 19, sch Sadie Willeutt, Brom, Philadelphia,

Memoranda.
New York, May 3—Sch Satilla, from Fernandina for Patchogue, with hard pine, is ashore at
the west end of Fire Island, leaking badly, and
in danger of going to pieces. The crew have
left her.

May

4.

Domestic Forts.

1892—The

Foreign Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON. May 4, 1892—Consols
forlmonev aud 97 for the account.

96

15-16(1

LIVERPOOL. May 4. >1892—The Cotton
market is firm: middling at 3%d: sales 6009
bales speculation and export 1500 b.,es.
LIVERPOOL. May i. 1892.-Quotations—
Winter Wheat 7s 2Vsd@7s 3d; Mixed AmericaL
Com 4s 5J/2d. Cheese 54s 6d.
OCEAN

STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
FROM

FOR

TIME

Cienfuegos-New York.. Cienfuegos. May
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool. .May
Furnesia.New York. .Glasgow ..May
Glengoil.New York.. Rio JaneiO. May
Rugia.New York.. Hamburg. May

6
7
7
7
7
Veendam
.New York. .Rotterdam .May 7
La ChampagneNew York.. Havre
7
May
Werra.New York.. Genoa_May 7
Cohn.New York..Bramen
.May 10
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool. .May 11
City of Berlin .New York. .Liverpool. .May 11
New York.. Antwerp
Westernland
May 11
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool.. May 14
lervia.New York. .Liverpool. .May 14
Elbe.New York. .Bremen
.Mav 14
iVieland.New York. .Hamburg. .May 14
Jbdam.New York. .Rotterdam. May 14
.New York. .Antwerp .May 14
FSelgenland
La
New York.. Havre
May 14
City New York New York. Liverpool. May 18
Britanic.New York. Liverpool.. May 18
...

....

..

..

Bourgogne

....

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY 5.
Sunrises .4 331Hi»h water i- 6 60
Sun sets7.6 49 U1°n wdtei )_ 6 58

a^^-^i^eighttide};;
MARIXE
PORT OF

ggg}"

NEWS

PORTLAND.
WEDNESDAY, May

4,

Arrived.
Sch Judith Ann. Lowry, Wood Harbor, NS—

ousters for a market.
Sell Alaska, Robinson,

St John, N B, for New

"Sill A McXieUols, Sanborn, Manillas for New
fork.
Sell Forest Belle, Beals, Calais for Boston.
Sell Highland Queen, Dobbin, Red Beach for
Boston.
Sell Caroline Krieseher, Devercaux, Bucks-

J torl.
Soli

Good

Templar, Simmons,

Belfast,

sell Enterprise, Chamberlain, Phipsbure.
soli Auule L Wilder, Greenlaw, itockp'ort for
hovideuce.
Soli Raili oad, Simmons, Bremen for Boston.
Cleared.

Steamship Labrador,(Br) McAuley, Liv<* pool,

; ) I (»ance & Co*

NEW

boken fm-Tlmmaston Northern Light, Boston
for Bass Harbor,
PORTSMOUTH —Ar 2d, sch Zampa, from
New York.

In port, schs Sarah Jane, Calais for Quincy;
Win Thomas, do for Boston; Benj T Crocker,
Deer Isle for Boston; r’uritan, Mt Desert for do;
Odell, Bangor for do; Sunbeam. Rockland for
do; Granville, do foi Dover; Dakota, Boston
for Maehias; R P Cluse, New Y'ork for Boothbay.
BANGOR—Ar 2d, Ell Geo E Wblcott, Reed,

Philadelphia.

Foreign Ports.
At Singapore Mch 2ah, ship Patrician, Sterling, from HongKong. ar 21st. for New York;
barque Edwin Reed, Filton, for Boston.
Sld fin Calcutta Apl 7, ship Frank Pendleton,
for Madras and San Fnncisco.
At Valparaiso Mch 21, barques Jas G Pendleton, for Antofogasta; C P Dixon, for Arica and
Mollendo; Itonus. for nitrate port and Hampton
Roads; Edmund PhiniEy, for do do; ship Beni
Sewall, for do do.
Ar at Zanzibar 24th inst, ship Norris, Barstow. New York, for Colombo.
Sld fm Havre 25th inst, ship Wm H Macy,
Amesburv, New York.
Ar at Surinam Apl 9, sch Harry H
Haynes,
Bonsey, New York.
Cld at Vera Cruz 11th inst, sch Standard,Dow,
Cazones and New York.
Ar at Guantanamo Apl 22, sch J H
Converse,
Drisko, Demerara.
Ar at Port Spain April 9. sch Lillian Woodruff, New York, (and sld 19th for St Domingo.)
Sld fm Kingston, Ja, 3d inst. barque
Leventei,
for Delaware Breakwater, in tow.
Ar at St Thomas April 20,
barque Miranda,
New
Y
ork.
Smith,
Sld Apl 18. barque Jas H
Hamlin, Daughney,
Arroyo and North of Hatteras.
Sld fm Matanzas Apl 21. schs S M Bird, Merrill, Boston; 25th, Martha T Thomas, do.
Cld 26th, sch Isaiah Hart, Delaware Breakwater.
At Matanzas 26th,
and Grace
bng J F Merry do;

Below 4th, sch Jos Souther, Hatch,Brunswick
Cld 4th. sch Lucie Wheatley, Fisher, Kennebec and Atlantic City.
Sld 4th. sch Augustus Hunt.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 3d, ship Sea King
Pierce, Nanaimo.
Sld 3d, ship I F Chapman, for New York.
FORTRAN D, O—Ar Apl 1, ship Kenilworth,
Baker, New York, 11!) days.
TACOMA—Sld 2d, ship'Eclipse, Peterson, for

Guaymas.

GALVESTON—Sld 3d, sch R F C Hartley.
Chase. Mobile.
FERNANDINA—Sld 3d. schs Willie L Newton, Coombs, New York; Gen A Ames, Jamesson, New York.
KEY WEST-Ar 28th, sch Hattie McG
Buck,
Laguna, (and sld for N ew York.)
BRUNSWICK—Sld 3d, sch Clifford I White
Falkingham. Boston.
FORT MONROE—Sld 3d, brig Jane Adeline,
Cates, from St Vincent for Philadelphia.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d, sch Timothy Field fm
Frankliu.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d, schs J F Seavev
Kelley, Kennebec; Thos BGarland,Crosby do:
N H Skinner, Phiuney, do;
Annie M A’llen’
Brown, do.
Cld 2d, sch Nelson E Newbury. King, Bangor
Cld 3d, schs Gov J Y Smith, Blake, PlymouthLight of the East, Smith, Kennebunkport
Ar 4th, sch Laura C Anderson, Potter from

H

Hopkins,

North of Hatteras;
schs George P Davenport,
Rhode Island, Carrie A Lane, Grace Andrews
Etbridge Souther, and D J Sawyer, for North of
Hatteras.
M at Havana Apl 27, sch Chas E Morrison,

LINE FOB

—

California, Japan, China, Central
America and

and South

Mexico,

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isthmus of Panama.
For Japan and China,
NEWPORT.sails Thursday May 6 noon
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CITY OF PEKING sails Sat., May 21, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street,. Cor. Broad St., Boston.

jelO___dtf

Boston

Steamers.

FARE OILY

$1.00.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
THE

STAUNCH AND ELEGANT

ATH-LO-PHO-ROS
The

*

one

STEAMERS,

PORTLAND AND FOREST CITT
leave

Franklin Wharf, Portland,
Alternately
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock.
J. F. LISCOMB,
J. B. COYLE
General Agent
Manager.
seplO
_dtf

Standard and Scientific Specific

Remedy

L

£
U

Q
R
f*.

and Kindred

International

Prompt relief;

St.

Sold bv all druggists. $1 per bottle; « for $6
Beautiful picture free to any address

JanlG

Steamship

FOR

p.

Andrews, N.

iehec>01t’SCl'J

sells George D Perry, NewJ W Woodruff, ilyannis for
Isle; Polly, Boston tor Rockland; E Arcuarnts, RocKland for Neav York;
Angola, Calais
.or New Haven; Jennie
Greenback, Hoboken

erKennebunkport; Mary Augusta, Amboy for
.In port 3d.- sells Commerce, and Thomas Hix
for New York;
Kpckland
Fleetwhig, do for do;
da L Kay, tfom Somes Sound
for New York;
Ca*ais for Hyaiinis; Eva May,
ior

New York;

Andrew Peters.
Clark's Islam! for
Haverhill.
GLOUCEMEit-Ar 3d. schs Laura Thompou, Gieenport ior Deer Isle; Ringleader, Ho-

Abble JJowkei
for

1^TJrwr<o-is-ol.',Al"b',y

Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYON
CONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
m.. for Portland and
and after

intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 3.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
lUiUl^ei.

No other life insurance
company
m the world issue
policies that in lafl
respects arc as desirable as
your home company—the Union Mu-

thosejof

tual Life Insurance Company of
.Maine. Write to Company’s headquarters, Portland, tor particulars.

or

Ladies Who Sew •
do housework will find “Leaurelle Oil

Balm” a delightful article for
instantly softening the skin and allaying roughness; acts at
When applied dries in quickly, need not
be washed off nor covered up. Its use does not
interfere with the handling of the finest ribbons, silks or satins. Will not grease nor soil
anything. 50c. and $1.00 at Druggists; large
size prepaid by express for $1.00.
E. S. Wells, Jersey City, N. J.
once.

Goes Direct to Weak Spots.
Lots of people in decline are being restored
by Wells’ Health Renewer. It goes direct
to weak spots. Try it. $1.00 at
Druggists.

Rough on Corns.

Salve and

Plasters. Tin box. 10c.

Handsome Features
of no avail if tpe nose is red, complexion
cloudy, skin coarse grained or dotted with
Pimples, Blotches or Freckles. Leaurelle
Oil Balm,the great beautifier will smooth and
clear the most annoying skin or
complexion,
gives a rosy tinge, a healthful glow and freshness, prevents tendency to Wrinkles, Ageing
or Withering of the skin, drying up of the
flesh.
50c. and $1.00 at Druggists. Large
size prepaid by express for $1.00.
E. S. Wells,
Rongli

on

Toothache. Gives instant relief.

Skin

15c.

Humors,

Pimples, Flesh Worms, Ring Worm, Tetter,
Salt Rheum, Frosted Feet,
Chilblains, Itch
Eczema, Ivy Poison, Barber’s Itch, Scald
Head, cured by “Rough on Itch” Ointment.
50c.
Druggists or mail. E. S.Wells, Jersey City

Portland. Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Co.

PHANTOM will leave Portland
STEAMER
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth

permitting),

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.,

or on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7
p. m.
for Rockland, Bar Harbor and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. a. m., arriving at Portland
about midnight same days.
PAYSON TUCKER.
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland. May 2, 1892.
dtf.

Steamer

Foreside, Couseus’, Great Chebeague and Littlejohn’s Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. ni. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. in., touching at all landings, commencing March 16th, 1892.
marlBdtf
Hi B. SOULE, Manager.

Finest and

Thursday, April 28, 1892.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Landings, Peaks Island, Little and
Great
Diamond Islands, at G.30, 6.40, 8.00, *10.30
a. m., 2.15, 4.20, 6.10 p. m.
For Evergreen
Landing, Peaks Island, and Ponce’s Landing, Longlsland,8.00, *10.30, a. m., 2.15 p.m.
RETURN—Leave Forest City Landing,
6.20, 7.20, 9.15, *11.45. 3.30. 5.00, 6.25.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00, 11.30
3.15, 4.45, 6.45. Leave Little Diamond, 6.10,
7.15,9,10, *11.40, 3.25, 4.35, 6.35. Leave
Great Diamond, 6.05, 7.10, 9.05, *11.35, 3.20,
4.40, 6.40, Leave Evergreen, 8.55, *11.25,
3.10. Leave Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,
8.45, *11.15, 3.00.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s
Landings,
Peaks Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 9.00,10.30, a. 111., 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
For Evergreen Landing, Peaks Island, and
Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a. m.,
2.15, 4.20 p. m.
•Not run in stormy or foggy weather.
0. W. T. CODING.
General Manager.
arp28dtf_

Niagara Falls and Return, $11,00
New York and Hudson River, 6.50
Send for particulars.

THOS. COOK & SON,
Officially appointed Sole Passenger and
International Tourist Agents to the
World’s Columbian Exposition by
the Executive Committee,

Mass.

DISSOLUTION.
hereby given that the copartnership heretofore existing between Henry P.
8. Goold and Daniel \V. Heseltine, under the
firm name of D. W. Heseltine & Co., is this day
dissolved by mutual consent. Alt debtsowing to
the said copartnership are to be received by the
said

is

Heseltine, and all the demands

on

the said

copartnership are to be presented to him for
payment. The satd.Heseltjne will continue Die
387 Congress street, this
apothecary business at
name of D. W. Heseltine & Co.
city, under the
1
HENRY F. S. GOOLD,
DANIEL W. HESELTINE
Portland, Me., May 3, 1802.
my4d3t
NOTICE !
and after Monday, May 0, Str. ENTERPRISE will make three trips per we-k,
leaving Portland, Tuesday. Thursday and Sab
ALFRED RACE, Manager.
urday.
dot
inj'4

ON

LINE.

—BETWEEN—
New

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington
—YIA—

!

CENTRAL RAILROAD OP NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted bj
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
time table April II, 1892.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4.00„ 7.45, 9.00. 10.00,
11.30 with dining car, a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30
with dining car 4.00, 6.00. 6.00, 7.30 p. m.
12.15 night. Sundays—9.00, 10.30, 11.30
with dining car a. m. 1.3u, 3.30 with dining
car 5.00, 6.00, p.,m.. 12.15 night
For Baltimore and' Washington daily at 9.00.
11.30withdiningcara. m.; 1.30,3.30, dining
car 6.00 p. m., 12.15 night
Parlor cars on' day trains-Bleepers on nighl
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

Boston office, 211 Washington street
dec22

dtf

Boston & Maine R. R.

18 51.

ESTABLISHED

The Old Standard Family Medicine.
It regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a disordered stomach or liver, such as: Constipation, Biliousness, Indigestion, Loss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BE8T REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c., 50c., and $1.00. At all druggists.
Or of the Proprietors.
Dr. J. F* TRUE d. CO., Auburn, Maine.

Jl6

TT&S&\vtl4

October 4, 1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Searboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00. 10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 45, 10.15 a. m., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.45
a. m.. 12.40, 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Well*
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. m., 3.30, 5.15 p.m.;North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. in.,
12.40, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.46 a.
m.; So. Newmarket .Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, *7.00,
18'.48 a. m., §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. 111.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. m., 6.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Sa-

lem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a. m. daily) t9.00 a.
m„ (§1.00 p. m. daily) t6.00p. ra.
Boston rcr Portland, 7.30 a. m.. (*9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m., (*7.00 p. ni. daily.;

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
tC'onnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West,
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York,
t Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
‘Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN.
Acting Gen. Man., Boston.
D. W. SANBORN, Genl. Supt
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston
GEO. E. WHITNEY, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
dtf
^oCt3
m.

KNOW THYSELF*

NOTICE

BLUE

m.,

p.

England.

COOK’S TOURS.

Denali Day Enins!

at 11.15

Safest Trains in the World

COMMENCING.

_dtf

Boston,

OF RICHMOND, (weather
Portland—State
street

leaves

ROYAL

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
je20

332 Washington St.,

CITY

Wharf—Tuesdays and Fridays

Custom House: Wharf, Portland, Me.

m.

are

Jersey City.

in.

•Sundays included.

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

Co.

B.

Line.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

a.

YFCUCl Oil

Quebec

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m. : Montreal. Bridgton, etc.. 8.20 a.
m..and 8 p.m.; Quebec, Lancaster and Bridgton
12.20 p. m.; Farmington. Skownegan and
Lewiston 12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor Rockland, etc. 12.30 p. m.; Waterville. Bath, Augusta and Rockland, 6.35 p. m.; Rangeley, larmington.Skowhegan. Waterville and Lewiston,
5.45 n. m.; Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans,
Bridgton, 8.00 p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Un1 leket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office,
Railroad

r

Udliu.

3d,
SA.LEM—Ar
lor Manillas;
port
Dettr

Falmouth Foreside Steamboat Co.

ion

Tu,Xh.S.ceS6mnrm

White Mountains and

For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. 111., 1.45 ami
6.15 p. m.; St. Johnsbury,
Newport
and Montreal. 8.45 a. in.. 6.15 p. m.; North
Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.46
p. ill.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.19 a. m.
and 1.45 p.m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points In Northern New Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
Thu 6.16 p. m. train
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soo"
Line lor Minneapolis and St. Paul.

On and after Monday April 4. 1892 the
Steamer Alice will leave Town Landing, Falmouth lor Portland daily at 6.00 and 8.56 a m.
1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
Returning leave west side
of Portland Pier at 7.00 and 10.00 a. m. 2.40
and 6.15 p. m. Special arrangements for excursions, freight etc. can he made on board the
steamer with B. M. SEABURY, Captain.
apr2
tf

—

On and after May 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf. Portland, Monday and Friday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave-St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. J^R-Freight received up to 4.00

permanent cure.

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
p. in.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
♦Runs daily, Sundays included. $Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegaii
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or ueyoud Bangor, on Sunday mornings.

In Effect

Spring Arrangement.

Diseases.

m.

Ellsworth

ISLAND STEAMERS.

Manhattan and Cottage City
leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at B p. m. Returning, leave. Pier KA

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and

RHEUMATISfl,
neuralgia,

and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. m.;
and for Rangeley at 1.10 p. m., and Monday
only at 8.30 a. in.
Monmouth, Winthrop Read field and Oakland, l.io and 5.05 p. m.
Wofterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; Via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Skowliegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p. m.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. in., *1.15 and $11.30 p. m., and on
Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
ana 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

m.

wt-ALtiM.

m.

a.

DIRECT LINE TO NEW YORK.

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

for

THE ATHLOPHOROS COMPANY,
New Haveu, Conn.

«

W

Ar at

Delaware Breakwater 3d, baroue Edw
Cushing, Whittier, Cienfuegos.
At do 3d. sch Helen L Martin, Fountain from
Ocoafor New York.
PERTH AMBOY—Cld 30th, sch C T Belano
New York and Havana.
Ar 2d, schs Will Butman, Katie Mitchell Red
Jacket, and Annie Lord, from New York.
Kid 3d. schs Win Boardman, for ThomastonAlbert Pharo. and Billow, for Saco.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st, sell P J Woodruff
Watts. Mobile.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 3d,sell Wm H Card, fm
Sullivan.
NOBSKA—Passed east 3d lust, sell Sullivan
Sawin. Philadelphia for Bangor.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 2d, sell Alma, fm
Hoboken for Salisbury.
Wailed 3d, sells Jennie Greenbank, Lucy M
Jenkins, Mary Snow, Mary Augusta, Nellie J
brocket-, Clara Rankin, Alma, Ira D Sturgis
Ernest T Lee, Ada Ames, Georgio Berry, Addie
Sells Iter. Sea Foam, Jordan L Mott, William H
Card, Wimidgance, July Fourth.
HY AN'NIS -Sld 3d. schs Ghromo, Sullivan for
pew York ; Race Horse, and Mary Brewer
:tom Rockland ior New
York; Ella Frances do
ior do.
51 Morales, New York for Ken-

11.15 p.

p.

Farmington

For Forest Avenue (Deering), 6.20 n. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with
“Hoosac
Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via "Norwich Line” with Boston
* Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.: from Rochester at 8.30 a. in.,
1.30 and 5.60 p. ill.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
p. m.
For through Tickets to ail points West and
South apply to 8. E. CORDWELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent,
dtf.
octa_

Steamers

_

x

On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Eppi'ng at 7.30 a.
in. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Rochester, Springvale. Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5.30 p. m.
For Gorhan. at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m.. 12 30,
3.00, 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30
and 10.00 a. in., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

—

T

Bangor. Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and. the West.
On
and
after May 2,
1892, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. pi., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

Delaware Breakwater.

*

For

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Smith, Pmladelphia.
Sld Apl 28, barque Carrie E Long, Stowers.

more.

Hull, Gabrielson, Kennebec

barque Vtlora

Lynwood,(for

PACIFIC EAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
—

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Portland & Worcester Line.

_oct22rtP

STATE LIE I

Cld 3d, sch Ida L
and Philadelphia.

or k

25

Philadelphia

Allan

GS-stlor© !
ONIONS
one

5.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.

O N IONS

SAVANNAH. May 4. 1892—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 7c.
MOBILE, May 4. 1892—The Cotton market
is steady muddling G 15-i6c.
MEMPHIS, May 4, 1892—The Cotton market is steady ; middlings 7c.

144%

133%
743,4
1233A
109%

From

raseage

YORK—Ar 3d, schs Laura M Lunt,
Peck, Savannah; Lizzie H Brayton, Fall River
Carrie C Ware, Hillsboro; Lizzie Carr, Thomastou; Bessie H Gross, Deer Isle; Sea Sprav,
Eastport; Mary Langdon, Rockland; ,TD Ingraham, Kennebec; Ned P Walker, Vinalhaven.
Cld 3d, barque Shetland, Haskell. Demerara;
schs Sebago, Ross, Port au Prince; Carrie E
Woodbury. Bryant, Fernaudina.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, sch Spartan, Coombs, Balti-

is

159

71
103

From Boston every

S&Thlynrm

For every

May

4,

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LIKE.

City.

decl2

May

Second Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov23dtf
Agents.

Without injurious medication.

_

Cotton
quiet, unchanged; sales 392 bales:
good ordinary uplands at 4 15-16c; do Gulf at
5 5-16e ;good ordinary stained 4 7-16c ;middling
uplands 7 5-16c: do Gulf 711-lGc; do stained
6^4 C.
NEW ORLEANS. May 4, 1892—The Cotton
market Is firm; middling 7c.
CHARLESTON. May 4. 1892—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 7c.

150
160
107

17%
29%

LABRADOR

Bristol service ended for season.
Cabin, $40 to $fiO; Return, $80 to $110;

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New York.

/

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK.

market

..

Stock and Money Market.

“
For several years I have recommended
4
your Castoria, and shall always continue to
do so as it has invariably produced beneficial
results.”
Edwin F. Pardbb. M. D.,
"
The Wintbrop,” 125th Street and 7th Ave.,
New York

Cotton Markets.

New York

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW Y’ORK. May 4, 1892,-The following
are to-days closing Quotations ot minincr
stocks:
01
CoL Coal. 7
Hocking Coal.
"13
Homestake.
14 on

“The use of ‘Castoria’ is so universal and
its merits so well known that it seems a work
of supererogation to endorse it. Few are the
intelligent families who do not keep Castoria
within easy reach.”

Liverpool. |

■

80%
May.

Castoria cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea. Eructation,
Kills Y/orms, gives sleep, and promote** di-

Outwards and Homewards
j From | From
Steamer.
| Portland. I Halifax.

j

From

“Castoria is so well adapted to children that
f reoommend itas superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archie, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

_

at Halifax

Calling

Children.

and

Castes Mahttn. D.D.,
New York City.
Late Pastor Bioomingdale Reformed Church.

34®35V3Cj

353ic ;do White a 537e; Mixed Western at 34®
@40c. Coffee--* 34g40c; White State at 34
I26sc.
Sugar- ilo dull and nominal; No 7 at
steady; market firaw is moderatelv active and
mand‘; the outsld r refined steady with a fair deed
bv
trust ,3 quotations are those posts
cover
rebate;No fi at 3".i inside figures
No 8 at 334 a;s: ®.4e;No 7 at 3 13-1643 16-16:
No. 10 at 85/s4y «c; No 9 at 3 11-16S3 15-6e;
No 12, 314 asfl3?»c;No 11 a^ 9-16®3 13-16c:
Nol3, 3%®314 :oft All-115
-16®41ic;
4 1—16@4 9-16e; standard
A 4 6-1644 7-,uJd
cut loaf at 5®., p 1 Confectioners’ A 4Vs®41ic;
a t -5 s®
'6C
^rushed
c; powder
ed 4^^fe'a'43^^^:,
granulated 43/s®4%e; Cubes at
4«/8®4%c
Petroleum
and
quiet
lower; united 575,8c
and firm 'p ih’ovisions Fork is in fail' demand
beef dull’- 0 eet is dul,: beef hams quiet; tierced
meats firm; middles active. I.ard
easier and
Western steam tloesd 6 4714
asked-eitv’ul';
aiid mode? steam at 5 90@5 95; refined is firm
Continent at 6 60@6 85;
ately
active;
(5*7 40
lOaoi v- r Buffer is quiet and weak; State erm
1 k-Soi u, ■; Western dairy 12 ®14c: do erm at
do factory ll@12y3c; Eiginat 21(a)
21hT<'
inL,r.',,'i- Cheesefii'm; demand fair; old State at
new fancy 10V3c.
per steailts to Liverpool strong and active: grn

CORN.

July.

Infants

<u •*

rmr

Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
.'ORRECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

for

RAILROADS.

feror

Royal Mail Steamships.

do at 3 90@4 60; ([clear 3 50 44 40; straights
mixtures s 60®4 ;o patents 4 15®5 00; no rye
fine at 1 70®2 60.0: superfine at 2 35®3 00:
steady. Rye flour Suothern flour is quiet and
Cornmeal quiet and stflull and unchanged.
750 bush ;exportsPadv.
Wheat—receipts 150,bush ; unsettled, >158,480 bush; sales 384,000
98@98Vjc afioalnd active for export;No 2_Red
Northern Ola 91; 96 V2 ® 97 14 e fob; No 1
No2 Chicago at tf/sC; No 2 Northern at 86V3c;
dull and unchangOVac: No 2 NTH at 88%c. Rye
receipts 10,075 (d: Western 80@82c. Corn—
sales 08,000 btishi»ush; exports 21,420 bush;
No 2 at 52e In ele higher, quiet and scarce;
steamer mixed at-V, 53° afloat; No 3 at 4Gc:
225 hush ; exports'9g6pc. Oats-receipts 50,bush; firmer and 22,420bush; sales 107.000
3314c; do White E moderately active; No 3 at

White

POKTLASD

HBVa
10%
43%
45

yu.|wiciii»

o

RAILROADS.

STEAMJfc BOOTHBAV
Winter Arrangements. On

A
BOAT CO.
and after Monday, Nov. 2, Sir. Enterprise will
leave East Bootlibay every Monday at 7.15 a.
m., for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and
Bootlibay Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. m.. for Round
Pond, touching at Bootlibay Harbor.
Every
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for
Portland, touching at Bootlibay Harbor. Every
Friday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothbay,
So. Bristol, East Boothbay and Pemaquid.
Weather permitting. No freight received after
7.45 a. m., on day of leaving.
marldtf
ALFRED RACE. Manager.

47 V*

.,.

Wholesale Market.
For the weelf ending May 4,1892.
There is but little change to note in quotations; prices are generally steady with a light
trade. Grain is very firm. Lard easier. Small
Cod 25c off.
Flour unchanged. Corn, Meal,
Sacked Bran and Middlings declined early in
the week. Seeds firm with Timothy higher.
Hay about $1 better. Iron lower for common
and galvanized. Copper easier in some cases.
The hide and leather market is depressed, al■■ugh the prices are unchanged. Fresh Beef
nrm; receipts light, especially on common
>s, with prices tending upward jsides 6V2@
8c & ft, hinds italic, foresat at 4%@5c,
at 7ya@8c, loins 13®15c, rump loins 12
ttles at 3%c, backs at 6 a6 'A c. sheep

•;

;

steamers.

f

77^2
322%
112%

Omahainu.112
48 V*
aopM.
Texas Pacific, neu.116V=
Union Pacific.. 10%
u, 8, Express.
44V*
Waoasb, St, Louis. 45
do pfd.Pacific ..12
Western Union.... 27Vs

26%
92V*
Sugar Trust.j. 93%
do pfd...-. 93%
93%
At New York, yesterday, money wa3 ea'/y,
Richmono s, West.
ranging from lVfc@2 per cent.; last loan at
do old.jlfit.
9Vs
9Va
597a
2, closing at 2 per cent. Prime mercantile pa
55
per was quoted at :iVin5 percent. Sterling
Chicaa
Exchange was quiet and steady w'ith actual
(B7Cattle Market.
business in bankers’ hills at 4 86% lor 'GO-day
CHICAGO. Ma/Telegraph)
bills and 4 8814 for demand; posted rates at —Receipts 18.000 j. 1892.—The Cattle market
steady to a. shade shipments 6000: slow and
4 87V3@4 89.
Commercial bills were 4 86% at
4 40*4 70;
prime to extra steers
goober;
Government bonds w'erfj dull and 3 26(0.3 75; rows
@4 87%.
in clioice 4 00@435; others
Hogs—receipts 3fd eelfers at 2 25(03 50.
steady. Railroads were fairly active and firm.
lower; rough andi.OOOshipments —; easier to
In the stock market after 12 o’clock the usual and
packing at, 4 ommon at 4 00®4 40; mixed
decrease in animation, and firm temper, were butchers’ weighte5@4 52% 1 prime heavy and
7 4 55@4 60; iiglit at 4 60®
again developed. Toward 2 o’clock the active 4 67V,.
Sheep—receipts
stocks again showed considerable animation at
sheep lower; lamipOO; shipments 3000; slow;
advancing prices. The special feature of- deal- 3 76(3-6 60; ftedeei steady; clipped Texans at.
ings was Missouri Pacific, which steadily ad- wethers 6 00*6 a'exans 4 65*5 30; Western
Lambs 5 00*6 J.
vanced to 60% against 58% at the opening.
—1.
New England shcuved a material improvement
Momover the lowest pnce.
The rest of the list was
gstic Marktes,
without special feature. During the last hour
NEWYORK. Ma Telegraph.)
still higher prices were touched in all the active et—receipts 14,1414.1892.—The Flour mar Iran ri 10.308
58,760 bbls
stocks, the market closing quiet and firm at or settled; salessacks pckgs; exports
24,7 moderately active and un-.
near best prices of the day.
Flour ouotatiousO bbls.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggre- city mills extra 4-low extras at 2G5@3 36;
4 65@4 90; wintei'6 34 85; city mills patents
gated 191,500 shares.
3 35; fair to fancy wheat low grades at 2 65®
Portland

-f

8g*

<&>pfd_;. 7'8»/«
ft* gaol- Minn, &.123%
at. Paul &

Bonds Dull and Steifdy—Bail loads Fairly
and Firm—Stocks Closed Quiet and Firnj

*\

X93V2
69%
83l/s

a*

Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy- Sterling
Exchange Quiet and Easier—Government

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

20
19

20V,
19%:
M.ifl. 14%
Pu lmau Palace.,. 35%
..iy2l/2
Reading...
Rock IA'anrt,.,;. 59%
Ot.
& san p. 84i%

^American..
Pacific

A new and only
Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS of
PHYSICAL 'DEBILITY.
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 800 pages, cloth,
Only *1.00
gilt; 156 Invaluable prescriptions.
by mail, double sealed. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements mm
crura
of tho Frees and voluntary LUi. I. j
NOW,
testimonials of the cnretl I
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treatment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CER-

gbl'Ll

Portland & Ruraford Falls
In Effect

Railway.

November 16,1891.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a.
and 1.30 p.m.

RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30
m.

Boston, Mass.
Tha Peabody Medical Institute haa many imitators, but no equal.—Herald.
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, is a
treasure more valuable than gold. Read it now,
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and lear--.
ho STRONG «— Medical Review• (Copyright
..j

..

STAGE CONNECTIONS-Daily—From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfield for W.
Sumner and Turner; Canon for Peru, Pixileld and Mexico; also for Brettun's Mills,

Livermore.

On

“JLAWSOA HOUSE,”
South

Harpswell,

Me.

pleasant seaside hotel has been greatly
improved, and Is now supplied with ail the
modem improvements, including hot and cold
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and fishing. Open for guests
June loth, 1892. Special rates for parties.

THIS

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS
For accommodations or particulars apply to
POOLER, Manager, Portland, Ale.
mar24-tf

J. J.

__

NOTICE

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST

Scott’s

FOR~

Cure

For Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains or
Bruises, Sore Throat., and Other Lameness
Second to no other Liniment In tne United
States, well known in all Eastern tv winces
AVill be sold by all druggists. David Scott Sole
Proprietor in the United States.
Trade 'marl;
on all circulars and bottles; Wlt.-.'es;.r«i,vfv„v
Everett & Pennell, Portland, lie.
lebiinutf

L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.

je27__5tf
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
After MONDAY. Dec. 7, 1891,
Trains will run as follows:
DEPARTURES,
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m.. and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m.. 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30
p. m. For Quebec. 1.30 p. m. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, S.25 a. m.,
12.10, 3.10, 6.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gorham, N. II., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago aud Montreal. 12.10 a. in.,
5.60 p.m. From Quebec, 12.1' i;
n
TICKET OFFICE
50 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of Inand

dia Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junetion and Danville Junction as follows
To Chicago $20 and $15.75; Detroit $16.75 and
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and $24.00; SL Paul
$31.60 andi$26.50; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
821.76; San Francisco. California, $90 and
-$.i6.75. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager,
decs
dtf

NEW

WHERE IS JACKSON?

PRESS.

THE

ADVERTISEMENTS

That’s What the People Want to Know
TODAY.

AMUSEMENTS.
Montgomery Guards Assembly.
AUCTION.
Mortgagee’s sale.
SECOND PAGE.

Who Took His

Times Bros.—Shirt Waists.
The Atkinson Company.
Farrington & Bickford.

something

Boston & Albanv Railroad.
Maine Steamship Company.
Messenger’s Notices (2).
Portland Trust Company.
EIGHTH PAGE.
Home for Aged Men.
Rines Bros.—Dress Goods.

follows:

as

Greeting

He went to a

and contracted for office fittings.
The bill was $5, and was presented
when the work was delivere d. He told
the boy who brought the bill that he
would call and settle it. A day or two
Assignees’ sale.
Standard Clothing Co.
later he called at the place where the
work was done.
He said he had forgotNew Wants. To Let, For Sale. Lost, Found ten the bill
and another was made out.
and similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropriate headings on page 6.
Iu payment he presented a check in his
own favor for
$23.40, on the Merchants’
National
Bank. He was given the change
For additional
see
but shortly after he had gone out the
proprietor, having a sudden suspicion,
carried the check to the Merchants’
BfclEF JOTTINGS.
Bank. The teller looked at it and
said,
“Why, this is on the Merchants’ Bank of
of
the
A branch chapter of the order
New Haven.”
Sure enough it was, and
White Square will be organized in this the fact had been
overlooked.
To make
city.
sure, the check was sent to New Haven,
Fire alarm box 831 has been placed in but it is said
proved to be worthless.
circuit at Thompson’s Point, replacing
There were several places where Jackbox 9.
son’s checks were refused, because monE. E. Rouuds is the delegate chcsen by
ey enough was not on hand at the time
the Central Labor Union to attend the' to cash
them. The police have the case
Lewiston meeting, May 23.
in hand, but Jackson’s whereabouts are
Charles D. Stewart, of Dover, N. H., unknown.
who has been a railway postal clerk beCITY OF WESTBROOK.
tween Portland and Worcester, has been
transferred to the Boston and Bangor
Large Vote in Favor of Accepting the
firm

Local News

Fifth Page.

ime.;
The Boston & Maine

will not renew
contract with the monarch Palace Car
Company, which expires in June, but
will put on Wagner cars. The Monarch
cars have been used on the Northern
divisions.
The regular meeting of the Fresh Air
Society will be held in the Y.M.C.A. parlors on Thusrday morning at 11 o’clock.
Anyone having cases to present will
please do so at that time.
There will be a special meeting of Damon Assembly No. 1, P. S. Thursday afternoon, May 5tb, at 2 o’clock. All Sisters are requested to be present, as business of importance is to come before the

Walker

Bequest.

The vote of the city on the Walker Liwas as follows by wards:
_For. Against.

brary bequest
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1.
39
2.149
3..—.202
116
4.....
5. 27

3
2
0
2
3

533

10

Total vntA.

Mrs. Gleason of Boston will lecture
under the auspices of the Y. W. C. T. U.
at the Methodist church this evening.
Her subject will be “Where does the responsibility lie?”
The

meeting.

Last Ocean

Steamer.

The Labrador, the last of the English
steamers to come to Portland this season
day and part of the time it came in town
left for Liverpool at 2.30 o’clock yesterand was very raw and piercing.
amid the booming of many cannons
There will be a meeting of the full day,
as a J parting
salute.
Six guns were
board of trade at 11 o’clock this mornfired. Among the cabin passengers were
ing.
Mrs. Charles R. Milliken and Miss Beth
Irving, the little four year old son of
Mrs.
D.
W.
Clark,
Thomas Doherty, 60 Oxford street, was Milliken,
Miss
Belle
Clark and
Miss
Carrun
over
last
severely injured by being
ter.
About 400 ladies and gentlemen
Saturday. He jumped on a jigger and
friends of the Portland parties, gathered
was thrown between the wheels.
The
to see them off. Their staterooms were
back of his head was injured and the
filled with flowers.
The ship takes a
scalp and face fearfully cut.
valued at $146,624.
Included in
Street Commissioner Woodbury
of cargo
the cargo are 32,324 bushels of peas,
Bangor returned yesterday from a flying
33,400 bushels of wheat, 30,443 bushels of
trip to Portland. While here he puroats and 315 head of cattle.
a
:hased fine pair of horses for the dejartmcnt. They came from the West
Missionaries to China.
,nd had been working on a Portland ice
Edward Waite Thwing, grandson of
vagon. Their weight was 2900 pounds the late Capt. Edward Waite of this
city,
md the price was $500 delivored in Ban- and his sister
Gertrude, a native of WestThere was a thick

fog outside yester-

gor.

The last supper and sociable of the sear
son at Williston church was given last
evening. There was a large attendance
and a very merry time.

The Kearsarge, North Conway, was
sold at auction Tuesday for $15,000 to
Dana Malone of Greenfield, Mass.
Members of Machigonne Tribe are re
ques to attend the funeral of Mr. F.
E. Rogers at 2.30 o’clock this afternoon
at his late residence 56 Pine street.
PERSONAL.
Mr. F. H.

Hezelton, manager of the
Equitable Life Society, and Mr. Arthur
H. Gould leave for

Denver this

morn-

ing.
Mr. and Mrs. R.

L.

Morse and Miss

Higgins arrived at the Preble House yesterday from New Orleans.
Ex-Commissioner Hammond
town

was

in

yesterday.

The trustees of Colby University meet
iu Portland next

Saturday

to

act

upon

the resignation of President Small, and
to see •what measures shall be taken to
311 the vacancy.
Ex-Commissioner Chaplin was in town

yesterday.
General John Lynch denies that he intends to resign the city solicitorship.
It is reported in Augusta that Mr. E.
C. Milliken of Portland is a candidate

adjutant general.
Hon. F. C. Ryder Of Springfield, al-

for

xnougu

ue nas served xwo

xerms

in

xne

brook,

recognized as missionaries
by public services in Brooklyn
last Sunday, Professor E. P. Thwing, D.
D., preaching the sermon. The parents,
independent workers with three children,
expect to leave in September by the way
were

to China

of Sandwich Islands for
more are
seven

at

in one

Canton.
Two
work in Alaska, making
family in the missionary

calico ball in aid of the
Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary will be
given tonight at City Hail.' There is
every sign of a large and brilliant party,
who will fitly close the dancing season.
There will be reserved seats in the gallery for spectators, which can be obtained at Stockbridge’s, as well as simple
admission tickets to the galleries. The
floor tickets are to be found during the
day at Loriug, Short & Harmon’s and at
ail the drug stores.
The Backward
Quadrille will be one of the features of
the evening.
Dancing will begin at 8.30 o’clock.
Holders of regular tickets intending to
go on the floor will enter from Myrtle
street. Entrance to the gallery through
the corridor.

grand

a

A very large congregation attended the
reception which the Congress street
Methodist Episcopal church extended to
its new pastor, the Kev, George D. Lindsay, last evening. Hon. H. H. Shaw had
charge of the exercises, and in a very
neat speech welcomed Mr. Lindsay and
wife to their new and inviting field of
labor.

At the close of

Mr.

Shaw’s

re-

marks, he introduced Mr. G. M. Donliam,
the superintendent of the Sunday school,
who, in a few well chosen words, on behalf of the school, welcomed the pastor
and assured him of the hearty co-operation of teachers and officers.
Mrs. H. A.

Hallett,
the Ladies’ Circle, was

the

president of

next called upon,
and in a most tender and feeling manner

welcomed the pastor and his wife.
Mr.
John W. Proctor, on behalf of the Y. P.
S. C. E., made a speech of welcome,
pledging the cordial and earnest co-operation of the young people with all the efforts of the pastor.
A most interesting part of the exercises consisted in the presentation to the
pastor by the superintendent of the oldest and youngest member of the Sabbath
school, aged respectively 77 and three
and a half years.
After all the people had been presented t.o the uast.ov and wife Pev Afr

T.ind-

say addressed the company. He assured
them of his gratification at such a hearty

joyous reception and that he appreciated
most highly these assurances, coming
from the various organizations within
the church, of support and co-operation.
He said he believed in a progressive and
He held that evagressive Methodism.
ery man, woman and child not connected
with any other church belonged to Meth-

odism, and

Methodist minister
if he could.
“There is,” he said, “a population of 10,000 in this portion of the city.” Brother
Wright is here, but his church will not
hold half of them. He may get as many
as he can butT shall not let him outdo
me.
We will be intensely Methodist.
Let him be as intensely Congregationalist. We can both work best along our
denominational lines.
I love him and
will work with him each along his own
line; both together for the Master and
Christ’s kingdom.
Work all together
with me. I will work with you.
We
will together work for God" and liis
he as

To-night

Messiah

Mr. Shaw then called upon the Rev.
Mr. Wright, of the Congregational
church, who congratulated pastor and
people on their coming together again in
the same tender relations which they had
sustained in former years, and expressed

his wishes for continued
prosperity.
The Presiding Elder, the Rev. George R.
extended
a
sincere
welcome
to
Palmer,
Mr. Lindsay, assuring him that he had
come to a united and devoted people.
The Rev. Dr. Randall welcomed ,Mr.
Lindsay back to the Maine conference
and to Portland and to the church in a
most happy way. He offered prayer and
pronounced the benediction.
Coffee, cake and ice cream were then
served to all present and after another
hour was spent in a most social and en-

(Messiah

Fair the “Improved Rag Dolls” will be
the feature. The following are the rag
dolls: Harold Harmon, Willie Harmon,
Eddie Harmon, Willie Wish, Chester
Butler, Willie Jewell, Harry Rockwell
Flossie Wish, Blanch Fernald,
Edith
Baker, Lennie Berry, Flossie McLean,
Lucy (Webber, Edith Webber, Shirley
Garden. Dinners and suppers are served
each day. Dinner from 12 to 2, supper
from 6 to 7.30. Entertainment at 8.

and if he had been fat would have
weighed double that amount.
State of Maine Building at Chicago.
The share to be raised in Portland to
properly complete the Maine building is
§2,000 and yesterday $1,125 of this
amount was obtained.
The committee
of the board of trade
consisting of
Messrs. Blabon, nunt and Richards hope
to have the whole $2,000 by Saturday

night.
Past and

Present Tea.

The ladies of the Congregational church

Woodford,

making [arrangements for
a “Past and Present” tea to be
given in
their chapel this evening. An entertainment will be presented and a very dcis
^ lightful evening anticipated.]
are

advertisements.
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All Wool Putnam Overcoats, light and dark mixed, only
“
A fine light colored Overcoat, cut sack,
A nobby dark tan colored Overcoat, cut on the
“
sack back style,
“
A nice fine gray worsted mixed Overcoat,
■

$5.98,
10.00,

BANNER

-'

3 ESI
PANT DEPARTMENT.

LOW
PR;
MEN’S SPRING OVERCOAT DEPT. MEN’S
worth $10.00 Men’s Pants at
“

12.00

“

12.00,
15.00,

15.00
18.00

“

MEN S SUIT DEPARTMENT.

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

»

“

■

...

$1.50, worth $2.00
"
2.50
2.00,
“
3.00
2.50,
“

3.db,

...

“

3.50,
4.00,
5.00,
6.00,

■

...

F. A. and J. Sawyer Suits at
$15.00
“
$10.00, worth
“
“
“
Men’s dark mixed all wool Suits at
8.00
6.00, “
“
“
“
Men’s gray mixed Suits
10.00, “ 12.00
Black Cheviot Suits at
12.00
10.00,
MEN-S
sack
Suits
at
Men’s
Young
cutaway
12.00,15.00,18.00
Men’s indigo blue Suits, at
8.00 Men’s and Boys’
6.00, worth
“
Men’s blue slater Suits at
10,00 A good deal dept
8.00,
Men’s fine dress Suits at
15.00,18.U 0,20.00,22.00,25.00 tor the money.

...

“
“
“

3.50
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00

CINTOSH COATS AT LOW PRICES.

-

■

ats.

"

mowing where you can

*r*on!t0 ?^00
get the best and most

_

BOYS AND CHILDREN S Dt"An I MtN I.

the large company sepajoyable
rated thoroughly pleased with the delightful occasion.

This branch of onr business is advancing in popularity more rapidly than we lial any reason to expect. This is gratifying to us and
establishes the :‘act that a first-class Boy’s and Children’s Clothing
Store is appreciated by the people. We keep it bright and cheerful
by constant addition of New Novelties and alluring bargains. Never
Never was such fine Children’s
was clothing sold so low as by ns.
Clothing shown as is shown by ns. Never was such a mammoth
stock shown as is shown by us. The people are with us and we endeavor to please them.
You can make no mistake in buying the C. and H. Unlaundered
White Shirts, pjrfect fitting, linen bosom, continuous bands, double front and btck, will wear longer, look better, and be more satisfactory than any 50 cent shirt made. Our price 37 1-2 cents,

The Agency.
Mr. Henry Trickey, the former liquor
agent, handed over the office to his successor, Mr. Carr, yesterday, with $10,000
in bank and $6000 worth of stock. Mr.
Carr has appointed as clerks Mr. Robert
Ahearn and Mr. Geo. T. Means.

fou hu* 1,as

See that the shirt

the tra(le mark c- aud H-

at 25 cents
Pair 5° f
re200 pairs Boys’ KiieeLPants
four Pa«* for 2a cents; 25 dr
a

Hose at 7 cents
rlers at 15 cents

a

paiO
pa}r,

worth ->o ;
60 dozen Outur
cents each ; 40 dozen Balbriggan Shirts and Draw
50 dozen Bof.s Seamless Derby Ribbed L<
each;
at
15 cents a pa1*) worth *5 cents; 50 dozen
black,
Men’s and i
at 10 cents each, three tor 2a cents ;
low prices.
a

^ CQW HORN CSVEN AWAY
in our Boys’ Department’ to customers purchasing go,
j amount of $2.00—two debars—worth or upwards at any o

Quick Sales is the Keynote and Our Bright Goods and Low Prices the Music

atjur

IRA F. CLARK Se
The Reliable, One Price, Spot Cash, Clothiers and Furnishers..

Store.

Store

CO.,
482 Congress Street,

Open Evek

Portland Maine.

___dlw

myS

PEOPLE WILL TALK.

DRESS GOODS!

manner

Give a man a good bargain and he’ll tell it. How We
shall offer for the remainder of
else do so many people get to know ? (Everybody
the week
doesn’t read the advertisements). That’s what has
made the bssiness of this store.
What is a mother prouder over than her boy ?
Nothing is too good for him—much isn’t good
Anmicrh
We’ve Drovided what nerfectlv satisfies
her and the boy.
The actual increase in our business only thus far
this season explains something: that we’ve got
what people want and are selling it right.
And behind this fact, the clothing, our manufac54 inch Broadcloths in Tans, Modes, Slates
ture of clothing, means a saving to the people at
and Drabs. Our best $2.50 quality
every turn.
Take the great line of
How is that shown?
children’s suits at $5. They’re 25 per cent under
value. Not one lot or two, but over 25 styles.
40 inch AH Wool Dress Goods in fancy weaves,
Sailor Suits, 90c.; Wool Knee Pants, 45c.
88 cents per yard.
Men’s—We’re unable to supply the demand for striped effects, real value
those double breasted nobby suits ; plenty coming.
200 pair Trousers, just in; $2 and $2.50. Vests
»
to match, $1.50.
40 inch All Wool Cheviots, Storm Serges and
Tweeds that are usually sold at 75 cents per yard.

THREE SPECIAL VALUES

ALL WOOL DRESS BIS!
Only $ 1.50

/

Fair.

at the Church of the

advertisements

a

uuuruii.

_

Church of the

K1:W

J

tidaTwaveIf usiness

a

would win them to Christ

Christian Science.

city.

advertisements.

Hearty

Evening,

The Christian Scientists of this city
met last evening to listen to Rev. Frank
E. Mason, C. S. D., pastor of the First
Church of Christ (Scientist) of Brooklyn,
N. Y., who delivered a lecture on Christian Science.
Mr. Mason is editor of The Seed, a
paper published in the interest of Christian Science, which is said to have a large
circulation both on this continent and
abroad. He is the guest of Mr. Mitchell
of 273 Cumberland street and intends to
form a class in Christian Science in this

_

The

Last

service.

Senate, may be a candidate for renomination, and if he should come back to
the higher branch he will be a candidate
.'or president of that body.
Mr. J. J. Pooler of The Sherwood, and
Mr. Frank T. Faulkner, a 'well known Mr.
W. C. Ware of the Standard Clothclothing manufacturer of Turner, who ing Company, took a fishing trip to Great
has been in the city attending the Grand
Falls, North Gorham, Monday.
They
Lodge of Masons, slipped on the street had fine sport and brought back six fine
Tuesday afternoon and broke his leg. fish. One of them was a regular fighter
He is now at the Maine General Hospi- and
gave them plenty of work. He
tal.
weighed six pounds and three-quarters,
Calico Ball.

His New Parishioners Gave Him

Checks.

Some days ago, a man representing
himself to be George W. Jackson, took
an office on Middle street, near
Temple,
and opened a real estate business. He
contracted several bills on the strength of
his honest appearance, though no one
seemed to know anything about him.
One of his principal operations was

Owen. Moore & Co.
Vacuum Oil Company.
FIFTH PAGE.
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REV. MR. LINDSAY’S RECEPTION.

o
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Mr. S. G.

Derry

Of Providence, It. I.,
Widely known as proprietor of Derry’s Waterproof Harness Oil, tells below of his terrible
sufferings from Eczema and his cure by

HOOD’S

Our Price

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

Only

per Yard.

69c. per

We offer at 55c. per

yard.

We feel sure that after seeing these
will agree with us that they are

Sarsaparilla

THE BEST

Gentlemen: Fifteen years ago I had an at
tack of inflammatory rheumatism, which was
followed by eczema or salt rheum, breaking
out on my right leg. The humor spread all
over my legs, back and arms,

yard.

goods you

VALUE

We have offered In New Goods.

A Foul Maes of Sores,
swollen and itching terribly, causing Intense
pain if the skin was broken by scratching,
and discharging constantly.
It is impossible
to describe my suffering in those years of
agony and torture. I spent

<

Thousands of Dollars

in futile efforts to get well, and was discouraged and ready to die. At this time I was
unable to lie down in bed, had to sit up all the
time, and was unable to walk without
crutches. I had to hold my arms away from
my body, and had to have my arms, back and
legs bandaged by my faithful wife twice a day.
I* inally a friend who was
visiting at our
house, urged me to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
I began by taking half a teaspoonful. My
stomach

Was All Out

of Order

But the medicine soon corrected this, and In
six weeks I could see a change In the condition of the humor which nearly covered my
body. It was driven to the surface by the
sarsaparilla, the sores soon healed, and the
scales fell off. I was soon able to give up
bandages and crutches, and a happy man I
was.
I had been taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
for seven months; and since that time, nearly
two years, I have worn no bandages whatever
and my legs and arms are sound and well.

The Delight
of myself and wife at my recovery It Is Impossible to tell. To all my business friends
m Boston and over the
country, I recommend

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

from personal experience.” S. G. Derby, 45
Bradford street, Providence, B. I.
If you are Bilious, take Hood’s Fills,

Messenger’s

Notice.

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine. Cumberland ss. May -11li,
A, D., 1892.
is to give notice, that on the 3d day of
May, A. D., 1892. a Warrant in Insolwas
issued out of the Court of Insolvency
vency
for said County of Cumberland, against the es-

THIS
tate of

MELVILLE F. SAWYEK, of Cape Elizabeth,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was tiled on the
3d day of May, A. D.. 1392, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.- That the
payment of any debts to or by said Debtor, ami
the transfer and delivery of any property by him
are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the
creditors of said Debtor, to prove their debts
and choose one or more assignees of his estate,
will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be
holden at Probate Court Boom, in said Portland,
in said County of Cumberland, on the Sixteenth
day of May, A. D. 1892, at ten o’clock m the
forenoon.
(livenunder mv hand the date, first above
written.
SAMUEL D. PLUMMKK,
of the Court of
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
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Tastefully Selected, comes under
head at the present season. Mb
.^^thisWe
have the stock to Mr.
choose from.
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PRACTICE

CBUYING PURE

Home for Aged Men.

mays

MAY BE WORN BY

mays
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We are showing a very fine line of the new
Laces for dress combinations and offer several
new patterns Black Chantilly Laces in demi
flouncings and skirt flouncings. Black Escurial
Laces in skirt flouncings and 6, 9 and 12 inch
widths. Point D’lrlande and Point de Gene Laces
in white and ecru, in 4, 9 and 13 inch widths.
Black Chantilly and Point D’lrlande lace edges
in the various widths.
We also offer a full line of the

MOST POPULAR

VEILINGS,

including the new TUXEDO NETS, plain and
spotted, in a complete line of new colorings.

RINES

BROS.

